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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
1.1 Introduction
In this book we see how the organisational and goal-oriented thinking in a
large company has entered an impasse. Thinking has become bogged down in
a monolithic knowledge structure. Although people attempt to wrench
themselves free, they still remain imprisoned.
We have sought a way out of this by letting the conventional knowledge
structure explode into a chaos of fragments, a chaos of thought forms, and
by allowing the substantial constructions to dissolve into transparent, sub-
jective forms.
Out of this chaos of thought forms, creative shape can be given to what is
"termed **participative organisation and information system design , based on
the unique unity of the feeling and thinking individual human being or
culture.
This formulation of the problem is tested against, and demonstrated by
means of, a description of a practical situation. The piactical study comprises
a definition of the conceptual thinking of three thought cultures in an
information and automation department in the Corporate ISA Division of
Philips during the period 1968-1978.
On the basis of this historical survey we present the chaos of thought forms
and that can never be more than a fragment of these. In order to make this
chaos more generally accessible a flexible conceptual structure has been
developed which charts the chaos of thought forms to some extent (although
this is only the description of the situation encountered during the study).
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Figure 1.1   The chaos of thought forms as a synthesis of three organisational cultures
This conceptual structure  has  two  open  ends: one represents the chaos  of
human consciousness as the original birthplace of ideas, as an infinite gate-
way to mystery, with intuition rising upwards. The primary attitude is
surrender of the self, or love.
On the other side is the objective operation as the effectuationi  of an effect
aimed at achieving a goal in a super-ordered situation. The primary attitude
is action, the exertion of power. A polar construction such as this does not
mean that the operation is located only on one side and the chaos on the
other. The operation is everywhere, but at one end it dominates the rest.
Chaos is also present everywhere, but on the one side it is the key factor
which gives shape to thought. Action and thinking go on everywhere in the
conceptual model. It is only the emphasis - which is placed first on the one
and then on the'other - that is different. All kinds of pathways run between
these two points, both towards the objective reality and towards the
subjective world.
The thinking and acting individual or culture can move along these paths;
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they can start somewhere and simply stop somewhere. There is also a middle
section between operation and chaos, namely order.
Tlie path leading to the objective operation is called the ordering or operation-
oriented path. The path leading to the turbulent chaos of thinking and
experiencing is termed the chaos-oriented path. In the region between the
two it is roughly possible to indicate three domains.
First, the chaotic or anaxial domain; second the domain of order; and third
the domain of operation, both of the latter being axial domains. To enable
us to travel through these domains we can use vehicles - or what we have
chosen in this study to term thought forms. Certain thought forms are more
suitable than others for permitting us to travel through particular domains
effectively. These vehicles, the thought forms, constitute a completely open
collection of movements and prefabricated sense orientations of every
possible shape, colour, calibre, size, quality, complexity, consistency, beauty
and so on.
The chaos of thought forms is presented in an Appendix. The ordering in
terms of domains of use will be discussed in Chapter Two. This range of
instruments is applied to the practical situation. The paths and vehicles
which are used there are described in the study. In this way we see that the
initial paths are located in the domain of objective operation.
In the second place, we arrive in the domain of order, but here we find the
way blocked by our conventional Western knowledge structures. In
particular, we describe two systems of thought which cut through the
domain of operation and the domain of order. These are the information
system culture and the cybernetic culture.
Attempts are made to escape, however, in order to break through the barrier
and  reach the chaos of human · experience. This collection of attempts  to
escape is termed the social system culture. Its path mainly nins in the
direction of human experience but there is no real breakthrough. There is
(still) no method of system building which seeks to link up with the rich
source of the chaos of ideas and the energy potential of the individual as a
unique being in the organisation.
The present study should be seen as an attempt in this direction. It is mainly
this path that we are endeavouring to open up while playing with forms, and
at the same time we wish to keep the road completely open towards the
other side.
The chaos of thought forms acts as a creative vehicle for making objective
reality subjectively acceptable and designable; for splintering  the   rock  of
objective thought into fragments and enabling it to be given shape on the
basis of subjective chaos. Only then can we establish the relationship
between the uniquely creative human being and the rock: the formal organi-
sational reality. Only then can we speak of participative organisational design.
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Only then can we establish a relationship between emotional and cognitive
experience and the formal organisation. And only then can the double
organisational reality come fully into its own and finally become one unified
reality on a higher level of awareness.
The fantastic work of Luhmann has been of great assistance to me in
exploring the above-mentioned terrain. And in saying "fantastic" I am
expressing both my own value judgement and also the fact that Luhmann's
thinking appeals greatly to the fantasy, or imagination. The study of
Luhmann's work has contributed to splintering my own culturally
conditioned "thought rock". Accordingly, a number of Luhmann's conceptual
structures will be reviewed in order to supplement the history of the three
cultures.
This book aims to present a methodology of the imagination in organisational
design. It is an attempt to raise the leaden weight of serious, mechanically
ordered thinking from its stagnant depths and transform it into a carefree
game with the translucent pearls of unfettered thought.
1.2     Formulation of the Problem
The  formulation  of the problem consists of two related parts:
1. What instruments can help to describe organisational cultures?
What forms, patterns or configurations between Chaos and Operation
can refine the sensitivity of the thought process in organisation design?
2. A description of three organisational advice cultures in the field of
information systems and automation with this range of instruments.
In this connection, these cultures have a dual function:  on  the  one hand,
they act as an extensive case study and, on the other, as suppliers of
thought forms.
The main path selected in the description is a reduction of thought forms to
conceptual chaos. Attention will also be given to ensuring that we can see
through the splintered form as an organic synthesis. We shall both analyse
and synthesise, although this will take place in the chaotic domain.
1.3    Propositions and Basic Principles
1.      The predominantly goal-oriented concept   in the company studied still
consists of an interwoven structure of simple causality (the effectu-
ation of an effect) and a fixed ranking of values as the background. The
equally classical bureaucratic model of an organisation is coupled with
this goal-oriented concept.
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2.      The  old and still valid epistemological laws  help to maintain the classical
model in existence. They thus constitute a barrier to giving shape to the
organisation on the basis of a reconciliation of emotional and rational
thinking.
3.      The organisation and/or the information system designer    can    look
directly out of the chaos of thought forms and produce an unprejudiced
construction. However, this calls for the development ofhis self-awareness
and fragmentation of his own conceptual structure.
4. Looked at from the viewpoint of objectively oriented organisation
science, which is mainly a Western phenomenon, the unordered creative
subject of the organisation can scarcely be seen. Religiously oriented
Indian thought, which mainly approaches reality from what can be
contemplated subjectively, might provide a good starting point. The
chaos of thought forms tends to arrive at a synthesis by combining
thinking the thought (the West) with seeing the form (the East).
The functionalistic Luhmann-type thinking also tends in this direction.
5.  The organisation's thinking in terms of a creative-synthetic inner world
can be effectively expressed through the medium of visual forms.
6. Designing organisations on the basis of the chaos of thought forms which
exist among the people in the organisation produces a more realistic
approach to systems, resulting in a greater acceptance of, and trust in,
these systems because they take people's cognitive thought forms as a
starting point.
7. To achieve this, the system designer himself must also acquire the
chaotic, dialectical approach to thought. In addition, the more "rational"
thought forms must be present in that style of thinking as separate
components. In this way he can combine the role of system designer and
agent of change.
1  N. Luhmann: "Bewirken einer Bewirkung",  page 24 Zweckbegriff und System-
rationalitUt.
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CHAPTER 2: FROM STAGNATING ORGANISATIONAL THINKING
TO AN ORGANISATIONAL DESIGN AS A GAME WITH
THE CHAOS OF THOUGHT FORMS
The kind of organisational thinking that generally survives under the name of
the classical organisation model is still very much alive, as our cultural study
will show.
In "Zweckbegriff und Systemrationalitat", Niklas Luhmann demonstrates
that this model is a structure of two thought forms, one coming from the
Greeks  - the hierarchy   -  and the other  from  19th century causality.  The
preconscious structure of both thought forms together causes stagnation.
An attempt is made to examine this fact further in the present book.
The way in which the two thought forms are interwoven with each other can
be related to the traditional epistemological laws, such as the law of the
excluded middel (tertium non datur), the law of contradiction and the law
of reason.
First of all, we make the traditional goal-oriented structure and the classical
organisation model explode into a large number of thought forms. After that,
we examine the ways in which thought forms can be combined and
synthesised.
There are many of these possible combinations - more in fact than the
traditional epistemological laws permit. The point is that every thought form
can constitute the connection between every other two. This brings us into
the world of chaos, the chaos of thought paths and thought forms, where
every conceptual structure or synthesis can be fortned. Every organisation is
some dynamic combination or other of the chaos of thought forms, the sub-
jective and more objective ones alike.
2.1 The Organisation as a Stagnating Monolithic Knowledge Structure
2.1.1    Luhmann's  thesis:   the   classical  goal-oriented   concept  and  the  classical
organisation model as an intermeshed structure of the causal and
hierarchical thought forms
The most direct goal-oriented thinking consists of the formulation of a goal
as the point to be reached and the mapping out of the shortest way to it.
The way to it is the means. Goal-oriented organisations are the way to the
goal, or the arrow directed towards the point.
This goal-oriented concept has led to the classical form of organisation. Its
characteristics arei :
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•    A one-sided goal-oriented rational organisation:    it    is the means
towards the end.
•   Unity of management: it controls the whole organisation from one
point.
•   The organisation as a whole consists of tasks. The task is a means to
an end. The person who performs the task is therefore not only part
of the whole but also a means to an end. He or she is an instrument.
•   Only the motives of some of the members of the organisation count.
The motives of the remainder are turned into instruments,
neutralised or discredited. For that remainder, the achievement of
goals therefore only means following explicit or latently operating
commands.
The development of the goal-oriented concept leads to stagnation in
organisational thinking. This stagnating model of the traditional organisation
still seems to be particularly topical, as will be seen from our culture study.
According to Luhmann, the model is constructed by fusing two thought
forms together: the value hierarchy form (part and whole) and the end/
means form, these being the system notion and the notion of conduct
respectively. (See Figure 2.1).
HIERA  Re Hy CRRJACiry °trS y NTRESIS
0  F    VALUE S HeAYS AND EMDS




Figure 2.1   The organisation as a synthesis of two forms:  hierarchy and causality
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The system notion states  that: "The organisation   is a whole consisting  of
parts (= tasks)." The activities notion states that:  "The end is to be achieved
by the means." The organisation must therefore be constructed as a chain of
end/means elements. These two thought forms are so interwoven with each
other that the whole has become the end and the part has become the means.
The task is at once the part and the means.
The Greek concept of the whole as an ordering of values and  the 19th century
goal-oriented concept as a causal scheme of end/means relationships thus
results in traditional organisational thinking. On the one hand, a fixed
ordering of values is employed. On the other, subjective end/means
constructions can be combined in such a way that every means can be the
cause leading to the end (= consequence).
These two thought forms are interwoven with each other. But this inter-
weaving is completely obscured when the philosophy of conduct, or the
ethics which still functioned as a whole system up to the 20th century,
dissolves into various sciences of conduct such as sociology, psychology, law
and economics. Rationality continues to constitute a "predetermined sense
framework". The goal remains an invariable background structure with
respect to the causally conceived decision process.
This is criticised by existential philosophy, phenomenology and the
philosophy of life. In Kierkegaard, for example, the subject who chooses
for himself is central. The criticism boils down to the fact that the goal-
oriented concept disregards the subject.
The natural world of experience is an "Einheitliches Geschehen" (a unified
happening). Divisions between the end and the means are artificial divisions.
The subject is excluded from the end/means calculation.
All this and much more supplies the material for the system rationality
concept of Niklas Luhmann. He tries to see human conduct and the system
as one single whole. This implies a rethinking of "being and time" and
making a conscious distinction between the goal as a causal scheme and the
goal as an ordering of values. At the same time, Luhmann wants to introduce
the time aspect: Time as a reduction of complexity, with opportunism as the
key word. Opportunism, however, is not intended as a category to be
condemned by morality but as the idea that one need not allow oneself to
be led by a pre-set objective. The circumstances and the situation determine
what one wishes and what one does.
The above formidable insights inspired me to investigate in practice to what
extent the classical model still exists. And, if it does, what must be done in
order to bring this model back again to demountable thought forms, or to
reduce it to the chaos of thought forms.
What obstacles have been thrown up by epistemological laws that enable
this structure to keep on surviving?
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2.1.2 The three laws of traditional epistemology as an explanation of the
stagnation in organisational thinking
What we are concerned with here are the law of reason, the law of contra-
diction and the law of the excluded middle2.
• The law of reason says that every judgement must have its own
reason. If the reason (= cause) is given, then the judgement (= effect)
is also given. This law is strongly related to the thought form of
causality. It establishes the thought pattern of the "one-dimensional
cause and effect" as a rule for thinking.
• The law of contradiction states that it is against the rules of
thinking to assert the opposite about the same thing at the same
time and in the same relationship. Truth exists independently of the
observer. The subjective perspective in which things are seen is
irrelevant. This law states that there is only one way in which we
observe the truth and that is by looking at the thing itself.
The same thing   must   be  seen from another position.   This  law  has
strong links with our axial structure form in which, for example,
time or quantity is incorporated as the dimensional axis. The
structure - for example, the cube - is the only valid perspective
in which the thing or thought form can take its place without
contradiction. The cube is the frozen perspective. The multi-
perspective approach is rejected by this law, because it means that
the same thing becomes something completely different when it is
observed from another viewpoint. In our chaos of thought forms we
attempt to keep this element of the subjective perspective present
to the maximum extent.
. The law of the excluded middle prescribes that if there are two
contradictory judgements, either the one or the other must be true.
A third viewpoint is not possible. Conflict cannot, therefore, be
permitted. Observing things in two different perspectives and
finding the truth subjectively in both is not allowed.
The conclusion is that these laws have a stagnating and blocking effect on
the creative, chaotic domain. Dialectic thinking is forbidden. In the chaos of
thought forms, the dialectic form is one of the important thought vehicles.
In this chaos of thought forms a judgement need not have an unambiguous
cause; contradictory statements can be made about one and the same thing.
These contradictory statements are even raised to the level of thought forms
with a very positive effect. Every schematisation of the world is valid.
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The field of thought permitted by the laws falls into what is termed in
section 2.2.1 the domain of the axial and axial-pathlike forms. In our chaos
of thought forms, however, causal reasoning need not conform to a pre-
determined structure of consistency. The diversity and intermerging of
thought forms is of central importance to us. The principle thought form
which offers these possibilities is dialectics. It tolerates contradictions and
links them with each other. In the thesis, antithesis, synthesis, a gliding and
flowing movement develops in time but not, however, in a linear and
compulsory direction.
Dialectics is also the thought form which is closest to the paradoxical
Eastern thought form of yin-yang. The actual inner world of people in an
organisation can be very well understood and described with the paradoxical
thought form. The individual in the organisation has his own view of his
situation, of his reality. This is a different reality from that of the others.
2.1.3  Explosion of the traditional goal concept and the organisational idea
based on this
In order to take this step, we must first make the goal formulation explode
into all kinds of thought forms, into fragments and smaller pieces. The more
pieces we can distinguish, the more possibilities we have for constructing
unique organisational forms and the more we can think along lines
appropriate to the situation.
In the accompanying diagram 2.3 we present a survey of the explosion of
forms into six form layers. On the top three layers are the harmonious forms
of being and time showing how they are connected with each other from the
first to the third layer. These three layers represent harmonious thought. The
forms can be synthesised towards the "being" side. Here we arrive at the
traditional organisational model of the organisation as a structure. The forms
can also merge with one another, but in the direction of time as the main
form. Here we are moving more in the direction of the cybernetic-control-OR
method of thinking. In the third layer we see a stagnating model arising from
both directions.
If we move upwards we see a number of thought forms which combine to
form the stagnating conceptual structures.
The conflict form is introduced in the fourth layer. Along with this, we have
drawn the remaining concepts which will be discussed later in the rest of this
book. They are almost all attempts to incorporate the subjective, vague,
coalescent element in organisational thinking. In the arrangement as a whole
a line can be discovered running from harmony througli conflict to trust (as
the synthesis of conflict and harmony), the chaos of thought forms, the
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The rational, constructive type  of organisation
All rational forms of organisation are syntheses of causality and hierarchy.
The traditional organisation concept is mainly to be seen as being shaped like
a cone in which both forms can be combined.
•  The goal to be achieved lies at the highest point. The content of the
cone is the causal content (cause-effect).
•   The  content of the cone can reflect the order of values. That can be
done by dividing the cone or by splitting it into layers. They
represent the steps which must be taken in order to achieve the
goal.
There are various ways in which the causal movement in the order of values
can be constructed. The movement is generally represented in linear form
(see Figure 2.2):
a. The causal movement in its simplest form can be represented as a
line between two points with intermediate steps.
b. The movement travels upwards step-wise through all kinds of nodal
points in the hierarchy.
c. The movement starts travelling around in circles at the base of the
cone.
d. The movement travels upwards in a spiral over the exterior of the
cone.
Concept b. bears the strongest resemblance to the ideal type of the
traditional organisational concept as an instrument for achieving the goal (as
a point). In reality, the form consists of a series of movements. This is shown
in Figure 2.3.
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Figure  2.3   The organisation as a  causality  form  (the  effectuation of an  effect)
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First  of  all,  the  goal is determined  as the point to be reached  (1). But where
are we now? At the other point. So what steps must be taken to go from one
point to the other (2)? The steps in the time scale are converted into the
tasks to be performed, which lead to the achievement of the goal. There are
also tasks which  can be carried out simultaneously  (3). The hierarchy  is  a
fact. The leader is given the goal as the objective to be achieved. The other
underlying points are operational. Since the hierarchy is there, the signal
must be given from the top downwards (4). When the impulse arrives at the
bottom, after the work has been performed there is an upward-going impulse,
depending on how the work is progressing (5). The goal, being the topmost
point, is attained (6).
2.2 The Chaos of Thought Forms
2.2.1  A conceptual structure with three dimensions
In this chapter we chart the immense domain extending from chaos to
operation in somewhat clearer form. We attempt to lay down some points
of orientation - in other words, to set up some "customs posts". The land-
scape is very varied and extends from a desolate wilderness to a '*perfectly
oiled" urban organisation with its skyscrapers, where the traffic travels along
the beaten tracks.
We superimpose this idea on the organisation (see Figure 2.4).
The part where everything takes place according to rules and regulations is
the formal organisation and corresponds closely to the operation domain and
the order domain. The customs in the field of the logic individually and
generally used in thinking are also located in this order domain. Three
epistemological laws have already emerged which ensure that we do not step
out of line with our thinking.
The full reality is present in the chaos, and so is the emotionally experienced
reality. We shall travel through these regions, both from chaos to order and
vice versa. In order to introduce somewhat more variation we shall surround
the immense area with two dimensions in the same way as in a chart with
degrees of latitude and longitude. Along one axis, we plot the thought forms
in more general terms: operational, structural and chaotic thought forms.
Along the other axis we present the thought form which is more specifically
representative in a particular area where it is often used (causality, hierarchy
and dialectics, respectively).
We can travel through this region with our thinking in the organisation. In it,
we also place the thought forms which we recognise in principle. For that
matter, there are an infinite number of them. In this model we also project
our cultures and the paths which they follow. But there is still a third
dimension.
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In Figure 2.4 everything that is in fact thought and done lies in the (hollow)
bottom of the chaos. This thinking and action also extend over, or rather ·
under, the other fields of knowledge. The two other fields lie above the
chaos. On these plateaus thinking is different, because only certain (thinking)
tools are used. These tools are handed out and people learn to use them as
they go up the ladder. The layers represent artificial layers of thinking about
the chaotically intuitive reality which is ordered in ever-increasing measure.
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Figure 2.4  A conceptual structure with three dimensions giving a first ordering of the
chaos of thought forms
The first dimension
The tools or thought forms which the individual uses or may use can there-
fore be divided  into two fundamental categories: the chaotic anaxial and the
axial or ordered thought forms (see Figure 2.5).
Chaotic (anaxial) thought forms
No one gives instructions from outside as to how the individual must think.
This is thinking in free space without stipulations from outside, without
dimensioning or dimensions or axes, hence the term anaxial. We represent
that with all kinds of figures which depict these various thought forms.
Contrasts are present in all kinds of colours. Thought forms from higher
plateaus can also occur, but without any instructions for use or compulsory
commands to employ them towards one particular end, as happens on the
upper plateaus.
Axial thought forms
Every thought form that is imposed from outside means an artificial
platform on which the individual must move - a platform which is difficult
to get on to in the form of a membership and difficult to get off as well.
The type of thought forms which are introduced are imposed from outside:
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Figure 2.5   Axial and anaxial thought forms
Structural axial These are thought forms which are dimensioned
thought forms from outside. The form of thinking is "clamped
in" with respect to certain axes. It must obey a
certain form (a brick with respect to a house).
Hence there are also thought forms which must
obey structural frameworks, just like the brick
with respect to a house. Examples are the part-
in-the-whole form , a demarcated space in a cone
or cube. In these axial first-order thought forms
there are, in particular, also qualitative forms.
Axial second The thought forms can obey more than one
order structure ordering. An example is a part in the
whole which is, in turn, a part in a whole, or a
ball in a hierarchy in a cube. This thought form is
termed second-order axial.
Axial-pathlike The second form, for example, can also be a
progressive path in a space, or a time line. The
forms which obey this are termed axial-pathlike
or processual. Representing one thing after the
other within an ordered structure, this is the main
form. Now, the ordering does not take place auto-
matically from one point, but on the basis of time.
Quantitative thinking comes into this category of
thought forms.
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While the anaxial forms are absolutely complete, the axial thought forms
operate only with a conditioned structure around them. These conditions
can comprise a number of layers, which are both structural and pathlike in '
nature. The conceptual model used in this book consists of all kinds of
towers with ordering platforms one above the other. The ground floor is the
gateway to infinite chaos where there is absolutely no ordering medium
operating from outside. The things move from the inside outwards.
Cultures are towers which have been built with all kinds of floors. They are
thought forms stacked one on top of the other and which need each other.
If the first floor is removed everything may collapse.
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Figure 2.6  Every prescribed thought form creates a new platform in the adviser's and
client's organisation
In our study we examine the multi-storey structures of three cultures. These
are structures whose task is to make structures for others. They are advisory
cultures which have to tell others in the company how to build their own
structures (see Figure 2.6). The landscape thus consists of structures of
varying calibre, size and construction. The company which we are
considering is characterised by technocratic thinking in which a particular
pattern of thought sets the norm.
The second dimension: causality,  hierarchy  and  dialectics
These three thought forms are dealt with separately here because they are
important in our description of the culture. Each of the three thought forms
attempts in its own way to gain mastery over the dualisms and the conflicts
in the chaos. In addition, each of the three thought forms has a certain
affinity with the chaos, or with order, or with operation.
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Causality divides reality into causes and effects. The one clashes with the
other. Why? Is one heavier and the other lighter? Is it a question of seeing
the cause as some structure or other (hierarchy or cube) and the effect as
something that it can influence? The ordering of cause and effect is an
ordering in terms of factors, in an unbalanced structure. As far as the
thought form is concerned, the cause-effect/cause-effect chain is not far
from being a path of travel. At every moment the movement is thrust a
fraction further forward. This movement corresponds very closely to the
path as an axial process-type form.
The hierarchy is a part/whole   form;   it   consists   of   a   structure   in   which
phenomena are immediately ranked from the top downwards, from the
outside to the inside, from better to worse, from first this, then that. It is
one of the forms of the axial structure-type. Other forms are the cone
and cube. They are all space-occupying figures. Parts are parts of space.
The hierarchy is, among other things, a form which is used to indicate a
generalisation movement  from the specific  to the general. For example:  the
well-known syllogism "every human is mortal" is higher on the hierarchical
epistemological ladder than: "Socrates is mortal". The formation    of
concepts in accordance with the hierarchy is fairly static. We have seen that
from the well-known epistemological   laws:   the   law of reason,   the  law   of
contradiction and the law of the excluded middle, which have a great deal to
do with this thought form.
The thought form of dialectics describes a contrast, but the direction need
not be ordered either in time or in structure. The contrast of thesis-anti-
thesis emerges in a synthesis. The distinction of the contrast is eliminated.
Here the components which continue to constitute hard nodules in the other
thought forms merge into a unity which, in turn, moves forward to an
unknown point. The thought form has two very important functions: it
makes conflict possible and permits a smooth transition from one state to
the other.
The third dimension: degree of accumulation of the thought forms
The third dimension indicates the cumulative structure of thought forms. In
the lower plane, the main thought form is dialectics. The other two thought
forms may be present in this as second order forms. They then swim about
in the dialectical thought form. The dialectical thought form can cope with
both of them since the basic ingredients of the others are present in
dialectics. The synthesis comes about by thesis and antithesis. Synthesis,
thesis and antithesis can be hierarcliically related to each other.
In the second plane, the main form is the hierarchy or cube. The other two
thought forms must occupy a specific place in this. Dialectics must move
from its place, where it naturally feels most at home, to a more ordered
plateau. In the hierarchy and cube, dialectics therefore becomes interaction.
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(Compare the concept of Plato's dialectics as a discussion technique.)
Causality comes downwards from the plane which is naturally operational.
It then becomes, for example, an information flow or a stimulus response
structure.
In the third plane, causality reigns supreme. Other thought forms must be
built into causality. They are recognisable, but the form is clamped in by the
main form which it must be fitted into in its proper order. Causality can
consist of controlling a process and the hierarchy then becomes a certain
linear structure of stock levels. Dialectics shrivels up in a power structure
where the subject (thesis) tells something to the object (antithesis). The
synthesis (via a feedback mechanism) is then established in the subject as the
controller.
In this way, we see that all the thought forms are present on each plateau. It
is only because there is one main form that the sub-forms are clamped in by
the more powerful main form. The effect created by the fact that thought
forms continually recur in the depth structure of a thought form is what we
term the "Droste effect" (= "Indian box"). This refers to a Droste cocoa
powder box. On it there is a girl with a box of cocoa. On that box, we again
see the girl with the box and so on. There is one difference, however. Our
sub-forms can be changed by the main form, while the girl with the box does
not undergo any change in the deeper visual levels. This is because we then
use the dialectical thought form as the main form ourselves. Reality then
becomes a form with gliding transitions.
Following Luhmann, the effect which occurs as the forms are stacked
upwards is termed: re flexivity.  Via the learning process, the thought  form  is
applied to itself.
2.2.2  Paths from chaos  to operation and vice versa: anaxial and axial chaos-
operational paths
These paths comprise a combination of thought, experience and action (see
Figure 2.7). In many cases, the individual's actions, experiences and thought
processes are separated  from each other in both time and space.  The more
ordering platforms there are located one above the other, the more they are
separated from each other. There are paths which travel upwards to very
high plateaus. There the operation can take place under completely
conditioned circumstances. The thought structure has been established after
a great deal of reflection. This also involves a great deal of maintenance in
order to preserve this structure in the form of conditioning. The operation
takes place under hyper-conditioned circumstances. There, the individual's
experience is completely unconnected with his actions and he no longer
needs to think. That has been done previously, but by someone else. He
need only act without reflecting - as happens with work on the conveyor
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A chaos-to-operation path can also be followed on the platform of chaos,
but it is either very short or very long. Time is no longer relevant here.
Action, experience and thought coincide in the here and now. (This is very
close to the "inner world" idea). There are no restrictions from outside. The
path becomes a path of life, an adventure. On every path we can encounter
every instrument, every thought form. "In principle, we are in direct contact
with everything."
The first path is termed the axial chaos operation path ( 1) and the other is
the anaxial chaos operation path (2). The second path provides a very good
representation of the system concept of opportunism, because what it means
is adaptation depending on the circumstances, but without any pre-ordered
ideas, ideology or value structure.
2.2.3  Ways to connect thought forms
An example from architecture
We can now travel along paths throughout the entire column, thinking and
acting as we go. At each point of space we can encounter particular forms of
thought which feel most at home there. Travelling along a path, the thinker
finds that one thought form collides with another. He can now substitute
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one thought form for the other. This is called a replacement thought form. If
he   incorporates   the new thought forms above,   in or below his existing.
platform, we call the result a synthesising thought form structure, or thought
form synthesis.
A very nice demonstration of the synthesis of thought forms, but in
architecture, can be found in "Notes on the synthesis of form" by
Christopher Alexander. His aim is to design an Indian village. In doing so,
he takes account of around 140 design requirements to be divided into some
13 groups in the fields of, say, agriculture, cattle breeding, the village,
irrigation, regional and national policy.
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Figure  2.8    The  design  of a  village  as an  example  of a  synthesis  of forms
(Christopher Alexander)
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Each group of requirements is represented by a form. On the basis of an
analysis of the interaction between the requirements (for example, sacred
cows and traffic), he arrives at the design of the village after a two-stage
synthesis of forms. The heavy line in the top drawing represents the river.
The curved lines which run towards a point are the flows of water coming
from the mountain. On the other side, this water is used for irrigation. The
village is at the top right.
This design particularly inspired me in conceiving the thought forms. It
shows us how forms can flow smoothly into each other. There are no
discontinuities. There is no friction between the individual forms.
Methods of connection
It is also possible to work in this way in the chaos of thought forms.
Syntheses are flexible transitions from one form to another. In the case of a
conceptual structure, we are thinking of a more mechanical thought form
structure where the transitions are less smooth. The thought forms are
harder nodules.
A thought form structure or synthesis consists of more than one thought
form. The way in which it is constructed depends on the thought form
which is already present and the one which is new. This is because the
thought form partly determines how the structure or the synthesis takes
place. For example, if the thought form is part/whole and the new form is
whole/part, the thinker need only accept the reversed form in order to see
the "reality". He can fit the new whole/part form into his part/whole
thought form. There are, however, all kinds of possibilities. The individual
can experience every different thought form as a contrast or a dualism. What
is his reaction on seeing other thought forms?
There are a number of possibilities. For example, we can make the following
distinctions3 :
1.   A radical solution in which the contrast is simply neglected and regarded
as not being present.
2. A solution in which a third thought form comprises the contrast
(nionoistic solution).
3. An interposing solution, which adds a series of intermediate forms
between the contrasts.
4.  A solution in which one extreme of a dualism is only infinitely vaguely
perceptible in the other (Leibnizian solution).
5.     A relativistic solution: the contrasts are regarded as relative,   so  that
neither the one nor the other gets precedence. The solution of both
becomes the object of philosophical thinking.
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There are, however, still other forms of solutions such as the "Verbindung
der Entgegengesetzten" (linking of opposites)4. This means a connection by
a third form in such a way that the contrast continues to exist because, for
example, it has a function.
Every thought form attempts to link dualisms, to bring order into the
chaotic reality. We therefore understand synthesis as meaning every solution
which has been experienced with regard to a contrast or dualism. In thought
form accumulation, stacking occurs to a greater or lesser extent. In this
respect, it will be important to be able to create links between one form and
another.
Time and state interlinked in various ways
Two ideas of reality, the one consisting of states and the other of events,
must be linked together. (See Figure 2.9). It is this elementary link-up which
determines how a particular organisational culture appears to think. We shall
first examine the two realities and then the various methods of connections .
•  Reality consisting of events:
One moment of time after the other is incessantly chased from the
future into the past. The moment of time gets its identity
independently of what we term the future, present and past. The
point of time needs this change to be able to become reality in the
present. This time concept is the modern view of time. The points
of time are variable. The present is fixed.
A problem of this modern time concept is the constant flight of the
',future into the past, resulting in the "Sinnentleerung der Gegenwart
(depriving the present of sense).
•  Reality consisting of states:
This idea of time is independent of the changing points of time. The
central factor  is the continuously actual present. States  can  only  be
identified as "present". The future and the past are also made into
states (into the present) by means of expectations and memories.
This idea of time is characteristic of antiquity. Eternity can be
represented as the present. The present (the actual experience) is
variable; the points   o f  time are fixed. The problem   of  this   time
concept is the progress of the present as an actual moment of time,
in which respect it constantly has to concern itself with the








Figure 2.9   Two ideas of tune reality: one consists of events and the other of states
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These interconnected conceptual structures also more or less reflect the
profile of thought cultures running from objective operation to subjective
chaos.
1.      The    state is completely built into time-based thinking    as a fluid
parameter, in other words variable states.
2.      Time is completely built into structural thinking    in    the    form    of
(information) relationships which connect segments of space.
3.     Views  of time and state are generalised  for a group of people. The start-
ing point for all of them is an orientational shape. This corresponds to
the formal systems. It links time and space to one point (the point of
responsibility) in a divisible space. For example, of power! Power is
constructed as a divisible space.
4.  The views of time and state are examined for each individual. Here, no
generalisation is needed. The here and now come together at a specific
level in his inner world. He combines them into a unity. By reciprocal
negation of the time ideas, in which the one is maintained and the other
varies, a certain latitude is created - there is room for variation. This
comprises everything that actually is and thus spares the individual the
idea that everything can vary with everything else.
2.2.4  The chaos of thought forms as a synthetic fonn of causality, hierarchy
and dialectics
If we wish to analyse what is actually being thought in organisations, then
we must eliminate the laws and stagnations discussed above. This elimination
becomes an adventure in thought in the chaos of thought forms. In this
domain there are no prescriptions whatsoever. There are only invitations.
Every thought form can be used in every domain. We therefore match the
three thought forms  with the thought-form domains: the anaxial, the axial
and the axial-pathlike types. A space then comes into being in which we can
jump from one platform on to the other. The thought forms then also take
on different shapes. They evolve as well.
From causality to reciprocal selectivity (See Figure 2.10, boxes 1,2,3)
The thought forms become ever more complicated conceptual structures.
For example, if the simple cause and effect scheme is passed through an
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Figure 2.10  The  chaos  of thought forms as a synthesis  of causality, hierarchy and
dialectics
enclosed space it becomes an input/output black box. The black box is a
cut-out from a spatial structure. This can be an incoming or outgoing cause/
effect (for example, information). But it can also be a whole cluster of
incoming and outgoing flows in which each input and each output, in turn,
is regarded as a perspective in which all the flows can be seen as a whole.
This latter point can be linked with Luhmann's "Wechselseitige Selektivitat"
(reciprocal selectivity).
From the hierarchy (part/whole) to the stratum
(See Figure 2.10, boxes 4,5,6)
Ten  is  not  only a number which comes between  9  and  1 1.  It also comprises
the  numbers  1,2,3  etc.  and thus represents the total of ten individual units
or parts.  It is also 5 x 2. But on a qualitative level of thought an organisation
is also a whole, with the sub-systems - or the workers - as parts.
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The hierarchical concept can also act as a perspective in the form of a
stratum. Strata are perspectives or ways of seeing things located one above
the other which together form the sub-considerations for a whole.
From interaction to dialectics (See Figure 2.10, boxes 7,8,9)
What happens when the dialectical thought form is combined with an axial
processual thought form? The result depends on what thought form is more
powerful. If the dialectics is built into the axial processual thought form,
then the conflicting construction of dialectics is transformed into a series
of harmonious constructions and the opposites are nailed down harmoniously
on a time line. This, for instance, is the case when an engineer who thinks
in cybernetic terms tries to incorporate dialectic sociological thinking in his
thought forms.
Conversely, when the axial processual thought form is built into the dialectic
thought forms the result is, for example, the role concept. The role player
has to deal with all sorts of conflicts along the time path in which the
situation changes.
When the dialectical structure is built into an axial thought form the result
is "eine Verbindung der Entgegengesetzten" (a linking of opposites). The
conflict form is present but it is weakened and distorted. A third party
regulates the conflict via "interaction". Conflict has become interaction.
At the chaotic level lies dialectics in its fullest form from where the synthesis
arises from the thesis and antithesis.
From these paths through the space of the chaos of thought forms, in which
the instruments of thought consist of prescribed conceptual structures which
have been shattered into fragments, an infinite number of thought forms can
be created. By thinking, each path can be selected as a guide to action.
1    See N. Luhmann, Zweckbegriff und Systemrationalitit, page 55.
2   See H. Leisegang, Denkformen, 1928.
3 These solutions have been taken from "Untersuchungen Ober den Aufbau von
Systemen" by Karl Groos.
4     See Luhmann: Macht , page 43.
5  See Luhmann: Vertrauen, page 8.
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CHAPTER 3: THE HISTORY OF THOUGHT FORMS  IN AN INFORMA-
TION AND AUTOMATION DEPARTMENT IN A LARGE
COMPANY
3.1      Introduction
In this chapter we summarise an extensive study on the history of the
thought forms in a department working in the field of information systems
and automation for application in Philips' own organisation. The period
concerned  runs  from   1968  to 1978. First  of all, we indicate the position  of
the department and the part of it to be described. Next, the course of some
important trends is presented in stages. This is a purely personal experience
and will certainly not coincide with the officially presented course of events,
nor need it do so. The point is that the viewpoints from which it is seen do
not coincide either.
The most important trends of thought are placed in a knowledge-oriented
framework and relationships are made between thought form structures. The
individual cultures are described as structures,  each  with its separate  form:
first, as a whole composed of forms and then from the viewpoint of how
they have developed into this whole during the period.
Corporate  ISA  is a staff department which  was  set  up in  1967. Its objective
is:      *'To promote optimum information systems     on the basis     of    the
knowledge and ability to apply computers." Corporate ISA is thus one of
the many staff departments working on behalf of the line organisation in
Philips, which consists of a number of Product Divisions. These Product
Divisions can be divided into consumer, professional and component-manu-
facturing divisions. The company operates in the field of electronic products.
The field of Corporate ISA ranges from thinking about the computer as a
technical instrument to the computer as an aid in company management.
In addition, it has its own computer centre. The total staff comprises around
800 employees.
The departments to which the history relates are the ISA Application (ISA-
Ap)  and  a part of the ISA Research Group: Business and Operation Research
(BOR). Together they have about 70 employees.
The BOR develops ideas about control systems and works on a longer-term
basis than the ISA-Ap. These ideas need not be immediately application-
oriented.
On a shorter-term basis, the ISA-Ap has to develop standard software for
company information functions such as commercial order and stock systems,
production planning systems and logistics planning systems for the goods
now.
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The first department concentrates on quantitative operations research and
the second on more qualitative thinking. In both, the classical organisation.
model is often implicitly used.
3.2 The History in a Number of Stages
Two main schools of thought develop, although there are admittedly
minority groups which move about on the periphery. The main trends
formed during this period come into contact with each other. Initially, they
do not know what to do with each other, but gradually they try to
incorporate each other's concepts, although the gap between them is great.
But how does the relationship with the world outside develop - i.e. with the
users' organisation?
What it amounts to is that the entire period is strongly characterised by a
supply of ideas to the users' organisation based on the ideology of the two
cultures. These ideas and the systems in which they are encapsulated are not
accepted as such.
The ideas may well percolate through, but the system, as a product, does not
get through the acceptance barrier. In this period, the cultures also threaten
to become more or less alienated if they continue pushing their ideas
through in spite of their rejection.
Slowly but surely, the realisation penetrates that the organisation consists
of more than the goal-oriented formal structure. The social and organisational
dimensions must be given an important place. But how?
Four stages of development can be seen in both main cultures, although
they do not run absolutely parallel in their development:
1. Creation, charisma, boundless expectations with regard to automation,
formation of the ideo-phenomenon.
2. Scientific foundation; consolidation  to (mono) cultures.
3. Penetration into the organisation and build-up of counter-pressure
from inside the organisation.
4. Disappointment, disorientation, reflection and re-orientation.
The first stage: Charisma
This is the religious stage in which a boundless belief in automation gives rise
to grandiose conceptions. Under the inspiring and powerful drive of the
manager the seeds are planted for two conceptual systems. One of them
comes from the Philips Research Laboratories while the other stems from
everyday practice in the company and the administrative organisation.
During this stage there is scarcely any mutual contact because both cultures
are too busy building up their own ideologies. In those moments when they
do become aware of each other, they realise that the "right approach" lies
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in their own domain. The separate cultures are kept together by the strong
belief that they possess the exclusive truth.
One of these truths was: the control of the goods flow on the basis of one
system. The other truth was the construction of information systems for this
which would have to be standard for the whole company.
The second stage: Scientific monoculture
Two  cultures are born: the "control culture" (ISA-R) and the "information
system culture", sometimes also called the construction culture (ISA-Ap).
The approach to reality, which is initially based on belief, is turned into a
science. Not only does the control culture, in particular, demand that for
itself as a basic trend. Legitimation vis-A-vis the outside world and the
construction of an individual identity also call for a scientific approach.
Now, mutual denunciations of heresy do not have to take place on a purely
subjective basis. They can be demonstrated scientifically.
The first ideas about modular structure, modules and methods of system
design come into being in the information system culture. The "structure
group of Nielen" meets the need for giving the culture a scientific basis. This
group aims to be able to describe the organisation by using only one
language, on the basis of which the information systems can be identified
for a period of five years ahead.
In the control culture ideas arise about the control of factories and stock
levels which are mainly tried out in one factory. The result is the IPSO
systenn.
The third stage: Pressure and counter-pressure
The first skirmishes with the customer's organisation take place. The
organisation begins to put up stronger resistance to the new ideas and to
being "overwhelmed" by the computer. The control culture has to swallow
the biggest disappointment first. The IPSO system is not accepted by the
organisation. The pressure from the control culture is intensified.
Sociologists are called in to make it easier to force the system into the
organisation. The cultures undertake new and more daring projects which lie
closer  to the control heart  of the goods  flow: the Central Planning Depart-
ments (CPDs).
Here they find a common ground to such an extent that major concepts of
the one are irrcorporated as peripheral concepts of the other (PROSPECT
and COMBI). In thinking out and positioning each other's central thought
forms, Simon, Mesarovit and Thompson play an important part. Both the
control (Ablauf) and the construction (Aufbau) are recognised and given
their place as two important angles of incidence. An initial exercise in
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thinking in the social dimension is carried out, albeit from a formal
managerial viewpoint. The management  has to control its organisation  and.
for this purpose it uses information systems to reduce the uncertainty in
achieving its goals (rationality). The formal social organisational culture
thus becomes a fact as a synthesis of thesis (control) and antithesis (" the
building" of information systems). In the designs, however, the synthesis is
established between formal control concepts and formal construction
concepts.
The  fourth  stage:  Disappointment,  disorientation  and  re-orientation
In this fourth stage the construction culture - which is still closest to the
central thought forms of the formal management in Philips - experiences
its greatest disappointment. The building block idea, the package idea, is
not accepted by the organisation. This particularly applies to the MAMIS
system.  At this point, doubts begin to creep in about the perspective of the
*'rational formal culture" as a general panacea. "The typically intuitive
informal Philips culture based on trust is neglected and calls for a completely
different approach." That was frequently the department's own diagnosis.
But    it was already    too    late. A McKinsey study designed to clarify    the
situation pointed initially to the good that can be done by the control
culture. A warning finger was raised against the intuitive Philips management
style. This has to change and become more "fact-based" in nature.
Surveying the whole scene, at this point we have come into contact with
three conceptual trends and systems which we shall try to describe
somewhat more accurately.
These are:
1.      The construction culture                                    6
2.  The control culture Formal cultures
3.    The social system culture (10 years of ISA)
•  the formal organisational culture   •
•    the in formal organisational culture: the neglected culture in the ISA
environment.
From the clash between these conceptual systems - which we will not
regard as competitive, but as complementary, each fulfilling its own function -
a new way of thinking about information system design can arise from
within the organisation. This, however, will be armed with ideas, concepts,
instruments and language systems, all based on a chaos of thought forms.
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3.3 The Profile of the Cultures with Respect to Each Other
3.3.1    The  place  of the  cultures in  the  three-dimensional  conceptual  structure
The model created in Chapter Two now acts as a background model. On it,
we project our cultures and their environment. Let us recall the diagram with
the two axes. One dimension runs from operation, via order, to the chaos of
thought forms. The other dimension runs from causality, as the most central
form for the operation, through the hierarchy as a frequently used
construction for order, towards dialectics and the paradoxical thought forms
which are so characteristic of chaos. A third dimension is the extent of
reflexivity, or the upward accumulation of thought forms in which the
degrees of freedom in thinking tend to diminish greatly. Into this model we
project the profile and the trend of the cultures with respect to the environ-
ment. In a very schematic form, we then obtain the following picture (see
Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1   The profile of the cultures
A four-layer conceptual structure is the result. This is not the unique truth.
The conceptual structure serves to make certain characteristics clear with
respect to other elements.
1.   The organisation as a system of social conduct. The basic platform is the
organisation as an informal inner world system, as an overlapping
structure with the rest of society.  The ways of behaviour appropriate to
the morals of society are permitted here. More than that, it represents
people's factual conduct.
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2.   The company as a formal social systemi . Various rules of membership
have to be observed, particularly compliance with the formal objective.
of such a company - for example, ensuring continuity or making a
certain return on investment. The main thought form must be respected.
This implies moral aspects with regard to one's attitudes towards
authority, management, subordinates, obedience and newly acquired
rights: employee participation, emancipation, self-awareness, quality of
life, and so on.
Our main cultures are located on the higher layers as far as their origin
is concerned. On the third platform is the information culture, on the
fourth platform the control culture. The minority cultures are on layer 1
or layer 2.
3.   On this layer the social system is seen as being, in principle, a uniformly
constructed system. The information culture acts on the basis of a
generalised picture of the company. After it creates what it imagines to
be the "standardised company", packages can also be made as
standardised information systems. Its thought forms are mainly the part/
whole forms of the hierarchy. The organisation becomes a box of
building blocks in the form of a pyramid. This results in a conflict
between how the organisation sees order and how this culture sees order.
4.  On this higher layer we encounter the control culture. It looks at the
operation through mechanical, mathematical spectacles. The organisation
is not only a machine consisting of parts. It also operates like a machine
and can be described in mathematical terms. The part/whole way of
thinking, the consistent thinking of mathematics, is brought in here as a
thought form.
The cultures (3) and (4) see the organisation as a formal system (2) and as
a    system of social conduct (1) through their spectacles, through their
thought forms, and they regard it as haphazard and unjustifiably chaotic.
(This difference is symbolised by the difference in height between the
bottom plane  of the figure  and  the  base  of  (3)  and  (4).) As compared  with
the main cultures, we term these two layers relative chaos. Some secondary
trends of the information culture are located in layer 2, potentially
remaining in contact with layer 1. There is a sociological trend at layer  1, but
this is subservient to the control culture. People try desperately to establish
links, but the gap still cannot be bridged.
Conclusion:
The main doctrine in Corporate ISA is to regard the organisation as a
formally constructed system with a cybernetic mechanism in which the
model being used basically applies to every part of the company. It is there-
fore holier than the Pope - more formal than the formal system.
A number of minority groups (the sub-cultures) operating on the basis of
"practice" do not count at first.
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3.3.2    Brief characterisation  of  the  cultures
The information system culture
This operates in qualitative thought forms where thinking at operational
level takes place in "yes" or "no" constructions. The ordering of the
programmes mainly consists of hierarchical constructions. The hierarchy
is then an ordered collection of interchangeable positions. Interchangeable
systems (packages) can be placed in these positions. These packages are
not unique systems but solutions for many users. The hierarchy thus consists
of a collection of generalised packages and gives the impression of being
something substantial. The specific wish of a customer is often strongly
generalised as a result of this thought form.
The control culture
This   method of thinking is largely based   on 19th century rationalism.
The most important categories are cause and effect, generalisation, the
technique of quantification, time seen as a quantity, the method of
observation, drawing up and testing hypotheses, formulating laws (induction)
and applying laws (deduction). Reality is something that is objectively
observed.
In organisational thinking, this culture is expressed in concepts such as
control rules (cause and effect), parameters, variables, factors, consequences
to be avoided (cost factors), optimisation (factors to be promoted) (IPSO),
management as the maintenance of a dynamic balance (PROSPECT) - in
which respect balance exists when the sum of the forces is zero - and a
feedback mechanism as a modern form of circular causal thinking.
The social system culture
The social system culture consists  of two sub-cultures, namely: the formal
socio-organisational culture and the informal socio-organisational culture.
The formal socio-organisational culture
This method of thought attempts to bring about a connection between the
formal-constructive and formal-causal (control) culture. In other words, to
eliminate the age-old contrast between substance and movement. In
addition, it introduces a subjective element - a social phenomenon -
namely human conduct. This conduct is still rational conduct. While the
subjects were catapulted out of the previous two cultures, here it is mainly
the rational subject, with all his capriciousness, who is introduced. The
behaviour of the members of this culture, and the uncertainties which this
entails, are added to content and time.
The formal management perspective is the central perspective and is called
rational thinking. In the 20th century this results in the classical, normative
organisational thought model in which the most important concepts are
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harmony, responsibility, delegation, unity of command, motivation as the
cause (= the boss) and effect (= the subordinate).
The informal socio-organisational culture
The origins of this category of thinking are found in Greek mythical
thought, the whimsical forms of the Germanii, Romantic thought and
Eastern thought. The core of the thought structure is characterised by
thinking in contradictions: the thesis-antithesis from which the synthesis  is
born (dialectical thinking).
While the two previous cultures have a strong affinity with each other
because of the general, formal and objective approach (divorced from
the individual), the main concepts in the socio-organisational culture are
centred on the personal experience of reality (the coincidence of the
objective and the subjective). In other words, the whimsical, the specific, the
chance event, the element of dynamic conflict, the emotional and diffuse.
The classical organisational culture orders the object with regard to its
content, the control culture does this with respect to time.
The social-organisational culture starts from the social "I-you" relation-
ships, which can develop in a closed area. Inside the area there is room for
free play, a potential inner world in which trust is the stabilising
phenomenon and in which the formal end/means construction can be
reversed in favour of the individual. The contrast - or the fact that some-
thing or someone is different - enters into a new synthesis with what has
already been formed in a kind of state of conflict. This gives rise to a process
of development whose direction, however, is difficult to determine in
advance. The information and organisation concepts which try to push
through  to this layer during the period are: autonomous groups, small-scale
development, distributed processing (small is beautiful), job design and
decentralisation into business units or profit centres.
The ideal profile from the viewpoint o f theoretical form:
1. Control culture: The line, time axis, dimension,
causality.
2. Information system culture: The internal/external construction,
(black) box, the hierarchy.
3. Formal organisational culture: The hierarchy, the part/whole, the cube
(membership as an inside/outside
boundary).
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Figure 3.2   Profile of the cultures, their development during the period reviewed and the
approach based on the chaos of thought forms
Legend:
1. Control culture.
2. Information system culture (Main doctrine).
3. Social system culture: implicit - dialectical.
4.     The approach of this book:
Explicit and dialectical: going  up  and  down  over the mountain plateau:
picking up the various thought forms and taking them to the chaos of
thought forms (4A). They can be used on the chaotic platform (4B)
as such or nnay serve as concepts for systems on a higher platform of
formality.
Symbols:
   Stagnation and blockade
<   The core of the culture
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3.3.3 The development profile in relation to the customer organisation
The cultures have undergone a certain development in thought in the space
of ten years. This can be depicted in our conceptual structure. For this
purpose it is most convenient to examine the diagram from the top down-
wards. (See Figure 3.2).
The control culture is initially occupied on its own platform (top layer) with
a very large project:   IPSO.  The data coming  from the organisation  are
constructed into a tremendous control system by a desk-bound designer. The
link-up  with the organisation proves very difficult; it means that information
systems have to be built around it (second platform). When we arrive at the
formal - and certainly at the informal - platform we see that it is not
accepted. Two lines of thought then both move in the direction of the
information system culture (second top layer). One direction builds in a hier-
archical form (PROSPECT) while the other establishes links with the chaos
of the formal culture (typological thinking).
The projects are instructive, but the systems are not accepted. This does
not mean that the separate ideas do not sometimes penetrate through to the
customer. Our provisional diagnosis  is: The development of thought cannot
reach the chaos of the informal organisation. This is hampered by the fact
that the thought form is too consistent.
The information culture has many projects and a number of cultures:
•   The main culture, based  on an organisation of building blocks, tries
to construct a standard information system, but it is not accepted
(MAMIS). It is, however, successful in persuading the customer to
build a system himself on the basis of structural investigations and
designs (COMBI and VADIS).
• Two directions of thought (RETOPS and WASP) emerge from
practical experience (two lower layers) and from the directions
which were initially undervalued in practice. They start in the
informal organisation layer and find acceptance by the customer
(on the flat plane B).
In what follows, we shall mainly describe the conceptual systems of the top
two platforms - i.e. the control culture and the information culture - with
the aid of the thought forms. The information system culture will be dealt
with in the greatest detail, for this is the culture I have experienced most
intensively myself. In addition, ISA paid much less attention to the other
two platforms.
Here, too, there is a massive gulf between how people may think officially
and what is no longer permitted in that form. As far as possible, we shall use
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forms from the thinking of the department. In order to make the "Gestalten"
which occur along the path from chaos to operation more complete, this will
be supplemented by some thought systems which have helped in the two
other thought cultures. In addition, however, we shall introduce the thinking
of Luhmann and translate this into our own thought forms.
The period of the department's history with which we are concerned is
preceded by a kind of prelude.
3.4 Prelude (1966-1968) The Conceptual Structure of Lopes Cardozo
Lopes Cardozo had a strong influence on Corporate ISA as a conceptual
system. As the first manager and charismatic leader he gave direction to the
department. His view can be summed up as follows: The company's stocks
are too high and the throughput time for the product from raw material to
customer is too long. The two departments (ISA-R and ISA-Ap - the
former a research department which thinks on a somewhat longer-term basis
and the latter a more application-oriented department) have to start building
systems.
The first starts building control systems which operate from one central
point and which are designed to reduce throughput time. The second starts
working on information systems which have to supply the information for
this control. The cheapest solution is to build the same information systems
at one central point. What are the thought forms with which he attempts to
give shape to these problems?
The overall construction (see Figure  3.3) from ultra-long term to ultra-short
term consists of five cyclic layers located one above the other, namely: the
formulation of the goal, investment planning, product development, goods
flow logistics and factory planning, all these converging on the work assign-
ment per employee. The form is a cause/effect construction in the shape of a
cone with cyclic layers.     At the lowest point, time disappears' in    the
operational phase of the here and now.
Division of the company into sections in the direction of decentralisation is
always aimed at linking together the three aspects: production, development
and the market. This unity is fundamentally indivisible. The combination
determines the effective power of the company.
The most important cyclic plateau is the control of the goods flow logistics
- the process of getting raw materials to the customer - consisting of a
number of process links connected with each other by stocks. The task of
information systems and control systems is to minimise the stocks and to
shorten the cycle times from raw material to end product as far as possible.
This total operation of a company must be controlled by an order concept in
the shape of the formal hierarchy in which the tasks are allocated from the
bottom upwards, in the sense that more specific tasks are carried out at the
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bottom and more general coordinating tasks at the top. Everyone has to
engage in the tasks which correspond to his level and his planning horizon. .
For the most part, this organisation concept rejects the turbulent chaos of
,,experience in the organisation. "Organisation around persons must be
treated with caution. "The point is that responsibility involves freedom, but
freedom only has meaning in restraint. Freedom without restraint leads to
anarchy and hence  to  lack of freedom. The chaos of experience and ideas
(nowadays we would call it employee participation) comes from below. The
directives come from above. The chaos can only be permitted in so far as it
„2consists of ideas or creative power.
The synthesis of the thought forms consists of a cause/effect construction
as the main axis and can be seen in Figure 3.3. The whole aspect-layer cone
03 ,-.  -0









Figure 3.3   The conceptual structure of Lopes Cardozo
Figure 3.3  The conceptual structure of Lopes Cardozo as a synthesis of the following
individual forms: 1. Causality from a means to an end. 2. The organisation's
tasks from the long term to the short term (work per man) consists of
activities: long.term goal formulation, investment decisions, product develop-
ment, goods flow logistics, factory planning, work assignment per employee.
3. On the long-term level every unit must consist of a marketing, a production
and development section. Each split-up involving decentralisation must leave
this monad untouched. 4. The goods flow from the raw material to the end
product as a cycle. 5. The organisational structure as a hierarchy of
responsibility units. 6. The (dialectical) chaos comes from below. Only
the  objective  chaos of ideas can be permitted to come into  the predetermined
social command structure.
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is more or less the tip of the arrow. On each plane of the cone, or on the
cone as a whole, it is possible to place a hierarchy as an instrumental medium
on the way to the achievement of the goal. A second cone is constructed
inside the first one. This is, for instance, the hierarchy for controlling the
goods flow. By means of both cones it is possible to think by starting from
the middle point or axis and moving towards the periphery and back again.
At that time, Lopes Cardozo promoted the ideas of Stafford Beer as
expressed in *'The control of the firm". In this short article Stafford Beer
expresses his detestation of the chaos in an organisation - the fragmentation
into all kinds of parts in the time and space. The all-integrating aid with
which the complex organisation can again be run like a grocer's shop is the
computer. A total redesign of the organisation from the top downwards is
necessary  for this. The organisation is a whole consisting of parts. The parts,
however, are subordinate to the whole.
With this philosophy in his hands the engineer, armed with the computer,
can dispense with the social chaos of the organisation and the processual
conflicting processes.
1     See N. Luhmann, Funktionen und Folgen Formaler Organization.
2 Internal report: "Een typologie van de industriale onderneming",
by M. Lopes Cardozo.
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CHAPTER 4: THE INFORMATION SYSTEM OR CONSTRUCTION
CULTURE
4.1 The Structural Set-up
The information system culture is instructed to build information systems
for the company as a whole. During the ten years which concern us it consists
of a number of sub-cultures. The conceptual systems of these groups will be
reviewed one by  one in this chap ter.
First  of all we shall discuss the main form of thinking - the hierarchy - and
what components can be distinguished in it with regard to form. Next, we
shall discuss the conceptual system as a combination of the thought forms of
all the sub-cultures. Finally, we shall see how that conceptual system builds
up in the course of time.
The main form and variations
The main form of the information system culture is the programme structure
in the form of a hierarchy. First of all, we must deal with a number of
designations relating to form in order to make what follows more clearly
understandable. The main form in the information system culture is a
conglomerate of thought forms as shown in Figure 4.1 where the hierarchy
occupies the most important place. The exterior of a cone can be drawn
around such a hierarchy. Accordingly, a base can also be discovered. The
cone can be filled up with forms. That equally applies to the base.
From the point  in  the  top  it is ·possible to suspend a hierarchy of units  or
forms. Each part of such a hierarchy can assume any form and be reflected
in the base. It is then only a shadow - a flat, transparent form. The form can
only be an outer shell which indicates the boundary between the inside and
outside. The place, or space. can be part of the cone as a whole. A form unit
such as this can occupy a fixed position or a variable one, or even follow a
course in completely free flight. If such a form is ordered on one or other
axis or dimension of the cone or platform we call it an axial form. Anaxial
forms are not shaped by structures coming from outside. They can, however,






Figure 4.1   The main thought form of the information system culture and its variations
These originally anaxial forms impress their profile on the ordering in the
form of a shadow. The form occupies a position and can be coupled in
various ways: hierarchically and ordered in time, or anaxially, but loosely
bound. (See Figure 2.2, layer 3, left).
All  kinds of movements can be made  in  the  main  form:
• A spiral on the base moving from the outside inwards (outside in)
and from the inside outwards (inside out).
• A spiral travelling along the cone from the top to the bottom all
along the diameter (top down, bottom up).
•   A movement along the hierarchy of units.
•  A movement through the space in which form after form is picked
UP.
•  A movement along the base in which the various dashes can indicate
the time line or a process. The circle round the base is movement.
•   The base can consist of a number of rings which encircle each other.
A cone can stand on each ring.
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The information system culture and its sub-cultures
As we have seen, the main form is a hierarchy of units with built-in move-
ment, or the movement which is initiated: causality. All groups have had to
take this form as the starting point sooner or later. The sub-cultures,
however, have tried to take the main form along to various plateaus, while
maintaining the main form as far as possible in order to avoid losing a basis
for understanding with the others. It is also possible to use this thought form
in order to describe other than informational types of aspect layers. Then
hierarchies come into being above each other or around each other. To use
Luhmann's terminology, one must comply with the membership rules and
that at least means obeying the generally accepted thought form or a
generalised thought form. If the thinking goes through various layers of
reality or plateaus we then see that a number of hierarchical forms are
accumulated one above the other.
Figure 4.2 presents a survey of the cultures and their sub-cultures. We have
already indicated the profile of these cultures on the basis of the various
layers of reality in the organisation.
In  Figure 4.2 we can distinguish:
1.      The hardware hierarchy:   a  form in which the hardware programmes  are
seen - for example the functions relating to computer files and
programmes.
2.     The application hierarchy: this means the functions  in the company  in
programmed form. The applications are also sometimes called software.
3.      The complete information system consisting  of (automatic) programmes
and manual procedures.
4.  The formal organisation in three dimensions:
4.1 content: the tasks or functions
4.2 time : control or planning relationships and planning norms
4.3 social : the communication relationships.
5.   The chaos of the informal organisation or the organisation as a system of
social conduct where people's actual thoughts come into play. Here we
can distinguish between an approach which runs through the chaos but
does not make it explicit (5.1) and an approach (our starting point) in
which the non-transparent is made transparent by a description in terms
of thought forms (5.2). These two approaches are called the implicit
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Figure 4.2    A survey  of the information system sub-cultures
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How  are the various cultural systems related   to this conceptual structure:
A.    The main culture: the charismatic-theoretical culture, running through
the aspect layers   1,  2,   3   and  4 and culminating in standard central
planning systems and material management systems. The main form for
all the layers  is the hierarchy.
B.  The sales systems group which links the central thought forms 1 and 2
directly to the implicit chaos of the organisation. This is what is termed
the pragmatic automation school of thought, which works with implicit
chaos.
C.  The workshop systems group, which starts from 4.2 and tries to achieve
a link-up with 1 and 2, but the task runs via 5.1 and 5.2.
D.  An enlightened charismatic culture which attempts to capture all the rest
in  a synthesis, mainly working  on the basis  of  5.1   - the explicit chaos
of concepts - and 4.3 - the task models (Information System Planning).
The first school of thought will be described in the greatest detail. In the
first place, this is because it is the one which I have experienced most
intensely and also because I then tried to design an open ideology for this
culture in the form of Information System Planning. The reader should refer
to this for a more detailed description. First, a review of the notional
concept will be given in a nutshell and then each element will be dealt with
in greater depth.
ARDI lays the basis with its part/whole thinking aimed at the central point
which, mainly emotionally,  is the actual goal: automation. This "hoop-net"
method consistently neglects a larger part  of the environment in order to be
able to work more concentratedly in an ever-smaller space. The surrounding
world of functions of the information systems are "clouds". The pragmatic
automation culture leaves the "clouds" as clouds and does not worry about
the a priori ordering of the world around it.
The charismatic school, on the other hand, does want to bring order into its
firmament. Its universe must not be a flying, moving whole, at least if it
aims to rationalise the automation effort undisturbed. An area is drawn
around the basis of the ARDI hierarchy in the form of a closed circle. Part
of the environment is included in this but it is enclosed in circular forms (see
Figure 4.3).
These circles are the first to comprise the procedure relating to information
systems. These are complexity reductions complementary to automation. or
potential candidates for the automation which is gobbling up everything
around   it. The great question   now  is:   how  does the space around  the
information system pyramid get filled up?
A number of points offer a possible link-up  here:
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In the Poot period optimum service to the market is a central factor. The
delivery level should be the vital unified goal aimed at by the organisation.
It is proposed to build up information systems with invariable building
blocks such as ibels (invariable building elements) and idels (invariable data
elements). The organisation surrounding the information system consists of
isyfs (= invariable system functions). But how is this to be understood?
Nielen's theory offers a first means of filling   the   gap; the organisation
consists of a collection of control modules moving in free space and
controlling aspects and events. (Compare Leibniz's monads). Nielen is given
time and money to develop a language which has to describe the organisation
in an unambiguous way with the assistance of a group consisting largely of
young graduates. It must be possible to develop systems on the basis of this.
In a short space of time analyses are carried  out and a variety of pictures of
organisations are made - almost as many, in fact, as there are members in
this enthusiastic structure group. The cognitive systems of thought vary
widely and, along with them, the language and form of the structure
sketches. When the group finally has to arrive at a consensus it unfortunately
chooses an idea with which everyone is in agreement. The result is an extract
from the module compressed into an organisational layer concept of a
hierarchy. Shortly after Nielen's departure the structure group, or system
engineer group, is converted into a planning system group.
Meanwhile the functional organisation structure of ISA-Ap has changed
into an autonomous "product" group structure. The structure conceptions
are applied willy-nilly in these product groups. The department consists of:
• The planning systems group.  Here,  the  philosophy  of system manage-
ment is introduced from Apeldoorn. Partly on the basis of this
concept and the experience of the structure group, Swanenburg
develops a descriptive method called PLAN-ART. That also has an
effect on PRODOSTA, the modified ARDI method for internal use.
• Material management systems work on MAMIS, in which respect they
distinguish between professional and consumer Product Divisions.
CO-MAMIS is started at a later stage. This is intended to be a more
real time-type concept for factory systems.
• The workshop systems group develops WASP and CAPLAS on the
basis of an IBM system and the workshop ideas of Verzijl. This group
uses a certain pragmatic ideology and learns how to combine planning
and information systems from systems which are introduced on the
spot.
• The commercial systems group follows its own path completely as
far as ideology is concerned (see pragmatic automation school).
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The climax of this culture is formed by the difficulties which arose first
around the COMBI project, then MAMIS and finally CO-MAMIS. The
building block idea encounters high pressure from the environment. This
idea, which on the informal plane is already dying out in the groups, is dealt
a hard blow in the layers of formal consciousness. The prestigious package
projects - COMBI and MAMIS - are exposed to ever-increasing criticism
from the pragmatists and confronted with the unwillingness of the customers
to embark on using these systems.
4.2 The Development of Form in Time
4.2.1    The  charismatic-theoretical  school
The charismatic-theoretical school has developed the foundation for thought
and clings to it very dogmatically in later phases. Its form consists of a
number of cones pushed one on top of the other, as shown in Figure 4.3.
The dogmatism consists in the fact that it preserves the hierarchical thought
form in its strict sense. The aspect layers which it cuts through must always
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Figure 4.3   The  charismatic  approach:  swallowing  the  environment  by  cognitive  form
duplication
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This is the creation of truth by similarity of form. Here the sub-culture
reaches stalemate because truth and change can no longer come in from out-.
side. The layers around the core of the programme ward off too much of the
change. It becomes increasingly impossible for change to penetrate into the
deeper layers. Now the chaos of thought forms which exists in practice can
scarcely penetrate into the innermost core.
The main form: modular design of computer-based information systems
The main product of this culture is automated information systems.
Information systems consist of programmes and the manual procedures
which accompany them. Programmes consist of a series of successive
operations such as count up, register, jump to, change, the decision "if yes
then go to" . . . . , "if no" . . . etc. How must these operations be ordered?
The information system culture says: the modular programme structure in
the  form of a hierarchy is the starting point. The processing chains are linked
to each other hierarchically. Modular design will say that the programme
steps are bound to a particular mode or measure, and in such a way that
operations and processing steps are replaceable and exchangeable in their
possible applications. When is something interchangeable, however? It is
interchangeable if it conforms to particular dimensional requirements. The
ordering is prescribed. The positions in the ordering must be interchangeable.
Such a position, for example, is the activity of screening orders, or recording
stocks. It must be possible for the elements to be inserted into it and be
taken out of it. The extent of diversity lies in the size of the inner space and
the permitted variation in connections with other elements.
This thought form originates from the development trend in the construction
of professional equipment where the modules of sub-systems are assembled
into an apparatus for the customer's specific requirements. Comparisons are
also made with the building world. Here there are standard building elements
enabling various types of buildings to be constructed. Blocks of flats show
how little variation in form can be achieved with this in practice.
Conclusion: The characteristics  o f the thought  form  are as follows:
•  The basic assumption is a pre-structured total order in the form of a
hierarchy: the so-called integral approach.
• Three-dimensional spatial frameworks with insertable and removable
parts.
•  Massiveness as a result of using analogies from professional equip-
ment and housing construction.
•  The yes/no form. The reality is either the one or the other. A third
reality is not possible.
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Why, in fact, must thought forms be hierarchical?
The thought form must take this shape because the field of work is hemmed.
in by two areas which use this same thought form. This is the thought form
of computer construction, which is incorporated in the thinking from the
very outset, and formal organisational thinking which comes second. Both
areas use the hierarchy as the main thought form with the interchangeable
position as the most important element. The similarity between the thought
form and the computer world is strongest at the start. The most important
feature is also that information systems can be automated. The thought
forms are linked as shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4    The  basic thought form of the information system culture
Along the chaos-to-operation axis two hierarchies are linked whose
respective tasks are to give shape to the hardware and software aspects. The
application hierarchy is -softer" then the hardware hierarchy. The ordering
of the applications obeys less rigid rules. That cannot be read off from the
permitted ordering, however.
On the other side, there is the idea of the organisation as a hierarchy of
responsibilities and hence, too, as a hierarchy of tasks and therefore a
hierarchy of information systems as well. This guarantees the truth of the
thought forms selected. This main form of software and hardware hierarchy
is and remains the point of departure for all the other sub-cultures.
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The ARDI manual as the methodological path for system building
The communal thinking implied in this culture is mainly elaborated in the
ARDI information system manual. It is already cut and dried when the
history of the culture starts. It develops a methodology for building
information systems. Its thought form lies in the information or content
layer. The other layers - the control and social/organisational dimension -
have shrivelled up in the central thought form.
Figure 4.5 shows the approach in the form of a three-dimensional cube.
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Figure 4.5   The ARDI approach in three dimensions
In this structured, three-dimensional space a project path is described that
must be followed in building information systems. It runs between the chaos
of the organisation and the information system in operation. The movement
along the path is characterised by expansion towards the whole and shrinking
towards the part. At every whole/part transition to another whole/part
construction the aspect changes.
These aspects are visually represented in Figure 4.6:
•  the problem areas or the organisation as a whole
•   the functions of the new information system
•  the sub-systems of the new information system
•  the programmes and procedures
•  the routines and sub-routines.
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Figure 4.6   The  methodological  path  of ARDI through  the  "egg-timer" thought  form
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The methodological path acquires a highly compulsive tendency converging
towards the operation. It is a "hoop-net" method. Because a part of the
whole is always specified, the trend is towards the core of the system. It is
like a downward-flowing river with dams built into it in order to guide it.
The phasing of the projects acts in this way. The project management and
the methodology as such have to ensure that there is an adequate fall. The
thought form which ARDI uses with respect to the user of the information
system is the stimulus response in the order structured by the method. It is
a causality inside the hierarchical thought form. Everything is done for the
customer, but virtually nothing that resembles giving the customer a say.
If he raises objections he must be motivated. If that does not succeed he
must be removed. For that matter, this is the consequence of the thought
form used which tends to pack the customer into a structural hierarchy and
to transport him like a movable nodule from one place to the other.
4.2.2 The ISA-Ap as a series-connected system building organisation
The Poot period: Modular system building based on a library of invariable
building elements
This is the pioneering phase in which fine ideas on paper have to become
reality in the practical approach. The modularity method selected is worked
out and supplemented with the idea of a library of building blocks with
which systems can be made. The modular approach is placed in sharp
opposition to the deprecated monolithic method commonly used in practice.
The conceptual model selected is shown in Figure 4.7.
The monolithic system approach is radically rejected. What does that mean,
according to them?
66A monolithic system has not come into being with a structuring method. It
is a straightforward system in which complex problems are often solved in a
very ingenious way. Such a system can be developed relatively quickly.
Because of the lack of systematicness in the structuring of the whole system,
however, it is difficult to make changes."1
What is aimed at is a modular system.
.
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Figure 4.7   Monolithic, optional and modular system design
6.The basic principle of modularity is that each system function can be split
into sub-functions controlled by a supervisor who indicates the
interconnection of the sub-functions (sequence of operation and deter-
mination of what sub-functions must be performed in what situation). Each
sub-function can, in turn, again be split into sub-functions with a supervisor.
A hierarchical structure therefore exists and the functions at each hierarchical
level are called modules. Each hierarchical level has its own criteria for the
demarcation of modules. The modules at the lowest level are called building
elements. Each module can occur several times, i.e. as a part of several
modules of a higher level. Each module can, in principle, be replaced by
another module if the "ins and outs" are the same. Although it takes a great
deal of time to design such a system, errors can be traced and changes be
made more easily and quickly. It can be stated that this structure, in which
supervisors of a higher level control supervisors of a lower level, displays a
great deal of similarity to the personnel structure in the company. As a result,
it is also possible to structure the procedural part of an information system
in the same way. "
The model which supports this modularity consists of three layers:
1.   The automation layer: this is the physical structure of the automation
system.
2.   The information layer:    this is the logical structure of the application
programmes.
3. The organisation layer from where the customer specifications are
compiled. This activity is called architecture.
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Development (1 and 2) and architecture (3) begin to separate. The develop-
ment   must take place in strict phases.   The   aim   of  this  is to ensure  that.
throughout the layers there is only one common denominator. The phase-
wise assembly can only proceed smoothly if standardised elements, which
also remain invariable over a period of time, are used in the various phases.
What are the invariable building blocks? These are the ibels - the invariable
building elements in the hardware such as database handling and macro-
functions, the idels - the invariable data elements, and finally the isyfs -
the invariable system functions, such as, for example, forecasting or
screening of orders.
The stage of invariability in the organisation layer has not yet been reached.
The sub-systems in the organisation are provisionally called function blocks
without anyone knowing exactly what this should mean.
The organisational model consists of a primary process of stocks and
production links arranged one behind the other more or less like water
reservoirs. The function blocks have to regulate the flow of the water from
one container into the other. Control has to be effected by regulating the
stock levels (B-Q system). The central system indicator is the delivery level
or delivery speed of the goods. This indicates the period of time required to
deliver certain products to customers directly from stock.
Evaluation:
The straightforward method of building systems, in which arbitrary bits of
systems are linked to each other, is rejected. Thinking in terms of technical
development forms the basis here. The thought form is borrowed from other
areas, such as modular equipment construction. The choice of the thought
form is not the result of an organic thought process or a dialectical build-up
of experience. The hierarchical thought form does not give the group time to
build up the invariable building blocks by means of a learning process. There
is therefore something rigid and artificial about the transplantation of the
hierarchical form.
The group's thinking is completely imprisoned in the hierarchical form.
Within this form, all kinds of adjustments are possible as far as content is
concerned. Nevertheless, since the most extreme thought form is also a
hierarchical form it is impossible to think beyond this and other thought
forms are therefore also impossible. The possibility of customer participation,
which modularity promises, is frustrated by the hierarchical form in which
the static master/slave relationship is central.
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The ORFO project
In the ORFO (order to forwarding) project an attempt is made to apply the
above philosophy as far as system building is concerned. The modular design
is not readily feasible in its strict form. A combination of monolithic and
modular forms is, however, possible - the optional system form. In the
system an attempt is also made to implement the basic idea of the control
culture, namely the integration of the links in the production chain from raw
material to end product.
The ORFO system handles direct orders from selling companies from the
company's centre to see whether the goods are in stock and gives instructions
to dispatch them. It brings about a link-up between selling and production
units at operational level.
The Nielen module
Nielen's theory introduces  a  gem  of a thought  form: the control module.
How is this to be placed? With respect to the automation, information
system and organisation layers Nielen mainly aims to reach the last two with
his concept. The object is to separate the building of the information system
from the architecture of the organisation in ISA-Ap's method of work.
If things had simply continued as before, the hierarchical form would have
been the only basis for describing the organisation. But Nielen abolishes the
dogma of the hierarchy - or at least he attempts to do so. The former six
fixed levels in which he had ordered the organisation aspects are completely
abandoned. We met these six levels earlier in the section on Lopes Cardozo.
According to Nielen, it is impossible for one structure to constitute a
universal panacea. There is a different structure for each control situation
and hence for each point of time. The information system, or data processing
system, on the automation layer takes shape on the basis of the concept of
the module. Figure 4.8 shows the Nielian decision module in a dynamic
control structure as a synthesis of a number of thought forms.
The information system consists of a collection of information functions
(input-transformation-output units) and as a result of this data processing, it
also contains the experience structure. An information function is a collection
of data within which a separation function is capable of dividing data
according to whether they are useless or useful within the system and useful
outside the system. This definition is based  on the system concept of Ashby:
A system is a collection of elements and their relationships which are
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Figure 4.8   The Nielen decision module in a dynamic control structure
The control structure of decision modules controls or deals with autarchical, autarchicall
external  and   external  aspects   (1   and   1')   changing  through  time  (combination  of  the
dimension content and time).  The control structure and its modules can assume all sorts
of shapes, depending on the time and aspect of the content to be controlled (2 and 2').
It is  a  kind  of mirror of the two-dimensional figure.  The decision unit can jly  like a space
module through the three-dimensional cube (3). It is connected with other modules by
means    of   information    interfaces   (4).   The   third   dimension   indicates   the   organisational
position (high, low).
The module is the concept which has to give shape to the architectural
phase. What is the module? Modules are sub-collections of aspects to be
controlled which can be seen as a whole within a reasonable period of time.
A number of these modules, which together comprise an event to be
controlled, constitute the control structure. And now comes a more liberal
interpretation   of   the   form   on   our  part: the module   can be ordered  with
respect to three dimensions, namely length, height and width. It has thus
become a space-occupying form which can assume any shape. It is like an
amoeba or, less prosaically, a pudding. It is the collection of coordination
points which are mainly of two dimensions and a weaker third dimension. It
is a representation of this three-dimensional reality. The module is thus a
picture  or a mirror form. The reality  is the object; it consists of aspects to be
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controlled which can vary from moment to moment. The representation
constitutes the controlling subject. It is not an independently subjective
reality but a derivative. The module therefore cannot describe a
socio-psychological reality.
What do the three dimensions contain? They successively comprise the
content aspects, the time aspect and the very embryonic socio-organisational
aspect.
1.     Content. the aspects    to be controlled comprise three flat rings   in
concentric formation, namely autarchical, autarchical/external and
external aspects. The thought form is a core with rings of aspects around
it. The autarchical aspects constitute the core, the outside-linked aspects
are the first skin and the outside aspects the second skin.
2. Time: reality does not only consist of a plane of types of aspects but also
of a time path that can be followed. Aspects represent the states. Reality
can be presented as events on the path, as elements occurring point by
point. Now the module too can overlook a path from the viewpoint of
the past and from its position it has a certain overview of the future path
and its horizon. In addition, the module itself can follow the under-
lying path. The point is that it is also a representation of this path. This
means that the composition of the aspects can vary along the path at
each point of time. The module itself also changes along with this. The
module comes into being from these two dimensions. It is the plaything
of these dimensions. The module can take any path, avoid difficulties,
rise upwards, set course for somewhere or run back. The image (subject)
and the reality (object) respectively, follow their course through the
cosmos like a space capsule. Thus, the subject is coupled to the object,
and thinking in terms of planes to thinking in terms of movements.
3.     The socio-organisational normative dimension is a resultant rather than a
determinant dimension. It differs for each situation and at each point of
time, since time and content are constantly changing. This
socio-organisational dimension is mainly concerned with the extent to
which modules can give instructions to each other. It then turns out that
everyone produces instructions for everybody else and that everyone has
to have a certain amount of latitude in order to control his own aspects.
Everyone has to accept the instructions of the others. Nielen quotes the
example of a soldier who receives instructions from the general for air
cover, from the lieutenant for flank cover and from the captain for the
weapons. All that differs is the extent to which the instructions apply
and the amount of latitude available, depending on the changing
situation. Nielen distinguishes between high and low modules and
important and unimportant modules. High modules make more
complicated forecasts than lower ones. The importance indicates the
extent to which instructions can be given to other modules.
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Evaluation of the thought form:
1.  With this thought form, Nielen is able to escape from the hierarchical
form described by the culture. He presents a very advanced control
thought form. The form is a "freebooter" construction, an ideal based
on the freedom to be able to control time and content-oriented aspects.
Depending on the situation, it is possible to control or to react opportun-
istically. This is because the module can move through space, taking
account of the environment, regardless of a fixed value ordering. In
addition, the module has its own freedom to interpret signals from the
environment and can assume any shape.
2.  Nevertheless it is divorced from personal experience and emotion. The
module is a formal construction which only structures an informal space
in which action takes place. The only condition is that the space is
delimited. Otherwise, nothing is said about what is felt there, what is
thought about actuality or what illegal elements are encapsulated in it.
At this point we introduce the concept of the statute. It consists of
instructions from others and self-made instructions which together
function internally as norms. The non-prescribed part of the statute can
be represented as a dark room. This dark room can be used by the socio-
psychological reality. But how that happens is not clear. If the control
structure of modules can only achieve a consensus with regard to the
aspects to be controlled at each point of time, then everything is all
right. Harmonious thinking seems to be pre-posited for each point of
time.
3.   Hierarchies play little or no part in Nielen's thinking. He thinks in terms
of elements - aspects which are a member or part of a larger whole and
which have relationships with each other. This can be represented by the
flat base of the cone of the construction culture.
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He does, however, always have a particular goal with respect to which
he looks at the aspects - the perspective (even though he does not use
this term). The figure as such is a flat plane with a perspective on it.
Visually, it is a cone, but not a substantial one. In Nielen's view, any
substantial mass which may be present is in the base. Several bases can
also be related to each other or be represented. This can clearly be seen
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in his second book "De bedoeling van informatie" (1965), where he
presents the organisation plane on the plane of data processing.
The module and the information system are wholes, collections or sets.
Components are elements. And now comes the most vital part of the
whole reasoning. The elements or aspects can always have a different
name at the content level - for example, the economic or the technical
aspect. The form which they must assume with respect to other concepts,
however, is exactly the same.
This form must obey the epistemological form of set theory. An element
is either there  or  it  is not there. It cannot be  both; or be vague; or come
along;  or  not be there  yet and still count;  or be latently present.  If it  is
there then it is part of a set. If it is not part of set A then it must be part
of set B or some other set.
Compared with the chaos of thought forms which is possible in human
thinking, this transformation has a tremendous equalising effect which
(and this is a very essential side-effect) makes conflict or dialectics or
mixing impossible. This is the main reason why social reality is not
permitted or cannot be built into constructional thinking. Various
system experts would have liked to include this in the thinking. This is
prevented by the style of thinking and the reduction of chaos through
consensus. The dialectical thought form is kept out here. But things are
taken even further: This similarity of "form" must also apply inter-
subjectively.
It is therefore possible to introduce only truths which are collectively
felt to be truths. There is a tendency to emphasise the generalised,
formal part of the organisation. The unique part, the personal conflict
aspects, the vague, the chaotic do not come into their own because of
the standard thought forms. The chaos of forms is pressed into the
identical form of elements which it must be possible to subordinate as
parts of a whole in their relationships with each other. The whole is seen
from a particular viewpoint that must not conflict with neighbouring
viewpoints.
The structure group
On the basis of his ideas, Nielen is given the opportunity to form a structure
group or system engineering group which will provide the architecture for
standard systems. The more theoretical assignment means developing a
language of organisations on the basis of which information and/or
automation systems can be defined. The starting point here must be the
integral approach: in other words, the organisation as a whole. The group
acquires experience in a number of investigations in the field. The result is
a thought form that varies from a more abstract and theoretical pole to a
more pragmatic description pole. Two of these are shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9   The  thought  forms  of the system engineering group, ranging from theoretical
names to more organisational names for the module.
(D = decision: T = transformation: F = forecast; R = registration of two
objects)
1.   The more the theoretical thought arsenal of the module is used, the more
the module is again packed into one or another form of organisational
structure.
2.   The less this theory is used and practical definitions of tasks and informa-
tion functions are taken as a basis, the more chaotically the functions are
related to each other.
Nevertheless, the group places the main emphasis on the theoretical
dimension. We later see that the AEG/Telefunken model gives an extensive
language basis to the second dimension and that Information System Planning
aims to match the two to each other as possible theoretical concepts on a
pragmatic language platform. But this stage has not yet been reached. The
orderings chosen by the group  are:
• The division of the organisation into a management section, an
operational section and a process section.
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• The division of the organisation into layers arranged one below the
other, in which various kinds of functions occur: structuring functions,
which give shape to the organisation, development functions, procure-
ment functions for the means of production and finally stabilisation
functions for controlling the process. The functions are interconnected
via feedback loops.
The module itself is internally subdivided into a registration function,
a transformation function and a statute and decision function, in that
order. In the module, two objects are matched - for example machines
and products. In this way, the group determines the function in qualitative
terms. In addition, the module is given a number of system engineering-type
quantitative characteristics such as the traffic density and the number of
input and output reports. This quantitative dimension requires the function
to be expressed in substantial, physical form.
Evaluation:
The basis of Nielen's thinking (thinking in terms of collections, from aspects
to elements in  the  form of functions) remains unimpaired. The freely floating
module, however, is placed in a structure, often in a hierarchy. With this we
are back again in the order which largely constitutes the basis of the
construction culture's thinking. Integration and standardisation are also the
main ideals, though here and there in the structure group people wonder
how the individual employee in the company must feel about this. The
organisation regards people as a history-less slice in the here and now. The
only thing of importance is the "now cross-section". After all, the past is
*'spilt milk". The object is "to help" the organisation to get into the new
computer age. The past is not necessary for this. Anything can be derived
from the "momentary functional". (This remark actually also applies to the
control culture). The thought form "the organisation as a construction" (and
only in this is some movement possible) is the result and the cause of this
type of thinking. The notion of the organisation as a pluriform entity which
advances organically in the absorption of contrasts is absent.
The concept '*organisation" is mainly something that manifests itself as
being objectively observable outside our consciousness. The organisation is a
collection of people and resources and the relationships between them. The
person is an entity, an element, a black box. Nevertheless, it will be a long
time yet before people realise that organisations also live and have their
being in our consciousness - the consciousness of flesh and blood human
beings. The basis of the theory employed, however, is not suitable for
portraying that unique feature. Set theory, as a collection of forms which
can be used to represent an organisation, is too skimpy, too harmonious, too
uniform. It is a set which is too empty.
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The AEG1Telefunken model as the aftermath of the structure group
This model, originating  from the German company AEG/Telefunken, comes ·
into the structure group at the right time, just after a theoretical period in
which there 'is· a need for it to work with its feet on the ground. It offers a
good compromise between the grand theory of Nielen's module and the
chaotic use of language in the company. In addition, as we shall see in a
moment, the division of the model into sub-systems will correspond almost
exactly to the group division in ISA-Ap.
At form level, the model is not over-defined and links up well with Nielen's
platform, as well as with the hierarchy and the function concept of the
construction culture. In addition, the language definitions are capricious
enough to be real.
These phenomenological language definitions (as the control culture called
them) proved to be very useful in the company, as was shown by the
reaction to the translated model.
As regards its construction, the description model is divided into two layers,
one above the other (planning layer and process layer).
The functions as such, and their relationships, are located on the flat plane
(part/whole relationship). The integration model uses the same elementary
building blocks as the description system, but ordered according to data
(integration in conceptual files) and existing automation systems (integration
of system functions).
By avoiding the introduction of too many over-defined abstract forms into
the model at abstract level it becomes attractive for many people in the
company. As a result of the depth structure (domain, main functions,
functions) the resolving power is institutionalised in the model. As a result
of the width (various functions) a variety of choice is created. It is beneficial
to the freedom and breadth of thinking.
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Figure 4.10    The  AEG/Telefunken  model:  The  descriptive  (l)  andintegration  (2) model
describing the present and the future
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This brings the structure group to an end. It also marks the end of a period
of creative thought in ISA-Ap. There will scarcely be any great innovations
in the system concept in this ten-year period, and people will fall back on
the ideas generated in it. The urge to achieve and to build is too great.
Nielen's idea - a language for an organisation - does not die out. Van de
Wouw takes the idea with him to ISA-R. It lives on, first in the VADIS
project, then in Information System Planning, in INCONET and, finally, in
this book.
But this line of development does not belong to the dogmatic thought
culture of system building. Actually, it belongs to the "post-McKinsey
period", when the working basis is not a limited number of ideophenomeria
but the thinking of the organisation itself. It already heralds enlightened
thinking with regard to the construction of systems, which means that the
work must be based on the concepts and thought structures of the
organisation itself.
4.2.3   ISA-Ap  as a  collection  of parallel  system  groups
In the period described, the ISA-Ap organisation changes from process-
oriented or functional departmentalisation to being a goal-oriented organi-
sation or to federal departmentalisation.
In the Poot period each group has a different function to fulfil. The functions
as a whole must be capable of designing and building one information system.
In the organisation, there must be a clearly recognisable process of structure
analysis, logical building, physical building and programming. In the Bakker
period, as a result of the concentration of the groups on various parts of the
company, ISA-Ap also becomes differentiated in this way (the principle of
requisite variety). The "products" are systems in a particular area of the
company. A distinction is made with regard to workshop systems, material
management systems, commercial systems, personnel systems and planning
systems. The groups become "area managers" for their application systems
in the company.
Figure 4.11 shows how the model of the world might largely appear to
ISA-Ap. It is a hierarchy of packages, surrounded by interface functions at
the top, bottom. left and right. It combines the hierarchical thinking, the
circular thinking and the package as a supporting data-processing and storage
function, which mainly operates from the centre outwards. This core
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Figure 4.11   The doctrine of ISA-Ap.
The organisation as a structure  of information system packages.
Legend: A =  commercial system
B    = ORFO
C           =   material management system
D         =  factory workshop system
E, F, G   =  central planning systems
1  =  the information system
2   =   management Ainction
  Q 8         3    -    o„ler acce"=ce4   =   ordering goods5  =  operational control
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We now turn to the specific developments in the form of the sub-cultures.
First of all, we shall discuss the continuation of the charismatic theoretical
culture.
Material management systems (MAMIS, CO-MAMIS, COPIES)
In the factory systems group the generalised approach on a package basis
holds out longest. It is the most orthodox group as far as its thought form is
concerned. It is the most engineer-like type and the one with the strongest
tendency towards a massive hierarchical thought form. The following
developments take place:
The contours for the MAMIS system (Material Management Information
System) are developed by Philips Computer Division. ISA-Ap takes the
system over and extends it. A massive structure of functions is defined and
programmes are compiled within it. This massive, primitive thought form is
typical of the first period of building. Naturally, there is a desire to meet
customers' specific wishes, but these wishes are incorporated in a generalised
thought  form: the hierarchy.
The programmes are generated by a general programme (the macro-processor).
As a result, it is scarcely possible to build anything specific to meet particular
customers' needs. The formulation of programmes and information require-
ments is transformed in such a way by a generalised thought form that the
customer can scarcely recognise what his specific wishes originally were.
As a result, the system encounters great resistance to its acceptance in spite
of intensive public relations campaigns.
What can be done to solve this problem?
A social engineer is engaged to investigate how the design and implementation
of information systems can be improved in social and organisational terms.
He demystifies the all-sacred automation approach and describes how the
human being reacts to the introduction of automated information systems in
his inner world. Man absorbs innovations via learning processes. The ability
of specialists to bring about change can help in this.
In order to adapt MAMIS to the demands of the time a new concept is
devised, called CO-MAMIS. To a greater extent than before, ideas must be
incorporated in this in the field of organisation, control and real-time
computer processing. The organisation concept is called "Material Manage-
ment, Systems Approach".
What does this mean?
An organisation concept is devised (see Figure 4.3) around the information
system based on:
• Integral control of the goods flow.
• The idea that the organisation is a combination of sub-systems.
The members of the organisation are "elements" of the system.
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• The view that since there is resistance to innovation in the organi-
sation the resistance to change must be broken.
This is termed the open socio-technical system approach.
In contrast to the development of MAMIS, factories and staff departments
are now allowed to have a say. This culminates in an imploding, Babylonic
confusion of tongues and in stagnation in a design in which all the concepts
become jammed in a totally immovable structure.
After these great disappointments everyone has had more than enough of the
overall generalised approach. They point to the IBM COPICS system, switch
over to the RETOPS project approach and call themselves Industrial Systems.
Pilot projects are started in various factories. Experience has to be built up
from factory to factory.
Evaluation:
Despite the study of a great deal of literature on organisation the basic
foundation of the ideology is maintained. The human being is a part
(although an emotional one) of a whole and is highly resistant to change. To
remedy this, there are many insights and techniques for change. The
hierarchical model of material management acts as a legitimation structure
around the MAMIS concept.
This congruence of form is the proof of the possession of truth in what,
according to this thinking, is a "logic-poor organisation". It is difficult for
the highly generalised thinking to find a place for the specificity of daily life.
The designer's mentality is: We will do everything (?) for the customer if
only he is normal.
We are still far away from the idea of leaving the conception, construction
and maintenance to the people in the company themselves. That not only
requires thinking from the viewpoint that the individual is an element in a
structure, but also involves seeing that the structure is an element in the
individual. Man is then regarded as the master in his own situation.
Planning systems group
With the translation of the AEG/Telefunken model the structure group more
or less concludes its creative work. The group is rechristened. From being a
thinking group it becomes a product group for the CPDs. Tliese are the
goods flow planning bodies within a Product Division.
Once it falls within the scope of these definitions, the required norm
consensus in the department makes it necessary to search for "packages" in
the CPDs too. However, the group then rapidly makes the discovery that it
can be regarded as the most jungle-like territory within the whole goods flow
control activity. This is probably because of the recentness of these depart-
ments and, secondly, because of the fact that they cannot fall back on direct
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resources such as production power or money. As such, they try to control
the factory or selling company indirectly in terms of time and content.
Swanenburg develops a method for analysing the planning information.
systems: PLAN-ART. The system concept of PLAN-ART brings Nielen's
module into a three-dimensional cube. The concept thus consists of two
important forms (see Figure 4.12):
1. The three-dimensional cube with (1) the process links as the most
important aspects; (2) the aggregation levels and product levels; (3) a net-
work of various sales, distribution, production and purchasing units.
2.  The changed Nielen module: Nielen's anaxial form is placed here in a
cube concept and becomes an axial form. As a result, the module is
determined as being a place-occupying structure in a fixed position.
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Figure 4.12     The   PLAN-ART  module:   a  demand   path   meets   a   capacity   path   in   each
module (w = wish: p = plan)
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The module is no longer a situation structure. The aspects to be
controlled do not vary from one control situation to another. On the
contrary, the three-dimensional ordering anchors the module down
firmly and determines the type of aspects. The production process path
does, however, structure a number of fixed situations which are always
controlled by other modules.
The phases of the process (one after the other) provide the main gate-
way to the thinking here. Each phase of a process can be characterised
by a planning variable which can reflect the process in quantitative
terms. The "one-after-the-other" thought form provides the opportunity
to count and to switch over to quantitative forms: the planning variables.
They operate by moving upwards as base lines.
Evaluation:
The great difficulty with large structural concepts is that one compulsory
main perspective must always be created, a thought model which everyone
should  take as a starting point and on the basis of which he should know his
place. That is, in fact, not the case. The employees in the CPD think with
their hands and feet. They are placed in a particular situation and context in
which trust and mistrust, the allocation of guilt, the exercise of power and
their own safety play a great part. Moreover, the cognitive system of each
individual is strongly focused on one particular detail which is enlarged out
of all proportion with respect to the model as a whole.
Commercial systems as an evolutionary dialectical thought form
This thought form's field of application is the selling companies in the
various countries. The system, which is called RETOPS, consists of a large
central data file relating to customers and products. This operates as the
heart surrounded by a number of programmes. The building method consists
of going from one country to the other with the system so that constructive
experience is acquired.
Using their experience, two or three people build the system and go on to
a following organisation. This ideology of intelligent pragmatism and
opportunism, which should not be condemned by morality, is the basis for
RETOPS and in the long run will produce strikingly successful systems. The
most important reason for this seems to us to be the direct link-up of the
chaos of the organisation with the informal and implicit experience of
system designers. The thought forms which exist in practice can mix in a
natural  way with thinking in terms of hardware and software. Figure 4.13
shows the individual thought forms and their synthesis.
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Figure 4.13   The commercial system approach with  the  evolutionary dialectical thought
form
The culture works with a naked main thought form of the hardware and
software hierarchy and allows this to plunge into the selling company. It
confronts its automation thought form with the conflicting chaos of thought
forms from practice.
This method of thinking and working, which differs so greatly from that of
the rest of the ISA-Ap department, is only able to develop as a result of
creating a communication and interaction gap between itself and the
charismatic theoretical school of thought. Emotionally speaking, this
pragmatic culture can be likened to a nomadic tribe with good internal
morals, compared with the more sedimentary charismatic culture
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Workshop  systems asalinkbetweenplanning andinformationsystemthinking
Verzijl,  a man with long practical experience of the workshop, sets his stamp
strongly upon this group. He builds his methodology of constructing
planning systems into the methodology of information systems. In doing so,
he avoids the structural fixations of the charismatic-theoretical school. The
approach remains fully in touch with the thought forms from practice. From
the viewpoint of methodology, the planning monos (free-ranging concepts
for constructing systems) play a big part in this. Accordingly, at the end of
the ten-year period the workshop systems group and the commercial systems
group together implement systems which are accepted by the organisation.
What type of structure does the workshop systems group use? Figure 4.14
shows the development.
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A. Planning thinking aims at an allocation of orders and tasks and at placing
these in a time context in accordance with the available resources. The
result is that time-space constructions are built-up within which a certain  
autonomy or latitude is present. The limits of the sub-systems are
determined by time packages. As far as time is concerned they are
standardised time expectations. Experience has shown that the mood
of the employees improves and productivity rises as a result of
introducing this time monad.
How is this time monad arrived at?
This comes about by transforming three thought forms:
1.  The   time   line : all observations are immediately translated    into
portions of time relating to, say, orders, tasks and capacities. Time
becomes the common denominator.
2. The planning situations: these are divided into four possible planning
situations depending on equal and unequal throughput times and
capacities.
3. The actual division of portions of time over possibilities, given certain
limitations, is done on the basis of the thought form of the greatest
common divisor (GCD) and the smallest common multiple (SCM).
In this thought form, a certain minimum which is repeated in each
task (GCD) is combined with the common repetitive maximum (SCM).
The most appropriate scheme of ordering things is sought in this way.
Time is related to the wliole in the form of parts.
B.  The information system methodology (the dimension of content). The
above quantitative methodology must be linked to the qualitative
functional part/whole thinking of the information systems. How are
these two methodologies combined with each other? And how is the
relationship established with the customer's world of thinking and
experience? This relationship is established on the basis of frequently
occurring, well-defined conceptual units called planning monos. Any
planning situation can be described and any planning information system
can be designed on the basis of these conceptual units. Examples of
planning monos are the delivery date, machine data, positive feedback
and so on.
Verzijl compares the creation of information systems to playing a game
of chess. The pieces in the chess game have certain possibilities and
limitations comparable with those of the monos. An information system
is a series of moves with monos.
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C.    The social dimension:  The idea of the autonomous time-space fits in well
with the idea of the autonomous groups (Cells) which emerges strongly.
from the social and psychological .group  in  the  last  part  of the 10-year
period. Another interesting basic principle is that "the person who has
news to tell is at that moment master of the situation and, in fact, the
boss." This applies to colleagues, but also to the information system.
Here Verzijl offers a situational and functional equivalent for leader-
ship as a stable institution.
4.2.4  Towards an enlightened participative system building method
This line of thought links up with the structure group, particularly with the
use of the AEG/Telefunken model. It is a type of thinking which, starting
from the organisation, aims to initiate ideas which are explicitly created in
the form of concepts. In the foregoing, we have also encountered approaches
which build systems on the basis of the chaos in the organisation. These,
however, are pragmatic methods in which only the automated information
system  is made explicit. Organisation concepts and organisation value judge-
ments are kept in the dark. In this proposed enlightened building, or rather
architectural, method the organisational concepts relating to information
and automation are brought out of obscurity and treated like precious
pearls which are capable of refining the sensitivity between the chaos of
values and the operation of the information system.
In succession, attention is devoted to the application of the AEG/Telefunken
model in an employee participation project and to Information System
Planning as a method for combining concepts and an organisational language
for information functions.
The VADIS investigation
In the VADIS investigation the AEG/Telefunken model is used as the basis
of a structure plan for automating a department. Three phases can be
distinguished: the analysis, the determination of requirements and the design.
In each phase, one part of the AEG/Telefunken model is used each time.
In the analytical phase the description model is used to establish the present
status of information processing. The model acts as a language for structuring
the information functions. The information functions consist of well-defined
input/output units with possible connections. The "Droste effect" and the
resolving power are required as methodological thought forms in order to
depict the unique reality when using such a model. In addition, the systems
architect must be able to think in terms of continuous constructions. If the
reality is shaped like a freakish rock and the model consists of a sheet of
glass the systems architect must ensure that the model envelops the rock
like a flexible blanket.
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The conceptual central files in the model are a suitable medium for mapping
the information requirements. The files run right through the departmental
structure of the organisation. For example: all kinds of representatives from·
the various departments can formulate their requirements with reference to
the "materials" data file. In the third phase the team uses the integration
model as a future model for automation.
What it boils down to is that for the first time on such a large scale a
structural investigation is held in which the organisation is intensively
involved. It is an employee participation project of unprecedented scope
forming a joint picture of the organisation.
The only pre-programmed concept is the idea of an investigation into
"integrated information systems". The further concepts must be presented
by the organisation itself or must emerge automatically in the investigation
team on the basis of the survey. The important concepts are the integration
of the files and programmes. The hierarchy as a unique form of task ordering
does not occur in this organisation with its flat, control structure. The main
form of the construction culture offers no way out. The time element
between the groups is also of scarcely any importance because hardly any
products are passed on successively from group to group. The
socio-psychological aspect of automation emerges strongly here. The only
thing is that no content can be given to it as yet because of the lack of a
suitable reference framework. What do these social aspects mean? In such a
case, the best guarantee that the social elements will be built in is to obtain
maximum involvement of the employees in the entire picture-forming
process from the analysis stage up to and including the design. The content
aspect and social aspect then coincide. It is generally the social and informal
aspects that can now be incorporated by the people in the organisation them-
selves.
The individual capriciousness must, however, be reflected in the forms of the
AEG/Telefunken model. The ordering is achieved by the separation and
demarcation of functions. (Luhmann: 6'Trennung und Grenzerhaltung").
The dialectics of views and opinions, however, still does not come into its
own here. Nevertheless, the opening has been made, particularly as a result
of the description model as a platform and the undogmatic approach of the
team. The superstructure of ideas must be contributed by the organisation.
When will we reach the state where experience and the cognitive forms can
be openly recognised in each group or each individual, even though it proves
that self-interest is the greatest mainspring of '*rational action"? We shall
then have to depart from the standardised human being with power as the
most  important  code of behaviour and also accept other forms of behaviour
within the recognised area of possible conduct.
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Information System Planning
This   is an attempt   to   give the information system culture a framework  
within which a number of concepts and ideas are integrated. It is concerned
with concepts which already exist, but also a number of concepts of other
cultures such as the control culture and the social culture. For the rest,
the main thought form of the information system culture is maintained.
In this case, the hierarchy consists of a number of ways of looking at things,
or strata located one above the other and which always include each other
on the way upwards. Moving downwards, there is a kind of "hoop-net"
method of going from organisational chaos to information system operation.
The conceptual structure as a whole
Figure 4.15 shows Information System Planning as a whole. Going from the
top downwards it consists of a number of strata: a system stratum, a
hierarchical goal/task stratum, a control stratum (time), a communication
stratum (the social dimension), an automated report stratum, a file and
programme stratum and, finally, a data element and elementary action
stratum.
In the construction, the stratum is an important medium of thought. On the
basis of the stratum concept the environmental chaos is introduced and
transformed each time into aspects which have meaning and SENSE for the
organisation designer. The selected aspects are called an aspect system.
Using the stratum concept, layers can be constructed one above the other,
possibly to form a hierarchy. The higher stratum comprises the stratum
below it. The lower stratum, however, can be based on a completely
different set of principles. The method of thought is a combination of
circular, convergent thinking and hierarchical top-down thinking. It thus
coincides strongly with the cognitive structure which is present in the
construction cultures. Once a surrounding world picture has been
constructed, one works from the outside inwards. The reduction of
complexity works from the outside inwards and from the top downwards.
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Figure 4.15    Information System Planning and its strata
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Discussion platforms in the "hoop-net" construction
Information System Planning attempts to see the narrow ideology "on-the-.
basis-of-one-concept" in perspective. It makes the conscious choice the
central factor. By using a collection of concepts one is forced to choose and
to become aware of one's own subconscious ideology. The question then
arises as to whose concepts should be incorporated. Those of the design
culture itsel f or those   o f the organisation? The organisation:   What  is  that?
Is that the manager, with the rest remaining invisible? Or is that the
individual standing in the business situation in which the manager is also
present as the coordinator?
Information System Planning aims to let the concepts of all kinds of groups
from the factory count in the design. This is a way of thought which can
best be characterised by a thought structure consisting of a language
platform made up of language elements (generally still ordered according to
the part/whole form) with the concepts or forms projected on it.
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Figure 4.16   Information  System  Planning  as  a  match  of  concepts  and  a  language
platform
Language or discussion platforms   can be constructed   at each transition:
from system to organisation, from organisation to information system and
from information system to automation. The method is mainly aimed at the
organisation as an information system.
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The ordering of the concepts in the strata
All the concepts and/or conceptual models are placed in a non-compulsory
level ordering using seven strata. The ordering of the strata actually indicates
the maximum which is possible with regard to incorporating cultures while
still preserving the main framework of the construction culture. The
conceptual structure of Information System Planning must not be too
revolutionary, for otherwise it becomes a contra-ideology.
The ordering of the strata indicates an ordering of the perspectives which is
to be preferred at that moment. First, comes the goal hierarchy as the
highest thought concept: profitability. The task structure must refer to this
ordering. The result is the static goal/task construction.
Here the end/means concept is interwoven with the part/whole concept.
The control stratum builds in the concepts of PLAN-ART, albeit in
qualitative terms. In addition, the control ideology can be placed in this
structure. The thought construction legitimises itself here with respect to the
control culture. Admittedly, the insertion of control gives satisfaction to the
control culture. Nevertheless, by placing the concept in the main ideology
of the construction culture it becomes difficult for control experts to think
actively in it. The differences are still too great (process versus structure and
quantity versus quality).
The communication stratum represents the I-you relationship at structural
level. Since the basis is still a formal conception, a generalised I and you
situation is involved. In other words, these are anonymous system elements.
There is already a contribution to progress in that a structural form exists
in which two systems can be regarded as interacting symmetrically. This
concept comes in useful in the INCONET (Information and Computer
Networks) study. However  that   may be: Communication comes after  the
profit, the ordering of tasks and the control on a time path. It also represents
the viewpoint that: "communication alone is useless". It operates in the
service of profit and control.
The introduction of important communication ideas such as trust, power,
legitimation and the communication media demands that the all-sacred
"command hierarchy" must be seen in perspective. The time for placing
communication on the same footing as goal-oriented rationality has not yet
dawned.
These three layers represent the envelope around the organisation. The
organisational dimensions are content, time, and the formal social dimension.
The link-up with the information system takes place via the automated
report stratum. The two bottom layers - the programme and files stratum
and the elementary action stratum - represent the original basis of the
thought forms dating from the Poot/Nielen period.
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Thus, in Information System Planning a number of thought cultures are
united, although they may not be in an objectively perfect balance with each.
other. Not every core of a culture is present to the same extent. It still
remains a matter of qualitative, construction-oriented thinking.
Evaluation:
What do we see when we compare the methodology with the system
strategies of Luhmann (see section 6.2.3)? A description of the functional
differentiation with the correct resolving power comes into being as the
portrayal of a situation in the company - for example, the functions of a
production department. This also comprises Luhmann's system strategy of
internal/external differentiation. In principle the other strategies of Luhmann
also apply, in addition to those of internal and external differentiation. For
example, determining a system structure, or leaving it undetermined (this
corresponds to a resolving power), the institutionalisation of particular
forms of processing emotional experience, and subjectivisation (i.e. replacing
an objective situation by a subjective one). See section 6.2.3.
In this structural concept it is difficult to place the individual in his inner
world and also to define him from the socio-psychological aspect. He does
have a way in via the choice of the concepts which he builds up on the
language platform. But the strata are constructed on the basis of the whole
looking towards the part. The main perspectives are still the formal structural
perspectives.
Transition to the informal (anaxial) organisation platform
How can a change be effected in this? In other words, how can we arrive at
a method of "chaotising" thought forms? This can be done by stopping the
whole (the formal organisation) from looking at the part (the individual)
and stopping seeing him as a stimulus-response unit. In order to be able to
place these socio-psychological concepts the pulverising structural concepts
must be abandoned. The concepts must change from being axial to being
anaxial forms. At that moment, self-interest, illegality, opportunism, trust
and mistrust can be given a place. In other words, it is better to apply the
system technique of "subjectivisation" in an unstructured space. This does
not happen automatically. The large structural concepts have to be separated
into smaller, more flexible forms. This results in a different, cognitive
structure of thinking. In my case, this fragmentation into anaxial thought
concepts has mainly come about as a result of an intensive study of
Luhmann's work. But fragmentation alone does not bring us to our goal.
The conceptual structure is still a stable construction which either reflects
an analysis at a particular point of time or represents a design at some point
in the future.
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A second, very important step, is that the conceptual structure itself can be
conceived as a moving form. It is an organically advancing construction made
up of forms.
But there is a third step - and this is very closely connected with the first
step. Fragmentation means that concepts must not immediately be hung up
on structural concepts as pegs. Each concept actually represents a perspective
springing from the individual, the employee. These display dissimilarities,
but also differences. The contrasts bring about a movement in both
conceptual structures. Organisational designs must be reflections of this
processual, cognitive activity in which real thought and real action can
coincide.
1 ISA-Ap, Handboek met richtlijnen voorhet ontwerpen en invoeren van automatische
informatiesystemen, January 1970.
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CHAPTER 5: THE CONTROL CULTURE
5.1 The Structural Set-up
5.1.1  The central thought form as the meeting place of the "actual" (Ist)
and "desired" (Soll) thought forms
The conceptual form of each thought form from the control culture consists
of a combination of form elements stemming from an objective reality -
the "actual" form - and elements from a subjective reality - the "desired"
form. The objective reality forms are frequently bounded by forms
originating from subjective reality. The control culture starts to build up
more in the layers of objective reality.  This is shown in Figure  5.1.
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Figure 5.1  The  thought form of the control culture is a moving construction with a
reality and nonnative component.
See next figure for identification of the different constructions.
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The basis of the bottom-up construction has already been built when the
culture starts. The movement from the top downwards is the essential
conflict    with the organisational concepts. These top layers of thought.
develop with exceptional difficulty during the ten years because ultimately
the thinking has to wrestle its way through the chaos of organisational
thought forms with a consistent, algebraic thought form.
The methodology thus consists of a confrontation with what the reality is
like and what it actually should be. The aid to the analysis of reality is
simulation. The way it should be is discovered by means of optimisation.
The general, methodical aid is algebraic analysis.
The various forms of simulation
The work mainly goes on in the direction of simulation. The successive
conceptual structures which are recognised are shown in Figure  5.2:
1.             Discrete  simulation:   the reality consists of discrete events,  in  the  same
way as a film. A flowing stream of events consisting of all kinds of
situational pictures.
2. Industrial dynamics: here feedback phenomena are introduced
between a controlled process and a controlling unit.
3. "What-if' simulation: the consequences     of alternatives     to     the
controlling units can be passed on.
4. Stratified direct coordination:   this  is a hierarchical construction  of
responsibility positions (controlling units) with the direct influence
coming from above.
5. Stratified indirect coordination:    the    same    as   4,    but with indirect
influencing via conditioning.
6. Non-stratified direct coordination:   this  is a non-hierarchical structure
of responsibility positions with direct influencing.
7. Non-stratified indirect coordination:     this    is the loosest    form    of
coordination in which there is no hierarchical ordering of responsibilities
and only indirect influencing.
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Figure 5.2    The successive conceptual structures of the control culture
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With regard to the last four points Grunwald also makes a subdivision into
business models, scenarios and business games.
•  Company models : A cause/effect construction provides an
input for the simulation model.
• Scenarios : The system must be capable of coping with
disasters. The environmental reality is
contingent: Things   are   like   this,   but   they
may also be otherwise.
• Company games : The behavioural models of the players (a
head of purchasing,. a production manager)
affect the model. Their experience models
are the central factor.
In Luhmann's terms 1 and 2 are goal programming, 3 to 6 are conditional
programming and 7 is elastic programming.1 The control culture attempts
to push its way through the layers. We start with the analysis of the
methodology with which the control culture begins and translate this into
our form-based language.
5.1.2  The control culture as a chaos of thought forms
While the information system culture has a constructive form, the control
culture is characterised by linear forms such as paths, lines, dimensions,
causal connections, etc. as the visual representation of processes and goods
flows. It is mainly an objective reality which is portrayed. The thought form
consists of variables in a cause/effect ordering. Given this picture, the culture
asks for the optimum situation or value. Optimality is generally depicted by
means of static thought forms. The "actual" construction is surrounded by
a "desired" form. The contents of these two in concrete terms vary greatly
during the period. A number of examples are given in Figure 5.3. The
'*desire" concepts  are very simple  at the start: an intersection,  one  or more
tangents, later the black box, the hierarchy of units or the hierarchy of
responsibility positions.
The history of the culture can be depicted in terms of these forms.
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5.1.3 Methodology and construction of the thought forms at the start of
the   culture:   six   strata
The complexity reduction path runs through various thought-form stages.
A number of thought forms are so elementary that they can no longer be
seen   in   the more currently used thought forms (see Figure   5.4).   Some
thought forms are so large that they can no longer be seen - in other words
they are so predominant that we are unaware of them. We shall try to
unravel the thought forms by starting from the most elementary patterns
and  proceeding to patterns which are overlaid on top of them. Next we shall
attempt to indicate a number of levels or strata to show how the thought
form is built  up:
1.     The stratum of qualitative chaos.
2.    The stratum of quantity and objective time units.
3.  The stratum of levels and flows as level or state variables (i.e. variable
at one moment of time) and flow variables (i.e. variable per period of
time); equations as a construction  for this.
4.   The stratum of fluctuations and analysis by ratios.
5. Simulation stratum:  a walk through the possible situations.
6. Optimisation stratum: bringing the variables on to a cost basis. Choosing
the best or most satisfactory point or path.
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Figure 5.4  Construction of the thought forms in six strata at the start of the culture
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This strata ordering is a first attempt. It is even questionable whether this
one-after-the-other thought form can be completely described in terms of
a stratum as a one-above-the-other thought form.
Stratum  1.  Qualitative chaos
The environment of the thought form of the control culture can be seen as
a qualitative chaos of forms, phenomena and things. The elements are
qualities and qualities can be elements. This stratum is only present in
embryo.
Stratum 2: Quantity and objective time units
It is not that control-type thinkers do not think intuitively. But their
generalised thought form only starts in Stratum 2. The chaos of phenomena
is transformed into units which are characterised only by the fact that they
are different. The elements are also defined in this way. The variegated
nature of the things as an accumulation of experience is unimportant. The
viewpoint which explains that things are different with regard to certain
aspects or one particular aspect is sufficient to define units. With these units
we can form sets. We then arrive at the world such as we encountered in the
discussion of Nielen and the set theory. The elements, however, are not
collected in order to define concepts as is the case, for example, with the
information system and its functions in the construction culture.
In the construction culture, the work of thinking always consists of asking
what concept construction fits the floating reality best.
The concept construction in the control culture. however, is determined
once  and   for  all. The things  are
 
mainly distinguished in order to place  them
in sequence, one after the other. The "one-after-the-other" is given a code
which  not only indicates the position   - for example: the number  four  -
but   also the whole   of the parts which have already been passed:   1   2  3   4.
It can thus represent a part or a whole, a detail or an overview. The things
in the thought form are ranked one after the other. In addition, unless there
is proof to the contrary, they are also equal to each other. The units are
alike and therefore we can count them. The thought form of standardised
units is formulated into normalised, standardised time units or a time line.
The standardised units placed one after the other become a time line when
we attempt to link this to the idea of reality as a "sequence of events".
If all events were alike, not a single field of attention would emerge and we
would therefore see everything and hence nothing.
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Stratum  3:   Levels  and  flows
In control culture thinking, profiling what we see and using the power of
selection as far as the time line is concerned is done by distinguishing
between: (1) the flows along the time line and (2) things which accumulate
at a point of time or which we wish to see as such. Here we arrive at the
difference in concept between flow and level. An example of a flow is the
goods coming into a store during a certain period of time. A level, for
example, is the stock level at the start of a particular period or the end of it.
What happens here?
We  take the objective  time line. Evidently, then, a period is differentiated on
the  basis of selective perception, namely January 1978. Within this interval
we live and look.
The flow follows the points  of  time  one  by  one; the goods  come  in day  by
day. This is summed over the period considered. This sum is called a flow
variable. The selectivity is bounded by particular points of time which mark
a period. There is therefore a defined boundary around the flow system. As
far as time is concerned, this defined boundary must come to terms with an
infinite past and an infinite future. How are these things - which appear to
be absurdities - covered up?
This is done here via the concept level. It is a functional equivalent of an
open past or an open future and it encircles a certain part of the (time)
system that can be treated as a flow. In addition, the flow needs the level in
order to become a flow and the level needs the flow.
Moreover, it is easy to create unbalanced structures on a paradigm which
presupposes the parity of the units. This can simplify cause and effect
thinking. The cause (here the past) brings about the effect: the future. Tlie
initial stock and what is added to this and what has to be taken off must
result in the end stock. We call this a level equation (Forrester, 1969, p. 69).
The end stock follows automatically from all kinds of structural conditions
of the conceptual framework. Because of the rigidity of the definition, the
transformation to equality must always follow the end stock. If we see the
period as a system with a boundary separating the outside from the inside
then what goes in can be called the input and what comes out, the output.
All kinds of more complicated equations are possible in which the given
transparency becomes more clouded and obscured.
Stratum  4:  Fluctuation  and  analysis  by  ratios
We continue on to the other strata. The stock cannot only be considered
at time  ti  and  ti · We consider these state or level variables via a series of
points of time. The elementary thought form of time "units as points of
time" is introduced here for the second time. Now, however, it is not an
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elementary pre-conscious world ordering but a more conscious scale of
ordering along which the variables are plotted. The state or level variables
are plotted in graphs and display fluctuations.
All kinds of variations can be distinguished in these fluctuations. Depending
on what one has in mind as the preferred picture one says: that is a delay,
a smoothing, a peak, etc. The analysis of the fluctuations and their mutual
connections is made on the basis of all kinds of characteristics such as
spread, average delay, minimum, maximum, correlation coefficients.
To the state or level variable - for instance "stock" or "production change"
-   it  is  possible  to add: average stock or spread  in the production change.
Stratum  5:  Simulation
These fluctuations can be the result of real inputs - for example, the trend
of demand at a number of times. The inputs can also be fed in artificially by
way of experiment. It is then said that a time series of inputs are fed into the
system in order to be able to analyse the behaviour of possible fluctuations
in the model. This means that we do not look at the cause/effect relation-
ship in the current reality but we involve the potentiality as well. What we
are concerned with is the potential in the form of causes (environment)
related to the potential in the form of effects (system).
This mimicking of the environmental characteristics in the system is termed
simulation. By simulation, we attempt to obtain an insight into the
environment.
S tratum  6:   Optimisation
A number of these state or level variables can be plotted, such as the stock,
production level, manpower capacity and demand. How can we devise a
thought form to cope with this?
That can be done by making these parameters equal, while the influence of
the individual factors becomes visible by "valuing on the basis of costs".
Now capricious factors are transformed into costs: "Everything is reduced  to
one common denominator." An equality transformation has taken place.
Here we enter a further transformation layer. This step can be more abstract
for certain people, while for others (such as administrators) it becomes more
concrete. In this costs layer the best point can be found where a cost balance
occurs or (for economists), where marginal returns are the same as marginal
costs. In the control culture common forms in this optimisation are the
HMMS rule in the medium-long term and the Camp formula2 in the short
ternn.
A variable is thus characteristic of the entire system. The optimum can also
be placed at various points of time, one after the other. The optimum travels
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along a dynamic path through a space-representing state. Norms for
optimisation can chiefly be found on the basis of simulation. A very well-
known example is coping with ups-and-downs in the environment by
compensation   in the system:   a  sort of mirror image compensation,  or  in
more popular terms: feedback control.
5.2 Form Development on a Time Basis
History
The control culture or cybernetic culture is situated in ISA-R, and
particularly in the BOR Group (Business and Operational Research). I shall
confine myself to the ideologies of the BOR because thinking about the
organisation is concentrated in this group and, in addition, I spent around
six years in it. Once again, I shall use the method of participative observation.
I shared in the experience of the first four years of the socio-ideo drama
from outside the ISA-R.
To an even greater extent than ISA-Ap, ISA-R places the main emphasis
on the development of ideas. It has been given the freedom to develop ideas.
In addition, it has great autonomy in its choice of subjects. If we examine
the trend in ideas we can say that the ideology has not followed a path from
breadth to constriction (as happened in the mainstream of ISA-Ap), but
starting from a strongly formulated point of unity as the dogma (IPSO)
has wrestled its way through to the outside world. The ideology3 in the
narrow sense (linked with dogmatism) widens out during the 10-year period.
We  can see a number of reasons  for this:
•  With declining esteem in the environment the group looks for new,
potential sources of respect.
• The initial adoption of the scientific approach, which first
experiments on the basis of a detailed theme with a large number
of  hypotheses;  when the group has become wiser after the experi-
ment it seeks ways out  and  ways of expanding the basis of investi-
gation.
•  The personal development of the people in the department towards
a greater consciousness of their own thinking.
•  The conflicts which are permitted during the period and which have
kept thinking mobile throughout.
• The fact that management allows a certain degree of unbridled
thinking.
In the idea clusters, three important projects can be indicated as far as ISA-R
as a whole is concerned. This is the IPSO-PROSPECT-INCONET sequence
of "the line of Heijn". We give it this name because of the primary identifi-
cation of the manager of ISA-R with this idea cluster. During the ten-year
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period, this largely determines the department's image in presenting itself
to the outside world.
The identity as seen by the onlooker is largely built up on the basis of these·
symbols. In particular, the IPSO system is a strong determining factor in this
image. It does not mean than many other things did not happen which were
(or might have been) just as spectacular. The three projects chosen do reflect
the choice of theme, however.
This choice of theme is influenced by a total field of forces, not least by the
influences of power and, to a lesser extent, by the possible sources of respect
which can be tapped in the company as an environment. In the choice of
theme and the way in which it is presented there must be a certain
consistency which can also be applied in retrospect. This roughly coincides
with Luhmann's idea that the build-up of confidence calls for a construction
in which people build up and change their ideas by interacting. Only gradual
changes are possible, at least if one does not wish to lose the confidence of
a group of customers for an idea. Confidence represents both a chance and
a chain. The INCONET project means a fairly radical change with regard to
the IPSO-PROSPECT line. The shift which can be seen in the line is one
from Operational Research thinking to thinking in terms of the interaction
between information  and the organisation  (WIO)4 ; from mechanical
causality (IPSO) via subjective group causality (PROSPECT) to the open
symmetrical network form of thinking in INCONET. In Luhmann's terms,
from goal programming via conditional programming to elastic decision
programming.
It is a change from what, for the environment, is a monolithic ideo-
phenomenon to thinking with which many can tie in. From the BOR group
to the WIO and computer science.
A particular characteristic of all three idea complexes is that they are aimed
at the company as a whole. It is almost an "all or nothing" construction.
There is scarcely any exception. If IPSO, PROSPECT or INCONET are
64represented" this relates emotionally to the company as a whole.
We  shall now follow three lines which became evident  in  the BOR. These  are:
•  From IPSO to a typological thinking: the control culture.
•    From  PROSPECT  to a control language: the control culture  with a
formal organisational tendency.
•  From a protest against the control culture - called anti-religion -
to WIO: this is described in the Social System Culture.
There are great similarities between IPSO and PROSPECT. They are of such
a nature that we could classify both of them as belonging to the control
or cybernetic culture, in which respect IPSO represents  a  way of thinking
without formal organisation and PROSPECT represents thinking with formal
organisation.
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5.2.1  Prelude to the IPSO project
IPSO is a central moment in the development of the control culture where
ideas are brought in on an intensive scale. Work goes on enthusiastically on
a large OR model for controlling the entire goods flow.
A number of idea lines run towards the central concept.
1.  Schalkwijk's idea of "the optimum control of the traffic system" acts
as an analogy model.
2. The applied scientific method for system research in WOP (Working
method, Organisation and Personnel of ISA Research).
3. Van der Veen's idea of OR, in which the decision-maker who takes
rational decisions is the central figure. The decision-maker must optimise,
although there are certain constraints.
4.  OR according to Grunwald, which involves the concept of levels and
flows, the point of decision and feedback.
re 1.    Schalkwijk's  idea of the  optimum  control  of the  traffic system offers
a clear visual picture of how the two concepts of levels and flows and
the decision-maker and his optimum consequences can be combined.
In traffic regulation, the traffic can be seen as a linear movement
which flows and which can be reduced to levels of waiting queues by
traffic lights. The traffic light is the control point, the decision point.
In the green wave system, a regulator controls a number of traffic
lights in which an optimum division into green periods must be set.
The picture which will predominate for a long time with regard to
coordination can be largely reduced to this visual form of optimum
coordination of a number.of intersections.
The typical "human" aspects of behaviour are incorporated in the
system. Provisions are made for the individual - the car driver as the
person affected by the system. Human mechanisms (in the form of
cause (the car) and effect (the driver) are also incorporated) (see re 2).
Control people readily have recourse to these images in order to
permit the problems and solutions to be visualised in an organisational
context. Such a visual model of reality is a powerful ordering medium
for the process of generalising individual thought forms towards a
general consensus  form.
re 2.   Applied scientific method for system building.
The control culture, which for the most part originates from the
Research Laboratory, opts for a scientific method of system building.
However, it proves that adjustment is necessary, as shown by the ISA
Research Report "Werkwijze, Organisatie en Personeel"  (1971):   "In
the scientific method the object is to explain perceived phenomena
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and properties. For this purpose, one compares a consistent body of
hypotheses in the shape of a model construction with the perception
resulting from the experiment. In the experiment, disturbing influences
are eliminated as far as possible. The perception predicted by the
model is tested against the measured perception in a constantly
repeated cycle.
This method fails, however, if experiments cannot be performed;  if
systems are too complex to explain all the phenomena; and if it is not
only necessary to give an explanation but also to make a choice
permitting the creation of an effective structure interlinking people
with each other and people with technical components. The problem
of choice adds a new dimension to the scientific method.
The method therefore has to resort to perception in a realistic environ-
ment, use longer series of perceptions and see the system as a socio-
technical system.
Socio-technical systems can be regarded as mechanisms. The mechanism
of the technical components can be regarded as being sufficiently
well-known. The role fulfilled by the individual in the system can
often be seen as a fairly simple mechanism as well. The unexplained
part of human behaviour can be regarded as a stochastic component."
The socio-psychological component is built into the methodology
in this way. What does this methodology look like? In Figure 5.5
we see that a phase concept is linked to a system environment concept.
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Figure 5.5   Methodology for building a control system
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The system environment concept consists  of three layers: the environ-
ment, the system under investigation and the part of it that has to be
designed. In analysing the problem one chooses a criterion and demar-
cates the system and the part of it for which a design has to be made.
In the analysis, the results of an environment-oriented simulation
model are compared with those of an analytical mode. The best alter-
native for each combination of external influences is selected from the
comparison. This is followed by the design, preceded by an evaluation
of the problem if necessary.
re 3.   Operational research (van der Veen, 1967, p. 1).
In operational research, or the science of decision-making, operations
or transactions such as controlling stock or the transport of goods, are
studied in order to permit quantitative statements to be made and to
arrive at an optimum decision. A mathematical model is constructed,
just as in physics. The model and the solution must be tested in the
actual situation.
But what is an optimum decision? An optimum decision is a decision
which has regard to all circumstances. But . . .i n order to be able to
make a judgement about that we need a norm or criterion on the basis
of which we can assess whether a decision is optimum or not. The
question is pre-scientific in nature. In other words, it must be answered
before a scientific investigation can start. The goal to be achieved by
means of certain decisions must be defined before the decisions can
be discussed. This generally involves a compromise. The OR man must
evaluate these goals together with the manager.
re 4.    Industrial  dynamics ( Grunwald)
On the flat plane, a system is defined as a unit which has an environ-
ment. This system consists of objects, their relationships and
attributes. The open system is under the influence of environmental
conditions and exchanges information, energy and material with
the environment via input and output relationships.
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Figure  5.6    Two images of the industrial dynamics feedback control unit
The system can be related to other systems. One of these systems
may be a predominant one - a control system. An operational path
runs along inside each system, consisting of "acts in acceptable choice
sets". The sub-system can be an input/transformation/ output unit
in which the difference in the value between the input and output is
the added value. An organisation is a system in which individual
components consist of people. A control system consists of a sub-
group in the organisation that compares actual with desired results. 5
On the basis of a decision operation the sub-group controls the other
systems, or rather the processes in the other systems (see Figure 5.6A).
In the adjusted Forrester model the subjective reality - the controller
- and the objective reality - the process - are constructed one inside
the other with the emphasis lying on the objective components. The
main components are levels and flows as objective physical units and
the decision rule as a "subjective" construction. The analogy used is
the picture ofwater flows, water reservoirs and taps. (See Figure  5.6B).
The levels are stocks of goods, the flows are production units and the
planning bodies are the control points. A requirement to be met is
that it must be possible for the relationships to be formulated
mathematically in the form of level equations (which describe the
relationship between levels and flows) and rate equations (decision
functions) in which the decision formulae and forecasting formulae
are included. The choice of this mathematical thought form was very
important for this culture. The point is that comparison is a thought
form in which a particular unit or element of operation is projected on
another in such a way that they are in equilibrium. The gap between
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the uncertain reality and the model is bridged by introducing a "noise"
term. *'Noise" is a solution enabling particular kinds of omissions,
such as weather influences and political influences, to be introduced
into the decision function.
Evaluation:
This evaluation implies a confrontation of this thought model with the chaos
of thought forrns:
• State thinking and sequential thinking, which are strongly inter-
woven in normal inner world thinking, are constructed consistently
next to each other here. Statics and dynamics are built into each
other. If we think of a course of events in our inner world, we
neglect the situation. If we think of the situation, we neglect the
events. Since both enter our consciousness so intermittently,
sufficient latitude is created in our daily lives to prevent one or the
other model from triumphing. There the model does not take the
place of an ever-changing reality.6
• On an intercultural basis, noise can be seen as a concept which
enables chaotic thinking to be given a formally organised place.
Here complexity is put into concrete terms. That is also necessary,
because the thinking of the control culture is based on an almost
physical-mechanical realism in which noise can really upset things.
The unambiguity and consistency of the parameters and concepts
mean that noise is a separate parameter. In the chaotic method of
thought each element of a system can be permeated with
uncertainty. Each point is a potential contingent. Things are like
this, but they may also be otherwise (the Artistotelian concept
of contingency).
• Everything stands or falls by the fact of whether the cultures in an
organisation see these variables as the relevant variables. In many
cases each culture defines its variables in a different way. So there is
a lack of fit between the cultural thought form and the thought
form of the formula. This argument counts even more when the
system functions in a multi-cultural situation.
• The previous point relates to the functional equivalence between
mathematical equations and conflicting social processes. The
mathematical formula can only very partially depict the capricious
social patterns and process of decision-making. Substitution is only
possible with regard to certain parts of the thought process. There it
can only just manage to introduce some order with respect to the
social chaos.
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5.2.2  IPSO project (Initiating Production by Sales Orders)
In the WSO project a number of ideas are combined into one grandiose
concept. The central idea is to control the goods flow from raw materials to
end product by means of one large control system. All the preceding ideas
may then have a certain degree of freedom from obligation. In the IPSO
concept a certain central thought form is conceived. The IPSO idea is the
moment of unity as a result of which differentiated ideas become one formal
system, one ideology. On the basis of this idea it is again possible to
differentiate for the purpose of task allocation within the culture.
The IPSO thought form then acts as a membership. rule for the members of
the   culture. In succession we shall describe: the general thought  form,  the
internal structure of the system and the confrontation of IPSO with some
thought forms in the outside world.
General form
This general form is shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7   The IPSO system, consisting of two balance forms:
short-tenn, dynamic balance (usS system);
medium-tenn, static balance (HMMS rule)
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The main object is the goods flow from raw material to end product. This is
a process path, or an activities path along a time axis. On this process path,.
stocks and production units are linked as levels and flow components are
connected to each other.
The mechanical causality drives the goods flow along. The question  is  now:
How must it be controlled?
The  answer  is:  A H  decisions  relating  to the entire chain must be taken from
one point by one system. This is the "all in one" thought form, or the
integration thought form. The system controls the process as the decision-
maker. The decision-maker causes an effect.   This   is the thought   form:
causality as the effectuation of an effect. How must the effect be effected?
The answer is: in an optimum way. This perfect thought form extends
outwards  in  time  -  as  fast as possible; in costs  -  as  low as possible;  and in
the socio-organisational plane: decisions  by one system. This process form  is
linked to a particular idea about the organisation, namely, to the organisation
as a hierarchy of objectives which are consistently related to the company's
objectives.
The information systems to be built must also be linked to these goals. They
must not be linked to the organisation as a status quo of responsibility
positions or departments. The IPSO concept aims to free itself from that by
controlling the process in a totally different way from the existing structure.
The goal-oriented hierarchy distinguishes between long, medium and short-
term goals. The IPSO system is suspended on the medium4erm and short-
term goals. The goal conceptions themselves are balanced or equilibrium
constructions.
Internal model structure, medium and short term
The gap between the way in which control is to be exercised and the aspects
to be controlled is bridged by a balancing mechanism in both the short and
medium term. This brings us to the internal structure of the IPSO model.
Short term
In the short term, stocks are controlled  by  the usS systein   (u = urgency;
s = safety stock; S = replenishment level).
The short-term thinking is a further elaboration of flow thinking as the main
form. The goods flow is the path running from the one point - the suppliers,
to the other - the market. On the way we encounter states. The goods flow
moves along the path, or rather, it is the path. Stocks symbolise the states
and the production is the flow idea. Tile goods flow travels like traffic along
the roads and has to wait at traffic lights (stocks).
An important factor is to achieve a good throughflow by effective coordina-
tion of the traffic lights (stock levels). If reality is defined as a narrow path
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to be travelled along, however, then it is relevant to know what product
comes down the path first and in what sequence the products follow each
other.
What product must come off the path first?
This is determined by the desired delivery level which, in turn, determines the
overall speed of the flow. The composition (hierarchical structure) of the
product is also a determining factor in the sequence. The system that
controls all this is the usS system. This system investigates what stock
replenishments are necessary and what products have to be additionally
ordered.
In the usS system four concepts are constructed, one inside the other:
1.   The process path (flow) measured on the basis of stock.
2. Urgency thinking: priority in products.
3.   The product structure.
4.   The controller who regulates everything along the path from one central
point.
These concepts form the construction of the short-term thought forms. The
thought form as a whole takes the shape of a path on which the goods flow
runs from one side to the other. (The economic stock fluctuates between the
safety stock (s) and the replenishment level (S)).
The degree of market urgency comes in as a moving point of time from the
opposite direction. The very refined proportioning of flow and level, of
products and stock, is the result of thinking in terms of an economic balance
(the Camp formula).
The main form, however, thinks in terms of one-after-the-other in the
context of time. And if one runs out of capacity (state) then one must have
recourse to time. The manufacture of the product is put back in time. A
constant consensus is required with respect to a specific environment.
Medium term
The medium term is concerned with capacity, with potential, with
possibilities, with a space to be divided up. This space must be divided up
as efficiently as possible (minimisation of costs) in such a way that the
movement can flow optimally along the path in the short term. Here the
situation determines the movement (in the short term, the movement
determines the state).
In order to enable the specific product quantities to be divided in a space
they are brought under a more abstract denominator, namely the cost basis.
By putting the factors on a cost basis they can be proportioned in a fluid
manner. The chosen construction for achieving this is the HMMS rule. In a
fluid manner this structures the compromise between the costs of capacity
adjustment, on the one hand, and the costs of anticipation stocks on the
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other. The rule is in the form of a balance. The balance can be seen as a
mechanism with which cause/effect movements are experienced from two
sides. As with a see-saw, opposing cause/effect movements are absorbed and
constructed against each other in such a way that the fluid transition from
one to the other becomes possible via a point where the one force neutralises
the   other one completely.   The   one   is   used to compensate the other.   It  is
based on a balancing of forces (the equilibrium concept from mechanics).
The cost category brings the specific cause and effect forces under one
general denominator via the equilibrium.
Confrontation with the environment
The IPSO system does not produce the expected result in the organisation.
The IPSO formula, as a means of controlling the central path, is merely
intended to steer things from the real heart of the company - the CPDs in
process of creation. From conception to implementation we see a downward
slide from CPD to factory management in Oss, to material management, to
the management of a product group where the concept is incorporated in a
very good, previously created infrastructure of information systems. The
IPSO concept, as the grandiose ideological formula which aims to be a
functional equivalent for "department-based management" at central level,
is cut into pieces. It is partly built in at the place in the factory where it
can do no harm and partly ushered quietly out of the door.
What can be the possible causes of this course of events from the viewpoint
of the thought forms?
1.   The difference between  the IPSO thought form and the thought forms
from practice is too great - it might be said that it is too revolutionary.
The central time-based form of thinking - control of the goods flow
path - is projected on to the existing concepts of the organisation. This
corresponds well with the sequence in production processes. The central
idea is then called path control, in which the entire path is controlled
from one point. However, the idea fits in less well with that of the
formal organisation: the hierarchy of responsibilities.
2.    The balance constructions  (the  usS  rule  and  the  HMMS  rule)  are  pre-
structured goal concepts. With respect to the multi-coloured goal
formulation in the organisation they are too invariable in structure and
their ordering is too rigid. They hang like balls on a Christmas tree of
goals. With respect to the chaos of thought forms the value or rationality
concept is too naive.
3.   The one-man business idea which is the basis of control is a simplification
which is too rough for the complex organisation.
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4.  The IPSO model-type thinking is a cluster of cause/effect relationships.
Looking from the outside, a non-insider can only see IPSO as a mono-
lithic structure. On the basis of construction thinking, people are used
to understanding systems properly only when they can be taken apart
piece by piece, in other words when sub-systems, black boxes and inside/
outside constructions can be recognised. This attitude applies both to the
information system culture and the accounting7 culture. Both groups
think more in terms of smaller sub-system units projected into a static
structure, while the control culture bases its thinking on moving forms.
In short: The IPSO project is a great adventure. That is both possible and
permissible because of the research nature of ISA Research. On the one hand,
the scientific process thought form is too new and too revolutionary with
regard to the existing patterns of thought, such as administrative-economic
thinking. On the other hand, the thought form is too scientific, too highly
structured, too consistent and too monolithic to link up with the chaos of
thought forms from practice. The learning process calls for fragmented
idea concepts.
Intermezzo: Fragmentation of thinking by the black box thought form
(A step up on the way to information system thinking)
After the IPSO adventure, two lines of development can be distinguished.
First, the line of development towards typology. This is the thinking that
emphasises the short-term problems of the goods flow. The second line of
development is that of PROSPECT and the thesis by van Aken. Both sub-
cultures undergo a common development on the basis of thinking such as
that of Ashby and others. 'I'his is called system theory thinking. System
theory is described as the design of (what are still) quantitative models for
the design, analysis and optimisation of goods flows, machines and people.
It is now a combination of Operational Research, cybernetics and General
Systems theory.
But what happens with regard to form?
In system theory thinking, cause and effect transformation thinking is
combined with inside and outside thinking. (See Figure  5.8).
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Figure 5.8  The  inputitransformation/output form as a  synthesis  of cause and effect
and the inside/outside box
The result is the Input/Transformation/Output thought form which is also
propounded by Ashby. In the IPSO concept, inside/outside thinking is very
much neglected. The construction culture, which thinks on the basis of this
inside/outside concept, sees IPSO as a monolith without a head or tail. The
I/T/0 concept enables the control culture to start building like the
construction culture in a qualitative and constructive way. (See Figure 5.9.).
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Figure 5.9    The organisation as a collection of black boxes
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The Input/Transformation/Output model is also used by the construction
culture from the very outset. The Input/Output diagram assumes that a
system is sufficiently stabilised and that, within a particular compass, it is
possible for it to see causes as the motive for action and effects as the goals
of that action.8 To use Luhmann's terms, they can act -reciprocally for each
other as viewpoints of selection". The I/T/0 concept permits a better
depiction of the differentiated complex organisational form. Ashby's
concept of requisite variety states that complex environments require
equally complex control. "Only variety destroys variety". This makes it
possible to introduce differentiation in various I/T/0 elements.
As a result of the inside/outside form the autonomy of parts comes into its
own to better effect. The boundary (inside/outside construction) encircles
the organisation. Whatever comes into it cannot automatically be a
mechanical force which must be followed by a certain rigid discipline.
The boundary symbolises a surrounding area of judgement and selection
based on individual merits.
How is the IPSO ideal of the integration of the chain and decisions from one
point depicted in this? There are three possible ways of structuring the
information supply:
1.      The production units are controlled  on the basis  of the local in formation
about demand, stocks and production. (More or less the present
situation?)
2.   The production units are controlled on the basis of market demand, local
stocks and production level.
3.  The production units are controlled on the basis of the market demand
and the sum of all the stocks of all internal customers.
This is the result of the point/process thinking of IPSO and the I/T/0
thinking of Ashby, Mesarovit and the construction culture.
Here the principal of unity is integrated in a pluriform, differentiated
structure. Although there are many units, the same type of information is
nevertheless used. With this, the concept of coordination is born as an
effectuation point, as a central point placed around a collection of units to
be controlled.
Black-box thinking as a diagram placed over causal thinking leads to the
awareness that the control of causal relationships takes place from various
perspectives and no longer from the basis of one perspective.
This also has an influence on the decision rule. From the complicated
decision rule there is a move towards rules of thumb in which such elements
can be recognised as:
•  the satisfying solution of Simon
•  the theory of practicable decisions.9
The strongly mechanical causally-linked thinking falls apart into clusters of
causal relationships.
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5.2.3    The  short  term:      typology  of production  situation  thinking
(Grunwald, v.d. Linden)
The short-term cybernetic thinking finds its maximum development in
typology, given the rigid cultural norms with regard to objective reality. It
is to be seen as a type of enlightened cybernetic thinking which - given a
certain philosophically determined concept of reality - is receptive to all
possibilities. An attempt is made to match "all" possibilities with the
solutions and solution clusters which have been discovered during IPSO and
in the intermezzo leading up to IPSO.
Related to typology, IPSO is a point in which one solution is attached to one
situation. It is a flow shop with intermediate stocks and a stochastic
determination of requirements. During the IPSO typology intermezzo, this
rigidly monolithic interwoven type of thinking thaws out, becomes
fragmented and, in some cases, explodes. As a result of the incorporation of
all kinds of other possibilities, the absolutist thinking has come to see things
in perspective. The rigid, cumulatively constructed causal relationships
become more loosely connected, can also take other directions and even turn
around completely. At that point there is a need for two layers of reality,
two levels, one being termed situations and the other, concepts.
The central thought form is a match of the very complex reality and a much
less complex conceptual supply of solution concepts, ordered along the
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Figure 5.10   Typology  of production situations and  the match of solution concepts:
on  the dimension  from  simple  (core)  to  complex  (periphery)
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This escape from the rigid mechanical objective causality is made possible,
among other things, by the positive philosopher Popper. In his book " The
Self and the Brain",10 he takes reality as meaning not only tangible reality,
e.g. stones, but also everything that can cause this to move (ideas). By
interpreting reality in terms of situation, we are released from a rigid reality
construct. In this way, reality can be seen eclectically as separate elements
and, in addition, the elements to which it relates may be many things. They
can, for example, be the "specificity of the product" or relate to the
dimension of "decentralisation" (profit centres) or to "centralisation"
(control from one central point).
Note carefully that term "dimension", for thinking is strongly dominated by
this form. Reality is constructed with the aid of dimensions. Dimensions
here are to be regarded as free-flying, potentially reversible and movable
causality structures. In the "dimension" form a qualitative characteristic is
defined in the form which is compatible with quantitative thinking.
Simplifying to some extent, it can be said that these causality structures are
separate sliding gauges with which a situation can be characterised.
The multi-dimensional situation space (fourteen to be exact) is reduced to
two in order to make it possible to demonstrate the whole way of thinking.
Thus, two dimensions are selected, namely the composite nature of the
product and the specificity of the product. The composite nature of the
product is generally seen in qualitative terms as a hierarchy, as a combination
of parts and wholes. In the dimension form this becomes a concentration of
possible points running from a few to many components of which the
product consists.
The specificity of the product finds expression in the production process
employed, varying from mass production to single product manufacture
(atelier). Here the process time form is projected on to the product. These
situations are matched with a typology of control concepts which also have
the dimensional form, running from the one extreme value to the other
extreme as far as complexity is concerned.
The point is that the problem of making the transformation to the objective
quantitative reality is that it is necessary to travel along the path of quantity
towards quality. But if one quantity has to be expressed in terms of the
other while maintaining qualitative reality then this must be expressed in the
same unit - in this case, the dimension.
Three clusters are formed with regard to:
• order generation, which can take place via planning to order;
• the determination of requirements, which can run from statistical
to deternninistic;
•  the production sequence which can be fixed or variable.
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Evaluation:
Typology thinking attempts to penetrate deeply into the (objective).
complexity but with one and the same thought form, namely the linear
thought form: dimension. In causal control thinking this is the utmost refine-
ment in the thought process. Nevertheless, there is a tendency and a desire
to allow this linear thinking to penetrate into the information layer both in
the formal and - if only it were possible - the informal organisation layer.
This is impossible, however. Each layer has its own central thought form on
the basis of which it is possible to think optimally. The control layer has the
linear form, the information system culture the black-box function, the
formal organisation layer the hierarchy or cube and, finally, the informal
organisation layer has the dialectical thought form and the anaxial thought
forms. If one tries to penetrate from one layer into other layers with one
thought form that can only partially succeed, for no link-up is possible with
the thought forms which are current in that area. The point is that each
thought form has a certain complexity-reducing effect or action radius in the
objective and subjective directions. If typology thinking aims to formulate
concepts it must also absorb other thought forms. The variegation of thought
forms must increase. By thinking in purely linear dimensional terms, both
situations and concepts spring from one and the same reality construction.
As a result, the complexity axis which is formulated is too much of an
objective complexity dimension. Increasing complexity in typology terms is
frequently a movement from a few to many elements, or the extent to which
elements and relationships increase in number. It is certainly not the degree
of clarity or vagueness with which a human being sees certain matters.
5.2.4  The medium term:  BIC; Prospect; Coordination methods
Typology thinking leads to methodological thinking in which the possibility
of    choice is central: What control system    for what situation?    Here,
quantitative thinking has paired up with qualitative thinking. The linear
dimension form is the result. Short-term thinking, whose most typical
feature is the path, moves on further in dimensions of chopped-up linear
thinking. The medium term displays an almost completely different develop-
ment in thinking, as we shall see. Here the line is not chopped up but the
space breaks up into parts. This thinking leads to the theory as a "structure"
of concepts - a form colossus whose main ordering principle is part/whole
thinking based on the whole, or holistic thinking. As far as form is concerned,
this second end point of the cybernetic culture - starting originally from
linear control thinking - is close to the construction culture. The part/
whole form, however, is mainly applied to the function as a responsibility
position, and to control units.
In what follows we shall discuss the BIC research project, the PROSPECT
system as a control system and the main form of the concluding thesis by
van Aken.
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BIC (Beheersing Interne Conjunctuur):  Control of the Internal Business Cycle
The medium-term line of thought springs from the economic and control
technology-based evaluation of the IPSO project. This leads to the conclusion
that fluctuations in the demand for projects, in the production capacity and
in the utilisation of labour cost the company a great deal of money in the
form of stock and capacity costs. A working group with members from
various staff departments carries out the BIC research study. The object of
the study is to analyse the causes of the internal business cycle and to indicate
possibilities for controlling this better.
The central problem is to determine in what way the goods flow must be
adjusted to the demand. According to the study, the causes mainly lie in the
delayed communication of information,  in the distortion of information, in
responsibility problems and in the rigidity of the production technique. The
BIC study leads to a number of proposals which could enable the internal
business cycle to be smoothed out as far as possible. With regard to the
improvements in control technology the conclusions of the BIC study are in
agreement    with the basic principle    of   the IPSO system: the rapid   and
undistorted communication of market information is the main solution.
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Figure 5.11   Controlling the internal business cycle
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The equilibrium path to be followed is the demand for end products. This is
the linear ideal of perfection. The deviations from this, which lie in the field.
of control technology, can also be represented on the basis of linear intuitive
archetypes. The following effects have been reported, among others: the
Forrester effect (this is the "whipping up" effect in the production chain as
an analogy for a rope which is flicked up and down), the interchanging of
optimism and pessimism as deviations from the correct path, peristaltic
communication of information, the batch effect and the majoration effect.
PROSPECT (Prototype  System for Planning, Evaluation  and Coupling
Techniques)
The BIC study leads to the new projects BICEPS and PROSPECT. BICEPS is
an aid to planning on a high aggregation level either for a Division or for the
Company as a whole. PROSPECT is the most spectacular project. It is a
prototype of an information system for the medium-term control of a net-
work of factories and selling organisations. It is a kind of improved version
of IPSO in which an attempt is made to learn from (its) history. A
comparison between the two systems is therefore made in the discussion.
The PROSPECT system concentrates on the harmonisation of sales plans and
production plans. This harmonisation takes place in the Central Planning
Departments (CPDs) which have been in existence for some years. It is here
that the most widely diverging cultural mainstreams of the Philips company
meet. These are the more technical engineer-type culture for production and
development and the commercial intuition culture for sales. A second
generation "harmoniously-consistent operational research" study by the
control culture is projected into the heart of these two cultures with their
contradictory values relating to the goods flow.
In harmonising sales and production, PROSPECT aims to achieve a rapid
but smooth adjustment of the entire network of production and distribution
units to changes in the environment such as trends in sales and bottlenecks
in deliveries from suppliers. This means both a local and an integral adjust-
ment: a local adjustment of every unit to the demand for its own products
and an integral adjustment in order to take account of the consequences for
the rest of the network. The decision-making procedure based on teamwork
is chosen for this latter point. The various parties which negotiate with each
other take decisions. The PROSPECT system offers rational control ideas
within the framework of the planning discussions by working with "what if"
simulation. In Luhmann's terms this may be called conditional programming.
This contrasts with the goal-oriented programming of IPSO which is
characterised by invariability in goals. In PROSPECT, the concept of the
decision-maker controlling everything from one point is abandoned. The
local viewpoints are incorporated and central decisions are made by teams of
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Figure 5.12   The "what-if' simulation of PROSPECT
The IPSO system ignores the existing departmental structure. The status quo
of responsibilities is not reflected in the system. The PROSPECT system
accepts the status quo with regard to organisational positions completely.
The Aufbau (structure) remains recognisable in the system.
The PROSPECT system attempts to connect the contradictions and is based
on a balance of powers. Nevertheless, the system is not accepted by the
organisation.
Evaluation:
Thinking projected on such a sensitive point in a company where two
thought cultures meet and where continual barriers with regard to trust must
be bridged between sales and production, between the Commercial Depart-
ment, the CPD, the National Organisation and the factory, must start from
the cultural thought forms of the individual parties in an open-minded and
unprejudiced way as far as thought forms are concerned. A dialectical
thought form and the thought forms which may potentially be linked with it
must be the heart of the thinking, side by side with hierarchy and causality.
The rigid, consistent thought form must be able to run towards the intuitive
Yin and Yang thinking of the commercial side. The horrified, automatic
rejection of the intuitive way of thought has a catastrophic effect.
The thinking in PROSPECT tends to bring everything out into the open.
Truth has to come out. Things which are largely arranged informally and
privately in social intercourse are presented here openly and unambiguously
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by the system, manifestly and as they are. As a result, the margins for
negotiation are reduced. The informal process is in danger of being
destroyed.
This constitutes a threat to the lines of trust and it is feared that there will
be shifts in power relationships. Is this perhaps why none of the parties
accepts the system? Basically, it constitutes a danger. As a result, the system
makes the social system more complicated.
In fact, someone comes along who imposes demands with his own thought
forms. I suspect that the thought forms of the PROSPECT system
correspond more to the technical, factory-type thinking than to the intuitive
commercial thinking. If this is the case it would be wise to concentrate on
this latter intuitional way of thought.
Methods of coordination, Aufbau and Ablauf (van Aken)
Joan van Aken writes "On the control of complex organisations" as a
reflection on the entire medium-term line of thought. This thesis is mainly
based on an abstract, consistent thought form which influences all the other
layers of thought. With this ideal of consistency he forms concepts not only
in the control layer but also in the information and formal organisational
layer. Nevertheless, the thought form does not gain any access to the essence
of informal organisational thinking. The impossibility of doing this finds
expression, among other things, in the "pars pro toto" dilemma. Among
other things, this dilemma indicates the blockage to the chaos of thought
forms. Each observation will be examined in greater depth.
The abstract thought form is constructed by the manner in which structure
and process, being and time, are linked with each other. At system level,
structure and process are reflected in each other completely consistently.
The structure consists of a whole and its parts and the process consists of
sections of time: the events. How is each reflected in the other?
Simultaneity and sequentiality must overcome the problem of sequence:  who
has priority? This means that the control structure has to look at this for
each point of time. What element of the structure has priority at each
moment? And what comes after that?
The reasoning is as follows: the structure consists of elements. Elements have
attributes, the attributes can assume values. On the basis of attributes,
rankings can be given and the transition from simultaneity to sequentiality
can be constructed. The structure is matched to the process at each point of
time. In principle, nothing can go wrong provided a particular ranking exists
in the structure ordering. There must, however, be a consensus at each point
of time.
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The structure is the master, process is the slave. The process runs down like
the spring of a clock (Ablaul. The structure (Aufbau) determines the order,
the priority with which the process runs down. If something has to happen·
at a certain moment an indication must be given with regard to who and
what has priority. That cannot be left to chance or to the conflictual process
or be made dependent according to each aspect. In van Aken, that is deter-
mined by the structure of organisational positions or power positions. As far
as priority is concerned these positions can be strictly ordered or classified.
Or they may not be. He distinguishes between four coordination forms
ranging   from very rigid  to very loose: stratified direct, stratified indirect,
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Figure 5.13   Four coordination modes
Legend: '0 -/to,     autonomy:     interpretation  of  signals   (the  cause  is  trans-i..., formed to a signal)
The dimension running from direct to indirect indicates movement from one
pole: direct intervention   -   to the other pole: conditioning.   In  the  case  of
direct coordination, according to our own interpretation of form, there is a
direct relationship between cause and effect. In the case of indirect coordina-
tion the cause/effect relationship passes through an interpretation space
around the system. In formation thinking does not have a strong, independent
profile. The organisational structure consists of monad units with the form:
input, transformation, output. The entire transformation from input to out-
put is always regulated by a controller.
The formal organisation layer
The organisation is a system of -occupied positions". A "position" is a "set
of addressable role expectations".11  The most important form of communi-
cation between the positions is the stimulus response or the *'effectuation of
an effect" thought form. The one position can be predominant over the
other; the behaviour of the other is the result. The concept of power fits into
this thought form. Power is the '*capacity to make people do things they
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dislike". The controller will not intervene in a situation of balance. Dis-
equilibrium is caused by interference or disturbance. The controller tries to
reduce interference (see also the model of de Sitter in the social system
culture, page 173).
Informal organisational thinking
In this consistent thought form the individual is seen only as an object,
as a part, as a stimulus - response unit or as a subject, as a controller, as a
whole. The following equality applies here:
organisation organisation = whole end    = command model
members of position part means
the organi-
sation
Holistic thinking says that the part represents the whole. The individual
is a part and is subordinate to the whole. This must be so consistently,
independently of time and place. The thought form tends towards a total
subordination of the individual to the whole. There is no room for self-
interest or self-satisfaction of the unit, let along for the individual himself.
On this point, van Aken formulates the part-for4he-whole dilemma as
follows (see Figure  5.14): 12
"On the one hand an organisational sub-system has to protect its technical
core (it should serve the parts); on the other, it should serve the organisation
as a whole, because its task is not an end in itself (it should operate pro toto)."
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Figure 5.14   Aufbau. AblauL -pars pro toto" (part-for-the-whole) dilemma
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Solution  of the dilemma given by van  Aken:
As long as the trade-offs between the protection of the part or the
whole are unclear, each sub-system may defend its own interests by
equating them with the interest of the organisation as a whole (e.g.
"What is good for General Motors is good for the country").
Evaluation:
The thesis aims to offer a "system of concepts". Given the cultural norms of
consistency etc. it is very successful in doing this. If we relate this to our
own objectives of organisational design, we can say that the study is mainly
set up from the viewpoint of content rather than from the viewpoint of
method, although the writer's intention was nevertheless to offer a system of
concepts. The stress, however, is on system and not on concepts.
• The high demands with regard to consistency projected on to
organisational thinking ignore the various, equally valid, perspectives.
The demand for consistency results in the forms being constructed
one inside the other. The construction contains a large collection of
thought forms.
Nevertheless, the overall thought form is a construction in which
a particular ranking is employed in the thought forms in which the
one is pushed on top of the other. It might also be said that the
theoretical and abstract structure is made from one perspective.
The do-it-yourself designer working from a completely different
perspective than van Aken, needs a different form of construction
(for  example:   one in which the Ablauf acts  as  the  main  form  and
the Aufbau as a subordinate form).
The methodological antithesis of van Aken's construction is
approximately as follows:
On the basis of the observations and experience of the individual in
the company, the forms proposed for an organisational design must
not be presented in an excessively pre-structured way. The forms
appear to be functionally equivalent if we have not yet started to
consider the problem. For the organisational design, particularly
as a socio-dialectical process, thought forms must continually be
selected again and again, almost as a function of the moment. This
is opportunism as a system design (cf. RETOPS) and as such is the
antithesis of the method of van Aken.
• In view of the circumstances, an eclectic opportunistic choice is
made from the form concepts. According to whether the individual
is regarded as an object, an operator, a mechanical operator or a
robot, a more universally generalised construct can be imposed.
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The more the individual aims to give shape to his situation in the
organisation himself, together with other individuals in an existential
relationship, the more he needs looser forms.
Day-to-day thinking moves between generalisation and perfect
adaptation to the situation. Generalised solutions and constructions
are promoted because of the historical Greek approach which
compels us to think "scientifically".
Action adapted to the situation, which has to - and does - take
place intensively, is deprecated from the moral viewpoint. The
result is a constant schizophrenia in both thinking and action.
Legitimation takes place on the generalised plane. The real action
has to take place in the anaxial space in which freedom of adaptation
still has to exist.
•   The harmonious thinking of the Greeks predominates here. Balance
exists where the sum of the forces must be such that they cancel
each other out. This implies an equalising action from the one side
with respect to the other in a varying reality in which disturbances
can occur. In a frozen thought form, balance becomes symmetry in
which the two sides can be substantially the same on an ontological
basis. They are in harmony with each other. The concept of balance
thus becomes a formula for harmony in a conceptual structure to
which both state and movement are (must be) admitted.
Quantitative thinking creates the fluid forms required to convert
one side of the balance into the other side.
•    The  motto13 is: "Control  as an interference reduction". Harmony
and balance are the ideals. Disturbance upsets the ideal. Control
therefore means maintaining the state as it is - the status quo.
•  Surveying the entire scene, it is still a tremendous feat to place such
a pluriform thought mass in a logical framework of thought, given
the consistent requirements of a department's own culture and the
scientific culture to which the designer is accountable. As a
language, however, I think that it constitutes an over-structured
whole. There are too few paths offering freedom of choice. The
forms must be detached from the language content to enable them
to be linked more flexibly and independently from the functional
context.  To  do  that, the conceptual construction of van Aken must
be exploded. The fragments must then be gathered up like precious
pearls of thought.
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1     N. Luhmann: Funktionen und Folgen forrnaler Organisation, page 98.
2   The Hunt, Modigliani, Muth and Simon (HMMS) rule balances capacity adjustment
costs and stock costs and the Camp formula balances order costs and stock costs.
3    See: E. Halzle, "Idee und Ideologie".
Ideology can have two meanings: Ideology (in the broad sense of the term) as an
ideology - ie. as the build-up and historical compilation of ideas - and ideology
(in the narrow sense) as a concept which narrows down consciousness.
4  WIO = Wisselwerking Informatie en Organisatie (Interaction between Information
and Organisation).
5    A definition, presumably given by Ackhoff.
6    N. Luhmann: Vertrauen, p. 8,1973.
7   The accounting system can be seen as a hierarchy of subsystems. The hierarchy
as a whole is a balance construction as reflected in the balance sheet and the profit
and loss account. The various individual accounts, as subsystems, are smaller balance
constructions  with a debit and credit  side.
8       See N. Luhmann: Zweckbegriff und Systemrationalitat, 1973, pp. 249-251.
9    See N. Luhmann: Zweckbegriff und Systemrationalitat, 1973, p. 117 ff. and 127ff.
10  Communication from H. Grtinwald.
11   Van Aken, 1978, p. 202.
12   Van Aken, 1978, p. 116.
13  Van Aken, 1978, p. 204.
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CHAPTER 6: THE SOCIAL SYSTEM CULTURE
6.1 Introduction
The thinking of Corporate ISA mainly takes place in the formal objective
domain. The inner world type of thinking in which each individual in the
organisation has his own ideas and acts in his own way is not taken as the
starting point. Some employees are able to escapt from this formal doctrine.
In this way, each culture summons up its own counter-forces. These are
highly fragmented sub-cultures which nevertheless have a number of elements
in common. Among the groups belonging to the sub-cultures are commercial
systems, workshop systems, Information System Planning and Interaction
between Information and Organisation (WIO). The first three are counter-
cultures of the information system culture, while the WIO group is mainly
the antithesis of the control culture. In this social system culture we shall
mainly review the thought forms of the WIO group.
Common characteristics of the anti-cultures
A common feature of the movements is that they do not take as their basis a
large, common, dogmatic, generalised thought form. They do not put their
own thought-ordering first and foremost and place the whole world in it
(including the environment, the user and anything else that may be around).
The primary experience of these antithetical approaches - although they
may vary greatly with regard to content  -  is as follows:
•  They see the world as a chaotic system.
• If they wish to master this chaos, they can do that bit by bit.
•  The changing situation is central. The ordering of possibilities and
ideas is determined by the here and now.
• The thought forms of the client organisation predominate over
those of the system designer.
•  An opportunistic way of acting can also be functional (opportunistic
not in the sense of a moral category but as a system category in the
sense of acting in accordance with the situation).
•  Construction and design are arrived at by collecting from the chaos
of suitable ideas (eclectic thinking).
•  The emotional world is an important world which should be tapped
because of its power and its latent possibilities. Love is the medium
instead of power alone.
•  There is a multiplicity of perspectives.
Many indications can still be given about the character of the culture, but
this has already been dealt with in the description of the ideal type (see
paragraph  3.3.2).
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We shall confine ourselves to the WIO culture. The WIO culture forms a link
between chaos and order.
It develops the knowledge forms which lie between:
dialectics and harmony
illegality and legality
self-interest and company interest
latitude and rigid discipline (mechanical
causality)
chaos of individual forms and structured thought forms.
History of the interaction between Information and Organisation group
(WIO)
The social system culture comes into being as the antithesis of the control
culture. In the WOP manual (Working Method, Organisation and Procedure
manual of the ISA-R) the control culture introduces the concept of "the
model building of human mechanism" side by side with the model building
of technical components.
It states that **socio-technical systems are to be regarded as mechanisms.
The mechanism of the technical components can be regarded as being known
in its entirety.   The role fulfilled  by the individual  in the system can often
also be regarded as a fairly simple mechanism". In the note '*Theory of
Information Systems" control thinking is fitted into a strategy in order to
approach the organisation. The completed system is the starting point and
the organisation follows: *'The system must be programmed and tested.
The changes in the organisation and administrative fields and on the
personnel plane which accompany the system must be prepared.
',
At a time (1968-70) of student revolt and societal upheaval this was
followed by an unusually violent reaction in the BOR (at that time
frequently composed of graduates fresh from university) against this belief.
This first reaction is called the anti-religion movement. It is strongly
emotional and there is talk of "a new kind of Taylorism".
A culture originating from outside collides with an internal thought culture.
What is, in itself, a fierce reaction must be converted into a practicable
alternative capable of legitimation. In the anti-religious sphere the main
alternative presented is thinking based on that of Thompson: The organisa-
tion is a system and an environment with several segments with which it
must maintain relationships. A great part is played by the nature of the
technology. Internal organisation consists of a number of decision centres
interlinked by lines of communication. The existence of similar ideas in
ISA-Ap (the construction culture) imparts legitimacy and stability to the
counter-movement. The WIO is born although the name is only adopted
later.
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In the initial phase the sociologists have a twofold assignment. Firstly, they
must ensure that the control system can be inserted into the organisation in
the easiest possible way.
Secondly, they must work on a style of thinking in which organisational
situations can be matched with completed information systems. That implies
a two-way interaction in thought between the individual and the organisation
(i.e. the information system).
As a theoretical reply to this, Bellaar Spruyt constructs the socio-psychological
role   construction: the FIWOT.    From the viewpoint  of  form   this  is a great
innovation. The thinking links Thompson-type system/environment thinking
to a psychological I-you form. The sociological dimension expands to a
psychological dimension. But this form, consisting of two parties interacting
with each other and coming into conflict, is not built into control
conceptions at a conceptual, methodological level. The gap between the
thought forms is too great and mistrust grows. Nevertheless, the system/
environment form and the conflict form are both used in the following
period. The system/environment form has greater legality and is less
dangerous to the control culture, which finds it easier to place.
The form of two interacting elements which can come into conflict with
each other is worked out further by Wielinga at the same time in a thorough-
going fundamental analysis of the IPSO project. Here the I-you construction
is formed by the user of the IPSO system and ISA-R as a specialist depart-
ment. In addition the dialectical form emerges in the dissonance theory of
Koolhaas, although the system/environment form and the dissonance form
are fitted into each other.
When this thinking does not succeed in moving from chaos to order, the
order initiates a movement and tries to break through to the chaos but with-
out forgetting its starting point.
Movements based on the other thought form become more powerful.
Thompson's thinking finds application in PROSPECT through Plug as far
as institutionalised planning is concerned. Van de Wouw comes along with
his AEG/Telefunken model that fits in excellently with the Thompson
model as far as form is concerned. For the time being, information thinking
based on an enlightened bureaucratic model gains the upper hand.
The socio-psychological aspect, formerly to be found explicitly in socio-
psychological variables, is reduced to the participative approach in which
concepts of legalised content can be used (e.g. the integration of files). The
processual form is incorporated in a completely different way. For example,
in Information System Planning a synthesis of task elements can be left to
the members of the organisation itself. It becomes possible to design a
"formal information system" in an informal way.
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The WIO culture gets full support from its own environment. On the basis of
the antithetical culture the WIO becomes the centre of an incipient thought
culture to which some others relate and which others move towards. As a
whole, they shift towards the socio-organisational aspect.
The movement of the medium-term control culture to WIO
Van Aken attempts to introduce socio-organisational concepts into the
thought form of Aufbau, Ablauf and "parts within parts" to an almost
maximum extent.
The "Luhmanian position" joins the Aufbau as a space-occupying
construction.  In the Ablauf we see the phenomenon of power as the effectu-
ation of an effect (transfer of interference) for the benefit of the coordination
concept. In the pars pro toto dilemma van Aken comes to the limits of the
possibilities  of the thought  form: The self-interest  o f the organisational part
(employee/department) can only be incorporated as a dilemma construction.
Self-interest is given the benefit of the doubt in so far as it does not matter
with regard to costs, or is impossible to define. The socio-technique which he
attempts to take as a basis goes one step further, however. The objective
which van Aken has nailed down through "a given priority criterion"
becomes completely airborne in a social technique as conceived by de Sitter.
But because of the culturally transfixed thought form van Aken cannot go
that far.
The movement from the short-term control culture to WIO
•   Typology, as the successor of the short-term IPSO line, formulates the
matching and selection process of control concepts and production
situations (compare Information System Planning: the matching of
concepts and language).
•  The Organisation Design working group has recourse to Galbraith's
concept in which a number of functional equivalents are offered to
reduce organisational uncertainty. This concept is used in the Nijmegen
project and incorporated in a hierarchy of quantitative indices with
complexity and uncertainty as the central variables.
•   The original WIO members now get increased scope for aiming at more
purely socio-psychological factors. The following aspects  play   a  part:
- What does smallness of scale mean both objectively and also as far as
human experience is concerned?
- The concept of autonomous groups means that the group has to
surrender a certain amount of scope with regard to time, content and
social context. The political process determines the direction of the
development of information systems (processes of change).
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- This study, as a knowledge-oriented dialectical thought form aimed at
establishing a link between the inner world of the individual and the
group, on the one hand, and the formal system, on the other. Trust,
sense, legitimacy, love and truth are new concepts. Luhmann's
thinking is included, but only in this isolated study.
In the foregoing we have depicted a development, a movement from the
socio-psychological plane to the formal organisational plane, and conversely,
a movement from the formal constructive and cybernetic level to the socio-
psychological sphere. The discussion between these movements has, we
believe, just begun. In what follows we shall attempt to construct a founda-
tion in order to bring these lines together on the conceptual level as well.
Section  6.2.1   describes the concepts which approach the formal organisation
from the socio-psychological aspect.
Section 6.2.2 describes the concepts which start from the other side - i.e.
from the formal organisational level - and how the two movements slowly
but surely meet up with each other. But in this link-up it appears to us that
reinforcement is necessary on the socio-psychological side. In addition,
however, the contribution must be such as to promote a smooth transition
from the one point to the other. A number of important concepts of
Luhmann are used for this purpose and these are translated into our chaotic
constructive language of forms.
6.2    Trends in the WIO Group
Three important trends can be indicated in the 1978 situation:
1. The socio-psychological school whose theme is processes of change.
The wise lesson which has been learned is that the pure work of
implementation has too little foundation to enable it to operate
legitimately. It must be linked with job-oriented design problems. But
how? The starting point is the chaos and the assignment is the movement
towards the design order.*
2.    The organisation  and  information  system  designs.
How must organisations and information systems or control systems be
structured, given the knowledge about organisation and information?
The central thought form here is that of construction in which the forms
predominate as a part/whole hierarchy. This approach is situated on the
order side of the chaos/order dimension and its aim is to arrive at the
movement mentioned in point  1.
3.    Interaction approaches.
This trend does not start from one special thought form, but from a
number of forms which are not described in further detail. It is multi-
disciplinary in terms of both quantity and quality. It looks at the
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relationship between aspects such as socio-psychological variables,
organisational planning and control problems. It has to establish the
relationships between both movements, bridge contrasts and make it
possible to move from one point to the other.
The present study is the history of the development of this approach.
6.2.1   The socio-psychological school (dialectical form)
The FIWOTas a dialectical form (Bellaar Spruyt)
The way in which form is given to this conflict between the individual and
the  organisation is the dialectical form of the FIWOT. The FIWOT stands for:
"The Functioning of the Individual in his Interaction (Wisselwerking) with
Environments (Omgevingen) in Time". The FIWOT is thus a role concept
indicating an activity, a movement in time. It is neither a concept involving
substance nor a part of a whole. The FIWOT concept is a process concept
and can be symbolised by a path running through time. In the role concept
there is an I (the role performer) and a you (the party or parties). The
parties expect things  of  the role performer and vice versa: there are expecta-
tions that something will be sent and something will be received.
In view of the fact that it is impossible for the *'I" to fulfil these expecta-
tions by itself, a conflict of expectations arises. There can also be a conflict
between the individual's capacity and the requirements imposed by his task.
lb'O




Figure 6.1   The role perfonner concept: the functioning of the individual in interaction
with environments in time
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"The FIWOT relationships are characterised by a succession of'negotiations'
(social interchange) in which choices are made and attempts are undertaken
to achieve a situation in which conflict can be minimised for the individual.
This process becomes visible through conduct. This conduct can be given
various names - e.g. hyperactivity as a result of stress, strategies and tactics.
"
The diagram presents a survey of FIWOT and how it is incorporated in the
surrounding thought forms. The individual has to enter the fight from two
sides:
•    Towards the parties:   here  it  is a question  o f the conflict of expecta-
tions. The norms of the parties form "the organisation as an institu-
tion". Here, the horizontal interactive aspect is gradually linked
with the institutional aspect coming from above.
•    Towards   his   task: the weight    of   the    task also determines   the
functioning of the individual in time.
The Koolhaas dissonance model
Here we gradually leave the purely socio-psychological thought form.
Koolhaas attempts to describe the organisation from the viewpoint of three
main aspects on the basis of a multi-disciplinary viewpoint:
•   Technology: this consists of relationships between the material
and its transformation from input to output.
•    The  individual:   he is described   on the basis   of his cognitive style
and his socio-cultural characteristics. These are defined by personal
values and behavioural norms.
• Organisational structure:  this is defined  by the various group tasks
which can be distinguished in the organisation and by the structure
which is used to control and coordinate them.
Each of these three main aspects can, in turn, be subdivided into two sub-
aspects. It is next assumed that there is a lack of fit between the aspects.
This dissonance influences the functioning of the organisation (see Figure
6.2).
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Figure 6.3   The dissonance model with one example
To quote two examples:
• A dissonance between the cognitive style and the transformation
is over-utilisation or under-utilisation of capacity.
• A dissonance between "personal standards and values" and the
control structure is formed by "power authority conflicts" (see
Fig. 6.3).
Two types of dissonance can be distinguished:
a. Structural dissonance. This is determined by the presence of many or
few elements of a certain aspect in relation to some other aspect. For
example, the number of elements in the control structure and the
number of personal norms.
b. Qualitative dissonance. This is determined by the extent of the high or
low analysability of the aspects in relation to that of the aspect to be
matched.
Solutions can be found to dissonances (= problems). Solutions with the same
degree of dissonance are termed functional equivalents.
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Evaluation:
The conflict form with which we are concerned here is one between aspects
of an organisation. For example: The control structure does not fit in with
the individual standards. Concepts are matched with each other. How would
this operate in practice as an analytical model? Data from the organisation -
to which every participant contributes his own images, symbols and
constructions - are transformed into a model of interrelated concepts. Each
concept is further analysed into two dimensions, a comparison being made
along a subjective (analysable) and an objective dimension (many or few
elements). It is a very interesting model for making analyses by organisation
specialists.
To what extent does it reflect the knowledge structures, however? It appears
to us to be too rigorous, too close to system engineering for that purpose.
The forms are too unambiguous and too rigid to approach the capricious
forms of thinking which exist among the members of the organisation. The
concepts in the model have a strictly shaped structure. In addition, each
concept has the same shape. The form in which the control structure
appears, for example, is located at one place or another in the two-dimensional
diagram. The position can vary but not the structure of the concept. There is
no room for a completely different thought form around it - for example,
the control structure. The feelings and ideas of the people in the organisation
must be cast in a uniform mould. (This can be compared with the functions
of the AEG/Telefunken model).
If we look at the shape of the model we see that the organisation is regarded
as a set of interrelated aspects which either agree with each other or fit into
each other. The aspects are given concrete form as the elements of a machine
in which the parts are not geared to each other.
The notion of conflict - which gets a place via the dynamic FIWOT in the
Bellaar Spruyt model - is built into a static structure here. The concept of
conflict is taken further and placed in a (static) form context which is more
familiar to the control and construction culture. The dialectical thought
form of interaction between the role performer and the party, as in the
FIWOT construction, becomes a match of two categories which may or may
not fit in. The inter-personal form of Bellaar Spruyt is converted into aspect
segments which do not fit.
In other words, what seems to us to be a useful transplantation of socio-
psychological thinking into the knowledge forms of the engineer takes place
here. In addition, the conflict thought form is introduced into the generally
harmonious system engineering thought form. The particularly valuable
aspect of the model is that it generates an awareness of conflicts which
scarcely come out into the open in the normal harmonious thinking of the
organisation.
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6.2.2 Organisation and information system design (a combination of
dialectics and construction)
This chapter deals with a number of models, approaches and concepts which,
in  one way or another, attempt to connect the two poles of the organisational
reality: chaos with order   -   in  this case, socio-psychological factors  with
control, information or computer-oriented factors. This interlinking of these
opposite poles can take place by presenting the social factor in a rationally
compatible thought form (the organisation as an institution), as a working
method (Information System Planning), as a conscious choice of factors
(Nijmegen model), as a thought form in which both forces are united (the
autonomous group concept and the smallness-of-scale concept), or as a
theory in which the main dimension is formed by the path from chaos to
order and vice versa (Thompson).
The organisation as an institution
Two quotations formulate the organisation as an institution.
•  '*Attempts have been made to see the organisation as a structuring
of events. This structuring can be found in relatively durable
interactions between individuals. The durable interactions in an
industrial organisation are partly controlled by technical and
economic objectives. These objectives also stem from institutions
surrounding technology and economic action." (Bellaar Spruyt)
•  "People living in society form groups, display role behaviour and
have values and standards. The groups acquire a culture. Some
forms of society are institutionalised in this way." (Grunwald).
Both formulations present the organisation as an institution. The thought
form which could apply here is a cone. The social structure is projected on
to the platform as a network of relationships. Running right through this
platform towards the tip of the cone is the axis of hardening, or the
dimension of institutionalisation. Via this process, elements with a less well
defined shape are made into harder constructions, into generalised forms,
into unifying narrowing constructions, into values, behavioural norms and
objectives. More and more layers are superimposed, one above the other,
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Figure 6.4   The organisation as an institution
Concepts for escaping from the traditional organisation model
In the process of institutionalisation, formalisation takes place in three
dimensionst with regard to a) the content-based division of work into roles
and tasks; b) social relationships, which become a hierarchy of power
positions and institutions; c) the ordering of time: activities planning based
on standardisation.  As a result of this process of institutionalisation chaos is
transformed into order. A number of concepts from the social system
culture point to the fact that people want to call a halt to this continual one-
sided transformation (see Figure 6.5).
a. Ordering substitution of the social dimension towards the time and
content dimension.
b. Autonomous groups.
c.    Smallness of scale.
d. Distributed processing.
e. Profit centres and negotiation prices.
f.  The flat organic organisational type beside the hierarchical bureaucratic
type.
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re a.   Ordering  substitution of the  social dimension  towards  the  time and
content dimension.
Here Plug emphasises the tendency to depart from achieving
complexity   on the basis   of the social power dimension alone:   "The
hierarchy as a top-to-bottom ordering of power and authority" must
become more of a hierarchy of parts and wholes which have a place
in the whole by the very nature of their function. This is functional
differentiation as a reduction of complexity.
A shift takes place from the formalisation of the social dimension
towards the content and time dimension. The social dimension can
thus become more chaotic (employee participation, democracy) if
the (formal) ordering can be anchored in the functional content and
time dimension. This movement in thought contributes to reconciling
democratisation-oriented thinking and institutionalisation-oriented
thinking with each other.
This thinking might be more or less based on an iso-order line, or a
fixed sum of ordering, along which or within which the one dimension
can be substituted  for the other. A certain amount of order is needed
to reduce complexity and basically it does not matter in what
dimension it is situated.
re b. Autonomous groups
The "autonomous groups" concept operates in a different direction.
The "space" created is one in which it has free play, in which the
group can organise according to its own insights. The *rage" for
differentiation and formalisation is called to a halt. The integrating
medium is sought in the group as a unit which is made responsible for
its performance as a whole. The link-up with formal concepts is
sought by embedding "free-play" space constructions of this type in
multi-hierarchical feedback loops.
Two worlds meet each other in the concept of autonomous groups.
The (informal) inner world is on the advance. It aims to fill part of the
space which was previously covered up by the formal organisation.
The   message is: activities, roles and instructions   can be regulated
internally by the group. It is better to sacrifice a certain amount of
formal organised reality to the "chaos", or to brotherhood.
The question here is to what extent the formalising tendency of
bureaucracy is replaced by the internal terror the group imposes on its
members (brotherhood and terror go hand in hand).
re c.    Smaliness of scale
According to Plug et al. a large-scale production situation is character-
ised by the impossibility of acquiring an overall view, the lack of
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clarity about the relationship between the effort put into work and
its result, and a high degree of dependence on other departments.
Plug et al. call smallness of scale a production situation which will be
clearly overseen by everyone involved, which enables them to see and
influence the results of their work and which permits a relative degree
of autonomy. They speak of the inner-world value of a production
situation.
Two  worlds meet each other in this concept:
The constructional world of the organisation, in which something can
be large or small, and the individual's inner world of experience and
emotion. It is thus a transitional concept from the formal
organisational culture to the socio-psychological culture. The concept
dethrones the management perspective as the universal panacea. It
speaks of the "inner-world value of a production situation".
(Compare Luhmann's idea of sense2 as the ordering form of the
human experience in which the system is formed by the inter-subjective
constitution of sense and the phenomenological concept of the
inner world which gives satisfaction in the here and now).
re d.   Distributed processing
The computer as an aid, and automation in general, has always been
a great integrating medium in the thinking of the established cultures
in ISA. It supported all the thought forms which tended towards
integration - one for all, all in one, everything in one way.
Standardisation, uniformity and integration are the central concepts
of an idea of organisation that wanted - and still wants - to get rid of
the tremendous chaos of differentiated elements as rapidly as possible.
With respect to the order in Corporate ISA, the mini-computer
technique presents itself as anaxially chaotic, rising up from below.
The mini-computer can operate on a completely specific basis for the
user at low cost. He need not have anything to do with anyone. Never-
theless, an attempt is made to inhibit this runaway growth, promoted
by a basic cultural urge to maintain order.
re e.   Profit centres and negotiation prices (v.d. Wouw)
Qualitative economic thinking is an underdeveloped area in ISA and
also in the WIO. The draft text on negotiation prices and profit
centres was written  as  long  ago   as   1971, but received no response.
With the theme of organisational design, however, which gives rise to
"latitude" concepts such as autonomous groups (from the socio-
psychological school), smallness of scale (from the formal social
organisational culture), distributed processing (from technological
thinking), the space-creating idea of profit centres also becomes
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topical from the economic viewpoint. The reasoning assumes that the
present Philips system of fixed standard prices leads to a higher degree.
of bureaucratisation.
The profit centres concept can meanwhile be traced back to and be
associated with the market form of full competition, a term
originating from the science of micro-economics. Full competition
implies, among other things, that the parties aim to satisfy their own
interests. The 'invisible hand" means that the whole is best served by
the uninhibited pursuit of self-interest.
The actions of the individual competing units which supply and
demand do not affect the price because they are so numerous. The
interests of the parties are more or less in conflict: they compete with
each other. As a result of this competition the balance is established
at a certain price and quantity.
The thought form used is the dialectical form where the I and you
achieve a certain goal through conflict, but in spite of that the
interests of the whole are served. Nevertheless, the conflict at the
lower level results in a harmonious order at the total system level.
Conflict and harmony, chaos and order, are linked by this concept in a
"Verbindung der Entgegengesetzten" (linking of opposites).
Two thought forms from outside: the socio-technical system approach and
the bi-polar environmental model of Thompson.
The socio-technical system approach
A socio-technical system3 consists of a system and its environment. The
system itself consists of elements and their relationships (set theory). The
units consist of input-transformation-output components. The surrounding
system, or rather the upper level, controls the operational unit. It is
preferable for the behavioural norms not to be fixed as is the case in homeo-
statics. It is assumed that the system is in equilibrium at the start. All the
standards are then equal to the reality value of the inputs.
Any interference comes as a linear movement from outside. It upsets the
balance (of power) and can also cause a sudden upswing. This interference
can follow all kinds of paths, depending on the built-in power to resist it.
In order to cope with it an appeal can be made to internal or external fields
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Figure 6.6   The socio-technical system approach
The bi-polar environmental model of Thompson
We shall attempt to describe Thompson's thought model, as presented in
the book "Organisations in Action" by using the thought form model below.
See Figure 6.7.
The thought form consists of a basic plane built up into a series of
concentric circles. Moving from the centre to the periphery we go from the
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Figure 6.7   The bi-polar environmental thinking construction of Thompson
The basic plane is the objective working plane. Above it, at each ring, there
are answers to the problems which are posed by the objective working plane.
The  following  act as strata in succession: the organisation structure, the type
of rationality,the allocation of authority and, finally, the knowledge model
of Thompson itself. Each higher stratum is a method of looking at things
which must offer a solution for a lower stratum. A complexity dimension
axis determines the shape of the construction both horizontally and vertically.
It runs from clear and determined to ambiguous and indefinite.
At point A the clarity is greatest, and the ordering is highest there. The circle
of the objective working plane consists of the *'core technology", the types
of technology - long-linked, mediating and intensive - the services and
products markets and the further task environment. The organisational
structure is formed on layer two. In reply to the three types of technology
Thompson gives three coordination methods: For long-linked technology  he
gives planning; for intensive technology, standardisation; and for mediating
technology, mutual adjustment.
In relation to the various markets for products, raw materials and personnel,
the following solutions   are   used to protect the technology: buffering,
management, forecasting, and rationing. In relation to an environment which
is still more remote in difficulty such interaction strategies are used as
co-opting, contracting and joint ventures.
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On layer three, the types of solutions in the organisational structure are
linked to technical, economic and organisational rationality. Rational action
includes striving for a desired outcome. In this connection it is important
for a particular belief in cause/effect relationships to exist and for there to
be a consensus among the various participants with regard to possible out-
comes.
On the fourth layer Thompson wonders who actually uses rationality in the
organisation. These are people in coalitions. The coalitions themselves are
governed by a dominant coalition. The bi-polar thinking of Thompson
himself can be placed in our fifth layer. It runs from clear, determined,
controlled (order) to unclear, uncontrolled, contingent (chaos).
6.2.3  The incipient chaos of thought forms
Introduction
The picture which primarily occurs to us if we consider the ideas structure of
the WIO as its history proceeds is: order becomes chaos (it is likely that
with WIO the writer means the development of his own thinking). The neat,
consistent thought forms are pushed one over the other in ever4ncreasing
number and interpreted in various ways. The rigid ideal of concept
formation held by the Greeks is abandoned. The symbol of the Yin and
the Yang would provide a better indication o f the epistemological manoeuvres
in thinking which people get up to here. The in-depth structure of thought
constructions becomes increasingly complex. The thought forms occurring
in the constructions become more and more separated from each other and
are pushed over each other.
The more logically consistent cultures look carefully at how the one thought
form is pushed against the other. It must be clear where one ends and where
the other begins. This has to do with the law of "Being/Not Being" (A
cannot be B) and the notions of consistency. In addition, form and content
are closely interlinked. The task of definitions is to ensure that the thought
forms themselves do not start flying without the content. Nevertheless, the
consistency cultures cannot cope with this high degree of differentiated
arbitrariness.
During the WIO period we see that the form and content become increasingly
separated from each other. This becomes exceptionally intense in the case of
Luhmann's concepts. Here it appears that a concept only acquires content as
a result of the function (content) which it assumes in a particular context
(form). A whole assortment of descriptions and designations can be
constructed for a concept starting from a different perspective and angle of
approach each time. (For example,  the goal concept can have the shape of a
point, a flow or a hierarchy depending on the context).
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This study attempts very explicitly to separate form and content and to
continue this still further by giving the forms a particular - in most cases -
visually comprehensible shape (not all forms need be visually conceivable).
It is only in this way that qualitative thinking can be depicted in a su fficiently
creative abstract way.
Like quantity in mathematics and costs in economics, the thought form acts
as  a  medium for making differentiated elements conceivable in terms of each
other on the basis of smooth transitions.
For example, it is possible to think the shape of a chair through to that of a
table by enlarging some characteristics of the form and eliminating others.
Mathematics brings them under one common denominator by counting them
up; economics counts up the costs of the value of the objects.
The construction of forms can act as a perspective with which we look at
reality   -  as a fundamental, individual or collective thought  form. A different
perspective must be adopted at each position in a company. A company thus
consists of all kinds of constructible dynamic accumulating constructions of
thought forms which merge with each other and collide with each other. It is
a method of making the communication, information and control problems
conceivable in an abstract way.
Control here implies that the form construction is in a dynamic, accumulating
structure. The sequence in which the forms are turned into each other
depends on the situation and group-cognitive power factors. The dynamic
dominance of forms in time is the main ordering characteristic here. The
concentration of possible manoeuvres in thinking is injected into the moment
of action. The decision is condensed and reflected in the action.
Communication means the mutual actualisation of sense. Sense, according to
Luhmann, is the ordering form of human experience. The achievement of
sensible thought constructions for the various partners, while still maintaining
the experience of being different and having differently constructed forms
of perspective, is the most essential characteristic for communication.
Information means that certain data come into the potential radius of action
of the existing thought forms and can even change these forms slightly or
significantly.
The thought forms of Niklas Luhmann
Although the chaos of forms can be followed along many paths, I shall
choose some of the forms which have been taken from the work of Luhmann
on the basis of analysis.
A number of Luhmann's thought constructions will be reviewed below:
1. Important thought forms




5.      The formal organisation  and its functions
6.  The communication media.
A great problem in Luhmann's theory, in which the content no longer has
any fixed shape, is how this theory itself can still be described. Nevertheless,
an attempt will be made to describe it both in width and in depth in order to
obtain a better grasp on it by using the thought forms concept. A number of
main forms which constitute the starting point for Luhmann  are:
a.  The functional equivalence analysis. (This represents the time dimension
in the analysis itself). Given a (system) structure, problems are recognised
depending on the perspective. Solutions can be found which are related
in terms of functional equivalence to a certain abstractly selected view-
point.
b.  The system/environment theory (objective or content dimension) which
includes the tremendous complexity in the surrounding environment
(comparable in our study with chaos). In the system an ordering (system
formation) takes place and this must supply an answer to the complexity
of the different environments. This is called the principle of requisite
variety. The link between the environment and the system is formed by a
reduction in complexity (displacement from outside to inside) and an
increase in complexity from inside to outside in the form of functional
analysis involving a constant search for solutions (displacement from
inside to outside).
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c.    The inter-subjective constitution of Sense.
The central factor here is the I-you relationship (social dimension) both
on the private and the generalised societal level, both in the inner world
and on the level of the generalised communication media.
Sense is the ordering form of inner-world experience which attempts to
solve the problem of integrating actuality with the potential of the
emotional experience. (Compare the figure/horizon relationship of
phenomenology where the figure is seen projected against the horizon.)
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d. The three-dimensional form of time, content and social dimension.
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Complexity can be represented in three dimensions and be reduced along
these three dimensions. One dimension may be substituted for the other
in order to reduce complexity. This three-dimensional form plays a role
in virtually every main theme of Luhmann.
Example:
systenn forms of problems to be
differentiation influence reduced
time behavioural norms power status quo
social institutions management consensus
content roles authority scarcity
This three-dimensional form is an important construction enabling
integrations to be made on the basis of a visual framework of thought
with the potential preservation of a detailed picture of the dimensions.
For example: the reduction  of complexity takes place in a combined mix
through the process of consensus, protection of the status quo and
rationing of scarce materials.
e.    Dimension of specificity  to generalisation.
Examples:
1. Luhmann thinks out the I-you relationship on a microscopic level,
for example as a relationship of trust. In a generalised way we see
this relationship coming back in the "communication media".
2. The formal organisation stems from a process of continuous




f.   The dialectical thought form. in which the contrast of thesis, antithesis,
and synthesis travels forward into the chaos.
Example:
Trust as an accumulating construction of neutralisation of contrasts.
Through virtually all the great complexity-reducing mechanisms, trust
is the super-constituting medium.
Inter-subjective constitution of SENSE
Luhmann rejects both purely subjective sense constructions (rationalism)
and purely objective sense constructions (realism). He tries to fuse them into
one entity by a functional way of looking at Sense. The function of Sense is
to bridge the totality of complexity in the World and the low reach of
attention in the system.
Sense is the ordering form of human experience. As such, it acts as a rule for
selection. The World, as a totality of all possible events and their
contingencies, becomes capable of being experienced and appears as one of
the many possibilities, as a field of potential possibilities, as the surrounding
world (environment). The selection of possibilities takes place through the
sense control mechanisms. Negation separates what is relevant from what is
not. Relevant criteria determine the boundaries of sense. The relevant possi-
bilities are given concrete shape and reduced to events. Through these events,
in turn, links are established with the potential possibilities. *'They might
have been otherwise".
In this way, the formation of a system takes place. It becomes a series of
actions which are sensibly related to each other. The sense boundaries
(inside/outside) determine the boundaries of the system.
An essential point is that a curtailment of possibilities takes place both with
regard to content and time as well as in the social dimensions, but in spite









Figure 6.8   Sense constitution as a bridge between world and system
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Trust
Although trust is everywhere as a constituting medium for personal, organi-
sational and societal systems and thus fulfils countless functions, it can best
be described as '*a system for the internal neutralisation of a contradiction
in expectations". In the environment there is still a chaos of expectations,
consisting of elements which are negative and positive for the system and
which  may be designated as contingencies: things are  like  this,  but  they  may
also be otherwise. Naive trust can be destroyed by the first disappointment
that comes along. Trust consists of a neutralisation of a particular negative
expectation by a predominantly positive expectation built up via the
learning process (stabilisation and build-up of trust).
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Figure 6.9   1hist as a complexity  reduction device and a building brick for social systems.
According to Luhmann trust (1) is the internal neutralisation (2) of a positive
expectation (3) by a negative expectation (4). Three mechanisms help the
system to build up trust: a learning process as a generalisation of observations
via feedback (5), a check by symbol complexes scanning the environment as
a radar system (6), and the internalisation of external guarantees (7).
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Figure 6.9 represents trust as a synthesis of the most important forms, while
figure 6.10 shows a number of individual thought forms.
This is encapsulated in an inner/outer boundary. The problem that is solved
in a different way over and over again, or which must be carefully watched,
is covered up. Information processing is no longer necessary in order to keep
on averting the "danger". Distrust in the stable state consists of the same
encapsulation, but the predominant colour of the whole expectation
construction is a negative one. Stabilised mistrust works just as effectively
as trust in reducing complexity. Nevertheless, the process of building up
trust operates  from the outside inwards (internalisation) and builds itself up
via accumulation (reflexity) and the learning process (feedback principle).
In this way behavioural norms (time), roles (content) and institutions are
established via a generalisation process. When there is an outburst of mistrust
it multiplies itself as a reverse feedback process based on the functioning of a
reverse feedback mechanism. The system, thrown out of equilibrium, does
not react by taking corrective action based on the observation of the effects
of human conduct, but attempts to right itself again because it finds that its
effects are confirmed (self-fulfilling prophecy).
• The inward-going movement serves to build up trust. There is also
a line which ploughs   its   way   back   into that complexity   path:
Control always takes place in the chaos - not with regard to all the
information or indications, however, but through complexes of
symbols.
• Processes of trust can take place along all the lines, but mainly
along the indicated lines from the outside inwards. In the
functioning of the I-you relationship, positive and negative
sanctioning, the apportionment of blame and symbolisation play a
big part.
• The point is that trust mainly reduces undetermined complexity.
(Recourse can be had to other devices for determined complexity).
People examine whether it  fits into their plan of life, enter into the
relationship, build that relationship up or stabilise the relationship.
A break in trust also causes breaks in the formation of the system
and hence also creates breaks in the complexity reduction paths
built up by the system.
Trust is a functional equivalent for planning. Trust reduces more undefined
complexity: it simplifies reality viewed   as a state. Planning reduces  more
specific complexity by ordering the world along the axis of time reality
concept which moves from moment to moment.
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Figure 6.10    Individual forms of Luhmann's theory of trust
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The goal-oriented concept and system rationality
The classical organisation model is the result of the goal-oriented concept of
the   Greeks   and of scholasticism (value ordering)   as   well   as   of  the   19th
century causal "effectuation of an effect". These two thought forms which,
respectively, are more representative of the state construction and the time-
sequential dimension, are interwoven in each other. This has resulted in the
emergence of a command model for the organisation which can no longer
cope with the confrontation with the complexity of the environment. This
complexity "overloads" the hierarchy of responsibilities. Various attempts
have been made to find ways out of this stagnating model of rationality, for
example, by distinguishing between Aufbau and Ablauf.
Thinking about rationality must be build up on completely different
principles. Luhmann bases his approach on what he calls "system rationality".
According to this view, a system acts rationally to the extent to which it can
absorb complexity and can solve the resultant internal problems (Folge-
probleme).
As a first step towards this, Luhmann studied all kinds of new approaches to
this goal-oriented concept on the basis of:
•   The development of the law from the approach of "the end justifies
the means" towards a type of law depending on the situation, i.e.
from a law based on goal-oriented programming towards law as
conditioned programming.
•  The science of business economics, in which the traditional optimi-
sation principle that everything must be compared with everything
in order to achieve an optimum choice is dethroned.
• The *'theory of contribution motivation". In the classical organi-
sation model, the goal and motivation are pushed into each other.
As a result, complete consensus is required of the participants.
Developments in this theory of "contribution motivation" show a
split between the goals and the motivation of the members. The
goals are chosen independently and relieved of motivation functions.
The "rational structure" becomes separated from the *'motivation
structure".
•  The status quo concept of structural functionalism seeks to base the
fundamental principle of organisation on something else (for
example, social emotionality or the institutional management
hierarchy).
• The cybernetic control idea, which works out the controlling
principle mainly in terms of time. This calls for a consensus in the
specific environment.
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With this at the back of his mind, Luhmann attempts to construct a new
system rationality theory based on the possibility of reducing complexities.
Virtually all the complexity-reducing mechanisms discussed in his other
publications are considered for describing system rationality and giving it
content, or for acting as its functional equivalent. The starting point is again
his system environment theory and the sense constitution of the system,
related to its environment. The primary function of system rationality is to
make it possible to combine a number of basic system strategies with one
another.
These system strategies are:
• Subjectivisation: this is the replacement of the objective situation
by a subjective situation. The goals here are the subjective
representations of future "effects".
• Institutionalisation of certain forms of processing inner-world
experience. The goals here are recognised principles of human
conduct.
• Environmental differentiation: the goal is inserted into the environ-
ment.
• internal differentiation: goals as principles of internal differentia-
tion.
•  Leaving the system structure undefined. This permits the absorption
of a great deal of environmental complexity and changeability.
Goals enable a link to be established between these various strategies (see
Figure 6.11). Goals thus become multi-functional and produce a whole host
of achievements. A shift can be observed from the goal-oriented concept as a
value ordering towards an ordering in time in the form of the programme. In
the programme, time and content are regarded as functionally equivalent in
order to reduce complexity.
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Figure 6.11    Five basic strategies for system rationality
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The formal organisation and its function
The formal organisation is a system in which the inner/outer dimension is
decisive. The formal aspect is coupled with the membership requirements
linked to the role. The system is formal to the extent to which the roles of
the members are bound more strongly to the formal behavioural norms
(formal is inside; less formal is more to the outside).
The formal system comes about through a transformation of the environ-
mental complexity (outside chaos) into the formal system (inside order).
Expectations with regard to behaviour are generalised and formalised
through the "decision". This is the most elementary connection with
complexity. The formal system is constituted from this. The primary
functions to be provided by the system  are (see Figure  6.12):
1. The formation of a differentiated system of institutions, roles and
behavioural norms.
2.  Adjustment to the environment.
3.  Adjustment to itself. The system has a relationship with itself ("self-
referential").
At a more detailed problem level we also see a more detailed set of solutions
for the complexity problem such as the institution of responsibility, the
department concept as an exchangeable (empty) place idea, the superior who
has to create fixed expectations in both an upward and downward direction,
the boundary department" which has a representative function towards
the outside world and an antenna function for signals arriving from outside.
The strongly developed harmonious thinking tends to structure the conflicts
and contrasts towards the environment and to drive them out. The system-
based trust envelops and neutralises the contrasts in the learning process.
Ad hoc expectations which lie outside the field of defined possibilities of the
formal system lead to the definition of "now you are wrong" and then to
expulsion as the most extreme possibility of imposing sanctions. Apart from
contrasts, emotionality is also worked out of the system. The result is a
barely localisable existential fear which the individual has to compensate
within himself.
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Figure 6.12    The formal organisation
The formal organisation breaks up the inner world of the individual with his
traditionally elementary ways of behaviour. This inner world gives satis-
faction in the here and now. But the traditional behaviour-ordering
mechanisms such as bartering, thanking, winning esteem, becoming known,
go into decline.  On the other hand dual-standard types of behaviour such as
tact and indirect communication develop in the formal organisation because
they permit an uncoupling of spontaneous and organised identity by means
of "outward presentation".
The most important ordering mechanism is the communication medium of
power which, among otlier things, is ordered in a hierarchy of positions
ranging from top to bottom. The management exercises this power in three
ways: management (social), authority (content) and power (time).
Communication media codes
With the communication media, Luhmann aims to achieve complete
independence for the social dimension. He asks himself how human relation-
ships  come into being  on a societal level. 5 The selections, ranging  from  ego
to alter ego, need not travel completely through the chaos. There are general
path symbols, which Luhmann calls codes. These can simplify the situation
and relieve it of contingency. Four media codes are formulated by Luhmann.
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His starting point is the ego alter ego as two separate system/environmental
systems. Luhmann projects the difference in the media on tlie links between
the system/environmental components. The links  can  also be conceived  as  
selection chains going from the one to the other (see Figure 6.13).
Luhmann allows this system/environmental difference to run parallel with
the difference between conduct - i.e. selection processes which are ascribed
to systems and inner-world experience - i.e. selection processes ascribed to
environment.
Truth: Here constructions with the claim of truth are formed. Two
people come to the same conclusion while respecting the views
of another.
Love: The selection of the one must be accepted as inner-world
experience for the other. Ego loves him "as he is".
Ownership: Having or not having has certain consequences for the environ-
ment of the other.
Power: The structural, unbalanced constellation of positive and
negative sanctions simplifies the situation both for the holder









Figure 6.13   Luhmann's communication media codes
1    See N. Luhmann: Funktionen und Folgen formaler Organisation, p. 59 ff.
2      See N. Luhmann: Sinn als Grundbegriff der Soziologie, 1975, p. 31.
3  See L.U. de Sitter: Een sociaal-theoretisch paradigma van een sociaal interaktie-
netwerk; Een verkenning  op het gebied van de kwantitatieve systeemdynamica,  Mens
en Maatschappij, no. 3,1974.
4     Cf. Thompson, 1967, p. 81: boundary-spanning unit.
5 Luhmann distinguishes three levels: the interaction level, the organisational level and
the societal level.
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APPENDIX A. THOUGHT FORMS
1.  Point; form coming into being or
becoming anonymous. This can be                        0
extended towards a space (without
dimensions).
2.  Path; line: a succession of points. -*-+6--1- Ap
3. Space.
4.  Sphere: a circular bounded space.
5.  Cube.
6. Cone, derived from the pyramid.
7. Plane.
1·  I  r     ,8. Space-occupying place (e.g. a
/ 1/12_1department in an organisation). 237'
9. Grid.
10. Zero point   in  a time space,
Friedmann, 1930, p. 169.
11.  Layers, levels. -
12. Edge, boundary, skin. 0
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13. Spiral; this creates the relationship
between the point   and the circle;
it is a movement starting from an
original point; it connects the       (  two extremes of coming into
being: emanation and extension;  it
is a sign of balance in a situation
of imbalance; order in the heart  of
change; the relationship between
unity and diversity; escape   from
the    material    world.    Forms in 1 /*LO./  1which   it   appears:    the contracting 0-1
and expanding form and the Yin




15. Spider's web. »
16. Three historical architectural
forms. Gideon's space conceptions
(1969):
- Relief ,=»X--=-
- Plastic, three-dimensional                               '4
- Inner space.
€4'sf  FfS er
17. Causality. 0 -to ..
0 N€ A FTER  1-FC  U TRER
18. System; with inside/outside.  "GID
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19. Variations of the hierarchy. A .9.- / 
a&  23:  1 a
20. Layer, level;     in a hierarchy:
echelon.
21. Input/transformation/output
As a combination of a place in a -63-+
space and a transformation line.
22. Three-dimensional time/space con- &1
struction. E,-
23. Holon (A wHOLe partitiON with
a    Janus face: relations outwards CFDand inwards). Koestler: The Ghost
in the Machine. Compare the
monads of Leibniz.
24. Perspective. A-
25. Perspective  on  a  limited space. .-0
26. Two perspectives: communication
(see 75)
- congruent perspectives ..<IP  3>-
- incongruent perspectives. LO &1*
27.  Stratum: a combination   of pers- ,< /\
pective, layer and hierarchy. 1 firrf3/  \
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28. Form dominance:
- One after the other 0,4., 1 1 T'
- Simultaneously (in a structure)
29. Cube  with  a  form  in  it.  For                   -
example, the module travelling
along a path with respect to
(generally) three dimensions.
30. a. Generalisation: C,
 €*€,;44 00From the specific to the general. 14 59090
&       1       1,7/308&b.  Specification:
spe,neig,- C+A·/6From the general to the specific.                                                    m
30¢#40
31. Three dimensions.                                            -
TI coNreNr
32. Nielen's module as a
mirror of the                                    0objective reality in a semi-anaxial
space. ,#*FLA
33. Operationalisation  line  or  path
running from the outside inwards
together with a three-dimensional
space with a concretisation point
in the centre;   the    path    can    also \2
run along one of the axes.
34. Space with concretisation points -
of rationalisation potentials. .  0  0
Compare the inner world concept 0   C.   O
in the context of a formal organi-
sation, i.e. a space in which the
potentials remain latent.
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35. Reduction of complexity with a




36. Reduction of complexity  into
three dimensions via scarcity trans- -- I.
.formation at the boundary. --5,4- 04 ..Zl- '3,1,r.-0 Slr'*m
social: consensus -.....Il.
.content: scarcity --,
time: status quo, role demarca-
tion (continuity).
37. Opposites. dlt  SES>
38. The dialectics of opposites. ,_ %6-A Abl, 1
Progress through tensions in the 49%2:hy,J
opposites.
39. System   with   two   layers of
bi' be F'* 0
complexity: determined/undeter- 62=D
mined.
40. Problems and solutions as opposing 0--Ao
and absorbing causal factors (see
also 63).
I. .... 04
41. Neutralisation of causality, parti- 7'- 1,-·»2:-cularly of the consequences, e.g. .E--- ..2-5   -
by means of a goal-oriented cone. -0.- .... -' <
- -7'A<-&44*JE
42. End/means as cause and effect in -77 'RX="'· "-·"the hierarchy. -Ii-u  Z -Il-
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43. PLAN-ART construction:                                1
Application of the following . .„i,9,   -*il  0*0-
forms: L.,964   I 4-01 - -11*-
one-after-the-other                                             I





44. Complexity reduction path as a
movement from the outside
inwards.
45. Moment of unity (Friedmann,
page 72,1930); a point where the
whole can  be seen. Grave, page 61, 3-6*'punktuelle Zentrierung" (point
centring).
46. Fountain effect:
the combination of a moment of
unity as a connecting link for
000 D  egeneralisation as the input and %00
differentiation as the output. An               #
important form in the consti- 0
tution of a formal organisation. (Ad
(Luhmann: Funktionen und :20&#5'*8*11Folgen formaler Organisation). , r*e /
--
47. Variable and fixed components of (ZEEED
VA
a systenn.
48. A system with cause and effect;




a combination of perspective and i 2     0 08*Cr:vi/04 - - - ' -     I M *Seinner/outer differentiation. swilte've               4
1#1496
C) =)
50. Inner/outer differentiation as c/<a-Z-_Dsystem strategy.
51.  Allowing a system structure   to  be
defined versus undefined by
placing the point of perspective   *        
further away (zooming in and
Out).
52. Sense is the ordering form ofinner-
world experience. Its function is wreNT,AL•77  T-W•- ulAy booR
to bridge potentiality (outside the
system) and actuality (inside the 0
t
system).
(Luhmann:  Sinn als Grundbegriff
der Soziologie, 1975).
53. Negation separates what is relevant 0A-
and what is not in sense construc- CL kd -tions. --.
Luhmann, op. cit.
54. Schematic representation in
binary form by the technique of
the linking of opposites; opposites
have a function and must continue
to exist. (Luhmann: Macht,  1973.
Example:   the  left and right   wing
in politics.)
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55. Adjustment  to the environment
by  chopping up  time; the system
compensates for the irregularities
in the environment by means of
the "Actual/Desirable" concept.
56. Reflexivity (accumulation). This
refers to
e.g. learning about learning
trusting in trust 0
researching research 639£-t=D (9/56)
questioning the authority of =SEL,C--D
authority
(Luhmann: Reflexive Mechanis-
men, in Soziologische Aufklarung,
1974, p. 113).
57. Language platform:                                                                                                   &44'2           %
standardised language elements on -3which concepts can be stacked 000
(e.g. AEG/Telefunken model).
58. Symbol drawn     from     the    sub-
conscious.
(Graf Durkheim) T
59.  Conduct or action:
Any external behaviour of a
system but also in association with





The gaping space from which
everything originates; at present, 5   + Ch,
detection  of  the  human   spirit; in f    S "
=T
this study, separate thought forms .   /\-    .4       -1-
in anaxial space.
i
61. ARDI methodology 18
based on a progressive and ever-
narrowing part/whole transforma-
tion.
62. IPSO  with a direct knock-on Ueffect: stimuli (e.g. market
demand) are passed on directly   b
and not absorbed by the sub- 8  -
y+6-4.-tot-*--*system constructions (e.g. produ- -I.--...%
ction units).
63. Functional equivalence analysis gr-5%4*jt„T,04
according to Luhmann.
PRO,ZE M          :          1
$•L r, 04  -01  0-  SOZ.Nr/0#
P.,ale. ..i_-t
64. Code: #\  /-F\.The one seeks the complementary #.
other (Luhmann: Macht).




SV#'M67. Requisite variety. 4, CD. a
5:.O-   oop
4 NVIRON*1&47-
68. Reciprocal selectivity
applied  to                                  the information function an  its ,-
incoming and outgoing messages.
Every message in turn can function '321 r-,0-7 2-,as a perspective for the function -)
as a whole (see 76). ty 4
69. Sub-system. 1.5-1 «33
A *
70. Opportunism -IA,11      .
The path idea with adjustment of
the   situation   from   case   to   case.
71. Constantness   of  the   sum   in
e.g. the sum of power
(Luhmann: Macht)
GCD = the greatest common Q.:'i:/f::. fi)
divisor, and   323SCM = the smallest common
multiple
(See  Verzijl:  Plannen en inform-
eren, 1972).
//- I
72. Structure. ./<11   * it. ETC.
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73. Inwards and outwards representa-
tion as a boundary or edge.
Luhmann: Funktionen und Folgen ---_)
formaler Organisation,
1972.
74. The time reality paradox.
By considering time and space
alternately via reciprocal negation 4/CJ  -*    Z'31
mental latitude is created. +-011,12/
(Luhmann: Vertrauen, 1973,p. 8).
//  Jwur
75. Communication is thejoint actuali- /         A  /'4 (70*z/1.7,0 
sation of sense by using more than      4 -  VYA-
one perspective. v-4
76. Yin-Yang
A symbol for the eternal move-
ment of the consciousness. It
symbolises the intermeshing of C o /9,transformation and back trans- «3/formation. It is an assembly of
two expanding spirals    (see    13).
77. Integration axis.
An axis combining a number of
other dimensions. For example:
- concretisation  axis  of  time/
space/social dimension
- power axis as a combination of
time, content and social
dimension
- goal-oriented concept   as  a
combination ofsystem strategies
- design as a combination of what,
when and a consensus of who
and with what resources.
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78. Part/whole perspective
How does the part look at the
whole and what freedom does it
have? G--=-©
The "informal look".
- Inner-world experience  as  a
whole as compared with the
1£7
whole of the organisation.
79. Whole/part perspective
How does the whole look at the fk
part? <--ESE3 23'
- the "formal look".
80. Pars  pro toto:  a part for the whole.
A stylised figure in which the part »e
represents the totality (e.g. the ./     b
head of the nation). et,
81. Programme in path form.
A sequence of procedural
steps or                          paths.
q. 0 C82. Greatest common divisor (GCD) - ..„.. 0....0   14
smallest common multiple (SCM)
Function: 4,419 6Possibilities of interchangeability KM     <5X3>
le, liliseen from the viewpoint of the                    f
whole  sum.
















e.g.The Smallest Common Multiple L -KEE'.
GIED., -''-tel D *£- ----0.-.
CIE!23
'-         Af - -'  ' I  -
86. Communication media codes. ,       O -- 1.,.1   4 -i         1C         j,·."  t-   1-.-L .
<-- ER->87. Inner world.
, 1 1 1/le SPACE
It gives satisfaction in the here and Hu®. AN-,-
now.                                                                     *0 4
88. Balance
Where the forces operate on each ,lI
»*---11other in such a way that they        
cancel each other out.
89. Dynamic balance                                                   r -1The balance follows a dynamic
path.    (van Aken: following the X.-
market demand).
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90. Cycle of mythical ideas
For the idea of the harmonious in &€4'**'.5
the disharmonious. The identity
of harmony and disharmony.
(Heraclitus).
90 woRD
cf.  In the beginning was the Word
and the Word was God and




An indivisible unit with parts. If
a part is absent the whole experi-
ences difficulties.
Connection with the
monads of         
Leibniz.
Lopes Cardozo: unity     of     the
company's function of Production
(P) Development (D) and Market
(M).     A    point of unity: entre-
preneur's function.
\b'.19
92. Chaotica, concreta, abstracta, NotyAINITy
divina as a scheme of world
structure. (Grave, 1924). »Bfra#MI ID*ASCompare Lopes Cardozo:
"From the bottom upwards: , de,veR•ri   I,4Twu'chaos. . . to order. From the top      j   CHA• r,c 4 \Fogldownwards: directives must be
followed with discipline."
/-=r-"'\
93. Hierarchy or strata of the /,41-,w r· 
economic perspective. (See 6:Twng\
Information System Planning).
'044&„N
94. Parts within parts.
These can function as the basis 5%57 Ti
for a pyramid or cone.
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APPENDIX B. TRANSFORMATIONS
The thought forms can undergo some effect. Something can be done with
them. For example, they can be:
•  moved (e.g. complexity from the outside inwards)
•  exchanged (e.g. end/means)
•  reversed (e.g. end/means)
• substituted (status quo problems in goal formula)
•  neutralised (e.g. neutralisation of opposites in trust)
•  reduced (in complexity)
•   represented (of a system, sub-system)
•  enlarged/reduced (in size)
• related
•  accumulated (learning process)
• changed








•  be there
•  not be there
•  not be there yet (latent)
etc.
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•  making a tradition
etc.
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APPENDIX D. ELEMENTARY CONCEPTS (standard concepts)
In social systems and models of such systems these elementary concepts are
the subject or object, the result or the input of a transformation. We there-
fore distinguish them as elementary social concepts.
Symbolically, I generally imagine them as being one or more points unless
otherwise necessary. Contrasts and similarities imply two points.
These elementary concepts have everything to do with the thought culture.
What one culture uses as a standard concept is different from what the other
one uses. You might almost say it is the unit of currency in which people
think in each culture. The extent to which people think in terms of only one
concept determines the extent to which they are involved in a mono-culture.
























APPENDIX E. WAYS TO REDUCE COMPLEXITY
A combination of forms and transformations
• define/leave undefined
• operationalise
•  determine the input (conditional programming)
•  determine the output (goal-oriented programming)
• trust, mistrust
•   Use power; management; authority
• love
•  tell the truth
• allocate property
• allocate rights






•  postpone in time
• symbolise, represent
• forecast
•  establish a relationship
• establish cause and effect
•  change the environment
• change internally
• shift uncertainty from outside to inside (internalise)
•  give guarantees
• change nothing
• train people (learning process)
•  make people independent













•  put one thing after another
•  make a difference in the time horizon
• isolate





• value things in terms of money
•  link decisions
•  form autonomous groups
• ignore
• leave possibilities open
•  form slack resources (e.g. intermediate stocks)
• permit self-satisfaction in work situations
•  use end/means approach
• reverse end/means approach
• interchange end/means approach
• permit opportunism
•  compare form with reality
• employ transformation
•  use binary schematisation
• leave things on an informal basis
•  actualise the inner world
•  use fixed or variable components
• create sub-systems
• delay, speed up
• neutralise effects
• build things up
• neutralise causes
• apply the law of the requisite variety (respond adequately to
environments)
•  aim at integration in the management cycle





• measure power as a functional equivalent of hierarchy
•  create more order
•  create more chaos
• create both chaos and order in different aspects at the same time
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SURVEY OF NAMES, PROJECTS, SYSTEMS AND GROUPS
1.    AKEN, J. van, Member of the BOR group. Project leader of BIC and
PROSPECT. Author of the thesis and book "On the Control of
Complex Organisations".
2. AEG/TELEFUNKEN MODEL. Description models from the German
enterprise AEG/Telefunken outlining the information tasks, information
relations and data collections in an organisation.
3. ARDI MANUAL. Handbook produced in Philips for the design of
information systems. Later published as *'Management Information
Systems Handbook".
4.      BIC (Beheersing Interne Conjunctuur = Control of the Internal Business
Cycle). A working group with members from various staff departments
carries out the BIC research study. The object of the study is to analyse
the causes of the internal business cycle and to indicate possibilities
for controlling this better.
5.        BAKKER, F.L. Managing Director of the ISA-Ap department.
6. BELLAAR SPRUYT, M.J., Pioneer sociologist in the BOR/WIO group.
7.   BOR GROUP. Business and Operational Research group of the ISA
Research department. Leader of the group is H. Grunwald.
8. CAMP FORMULA. Used for balancing order and stock costs.
9. CO-MAMIS (Communication-Oriented MAMIS). Compared with its
predecessor MAMIS this incorporates the real-time computer
technology.
10. COMBI PROJECT (COMBIned Effort for Business Information
Systems). A project aimed at designing a common system (package) for
the central planning departments in the consumer industries at Philips.
The project was coordinated by the ISA-Ap department.
11. CORPORATE ISA (Corporate Information and Automation Systems
Department). A staff department in Philips, established    in    1967.
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12. COPICS (Communication Oriented Production Information and Control
System). IBM information system and software package for industrial.
systems.
13. CPD. Central Planning Department from which the goods flow in a
Product Division is planned and directed. These departments were
established in the period 1971-1974.
14.    GRUNWALD, H., Group leader of the BOR group of ISA-R.
15.   HEIJN, H., Managing Director of the ISA-R department.
16.   ISA-Ap, (= ISA-Application), a department of Corporate ISA whose
task was to build information system packages for organisations. This
department contained the construction culture.
17. INFORMATION SYSTEM PLANNING. An ISA-R report by C.J.M.
van de WOUW describing how to design the structure of information
systems for an organisation.
18. HMMS RULE. The Hunt, Modigliani, Muth and Simon rule balances
capacity adjustment costs and stock costs.
19. IPSO (Initiating Production by Sales Orders). A pilot project and later
an OR based system to control the goods flow from raw material to
the end product.
20. ISA-R (= ISA-Research), a department of Corporate ISA where
research was done on information systems, control systems, statistics
and computer science. Part of this department, the BOR, has been
studied in greater detail. In this group the control culture was
predominant, with the social system culture developing later. '*Visual
Organisation Thinking" was mainly written in this group.
21.   KOOLHAAS, J.W., A member of the BOR/WIO group; an engineer by
education who developed into a psycho-sociologist. Author of the
thesis and book "Organization, Dissonance and Change", 1980.
22. LOPES CARDOZO, M., The pioneer managing director of Corporate
ISA (from 1967 to end 1968) who gave Corporate ISA a flying start
by his penetrating ideas and management power.
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23. MAMIS (Material Management Information System) was developed in
the Philips Computer Division in Apeldoorn. Later underwent further.
development in the ISA-Ap department.
24.   NIELEN, G.C., Top adviser on information systems and organisation in
Philips; leader   of the structure group in ISA-Ap (1970-1972)   and
authorofthebooks:
- Informatiesystemen en het besturen van ondernemingen
- De bedoeling van informatie voor de mens
Professor in Business Informatics at the Catholic University in Tilburg.
25. ORFO PROJECT AND SYSTEM (ORder to FOrwarding). A project
carried out in the early days of the ISA-Ap. The system handles
direct orders from selling companies at the company's centre, checks
whether the required goods are in stock and gives instructions for
dispatching them. It brings about a link-up between selling and pro-
duction units at operational level.
26.   PLUG, E., A member of the BOR/WIO group.
27. PLAN-ART (Planning and Recording Technique). A method for
analysing the planning information systems developed by W.
Swanenburg.
28.     POOT, A.F., Group leader   of the ISA-Ap (section: Systems   in   the
Netherlands) from 1968-1972. He originated from the Central Service
department and strongly advocated the BQ system and modular design.
(BQ system is a stock control system).
29. PROSPECT (PROtotype System for Planning, Evaluation and Coupling
Techniques). A prototype of an information system for the medium
term control of a network of factories and selling companies. The
project effort is conducted from ISA-R.
30.  RETOPS, (REal Time Order Processing System). An information soft-
ware system for the selling companies coordinated from ISA-Ap.
31.  SCHALKWIJK, W.F., Group leader of the BIS group (predecessor of
the BOR group) from 1967-1973. Later professor in  OR  at  the  Free
University in Amsterdam.
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32.  STRUCTURE OR ENGINEERING GROUP. A group formed by G.C.
Nielen to provide the architecture for standard systems. This was an.
important seed-bed for the author of this book.
33.   SWANENBURG, W., Member of the ISA-Ap group and author of the
PLANART technique.
34. usS SYSTEM (u = urgency, s = safety stock and S = replenishment
level). A short term OR system for controlling stocks.
35. VADIS (Vooronderzoek Automatiesysteem DIenstenSector). A project
aimed at producing a structure plan for automating the service depart-
ments of the Philips Research Laboratories.
36.  VEEN, B. van der, Member of the BOR group, author of the thesis
"Introduction to the Theory of Operational Research" and an unfailing
source of help in supplying all sorts of historical data used in this study.
37.  VERZIJL, J., Group leader of the workshop group of the ISA-Ap,
author of the books -Ieder het zijne" and "Plannen en Informeren".
38.    WASP (= Workshop Analysis Scheduling Program). A workshop software
system. The system effort was coordinated from ISA-Ap.
39.  WIELINGA, C., Pioneer engineer/sociologist of the BOR/WIO group.
40. WIO (Wisselwerking tussen Informatie en Organisatie-groep = Inter-
action between the Information and Organisation Group). This is a
subgroup of the BOR as a counter culture to the control culture in
which the organisation is seen as a synthesis of emotional and rational
components.





1.1 The chaos of thought forms as a synthesis of three organisational
cultures.
Chapter Two
2.1 The organisation  as a synthesis  of two forms: hierarchy and causality.
2.2     Survey of the main thought forms as a synthesis of being, time and
nothingness.
2.3 The organisation as a causality form (the effectuation of an effect).
2.4   A conceptual structure with three dimensions giving a first ordering
of the chaos of thought forms.
2.5    Axial and anaxial thought forms.
2.6 Every prescribed thought form creates a new platform in the adviser's
and client's organisation.
2.7 Chaos-to-operation paths (1) freezing, (2) opportunism, (3) unfreezing.
2.8 The design of a village as an example of a synthesis of forms
(Christopher Alexander).
2.9 Two ideas   of time reality: one consists of events  and the other  of
states.
2.10 The chaos of thought forms as a synthesis of causality, hierarchy and
dialectics.
Chapter Three
3.1 The profile of the cultures.
3.2        Profile  of the cultures, their development during the period reviewed
and the approach based on the chaos of thought forms.
3.3 The conceptual structure of Lopes Cardozo.
Chapter Four
4.1          The main thought    form    of the information system culture   and   its
variations.
4.2      A survey of the information system sub-cultures.
4.3 The charismatic approach: swallowing the environment by cognitive
form duplication.
4.4 The basic thought form of the information system culture.
4.5    The ARDI approach in three dimensions.
4.6 The methodological path of ARDI through the egg-timer thought
form.
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4.7 Monolithic, optional and modular system design.
4.8 The Nielen decision module in a dynamic control structure.
4.9 The thought forms of the system engineering group, ranging from
theoretical names to more organisational names for the module.
4.10 The AEG/Telefunken model: The descriptive and integration model
describing the present and the future.
4.11 The doctrine of ISA-Ap.
The organisation as a structure of information system packages.
4.12 The PLAN-ART module: a demand path meets a capacity  path  in
each module.
4.13 The commercial system approach with the evolutionary dialectical
thought form.
4.14 The development of the thought forms of the factory workshop
systems group.
4.15 Information System Planning and its strata.
4.16 Information System Planning as a match of concepts and a language
platform.
Chapter Five
5.1 The thought form of the control culture is a moving construction with
a reality and a normative component.
5.2 The successive conceptual structures of the control culture.
5.3     Reality and normative forms and their synthesis.
5.4   Construction of the thought forms in six strata at the start of the
culture.
5.5     Methodology for building a control system.
5.6 Two images of the industrial dynamics feedback control unit.
5.7     The IPSO system, consisting of two balance forms:
- short-term, dynamic balance (usS system);
- medium-term, static balance (HMMS rule).
5.8 The input/transformation/output   form   as a synthesis of cause   and
effect and the inside/outside box.
5.9 The organisation as a collection of black boxes.
5.10 Typology ofproduction situations and the match of solution concepts:
on the dimension from simple (core) to complex (periphery).
5.11   Controlling the internal business cycle.
5.12 The "what-if ' simulation of PROSPECT.
5.13 Four coordination modes.
5.14 Aufbau, Ablauf,     "pars     pro toto" (part-for-the-whole) dilemma.
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Chapter Six
6.1        The role performer concept: the functioning   of the individual   in
interaction with environments in time.
6.2 The dissonance model.
6.3 The dissonance model with one example.
6.4 The organisation  as an institution.
6.5 The bureaucratic model and the escape routes.
6.6 The socio-technical system approach.
6.7 The bi-polar environmental thinking construction of Thompson.
6.8 Sense constitution as a bridge between world and system.
6.9     Trust as a complexity reduction device and a building brick for social
systems.
6.10 Individual forms of Luhmann's theory of trust.
6.11 Five basic strategies for system rationality.
6.12 The formal organisation.
6.13 Luhmann's communication media codes.
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Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift
„Visual Organisation Thinking"
Kees van de Wouw
June  1981
1. De begrippen vertrouwen en leefwereld nopen tot een verbreding van de
organisatiewetenschap zoals toegepast in de praktijk, door hun oriantatie op
een ander werkelijkheidsbegrip (,hic et nunc") dan gebruikelijk (verleden en
toekomst).
N. Luhmann, Vertrauen 1973
N. Luhmann, Funktionen und Folgen formater Organisation 1964
2.  De organisatiewetenschap zoals toegepast in de praktijk gaat vooral in een
operationaliserende en conditionerende richting. Het welzijn van de organisatie-
deelnemers zou gediend zijn als daarnaast ook aandacht besteed zou worden
aan het proces van deconditionering en zelfontdekking. Dit laatste zou ook ten
goede kunnen komen aan de veranderingspotentie van de organisatie.
Dit proefschrift
3.   De diepere organisatiewerkelijkheid in de mens is paradoxaal. Een organisatie-
begrip uitgaande van een van buiten opgelegde harmonie en orde maskeert de
interne spanningen en konflikten en de daar-achter verborgen diepere harmonie.
H. Leisegang: Denkformen blz. 60 e.v. (Die Fragmente des Herakleitos)
4.  Hoe dieper de informatie-systeemontwikkeling in de paradoxale laag van de
organisatie binnendringt, des te meer heeft men kans op systemen die het
vertrouwen hebben van de organisatie4eden.
Dit proefschrift
5.    De organisatiewetenschap is gebaseerd op een aantal op de ratio georiEnteerde
denkvormen. Zoals: de werkelijkheid is een probleem, de wil tot de macht van
het ene subject over het andere, het perfectie denken, het lineaire tijdsdenken,
de binaire logica en de identificatie met het denken. Daardoor creert zij meer
problemen dan zij oplost. Liefde, meditatie, acceptatie van de werkelijkheid,
het los en natuurlijk zijn, zijn ten deze onbenutte complexiteitsreducerende
mechanismen.
Dit proefschrift
6.   De „chaos der denkvormen" kan alleen de creativiteit bevorderen indien deze
„chaos" in evenwicht wordt gehouden door een op gevoel gebaseerde innerlijke
harmonie van het individu.
Dit proefschrift
7.    De tekeningen van M.C. Escher leveren het aanschouwelijke materiaal voor een
aantal systepmtheoretische begrippen, zoals droste-effect, oplossend vermogen.
multifunsPF.aliteit
en paradoxale integratie.
.IN 11.f.., Die Welten des M.C. Escher 1971
8. Denken verdeelt, gevoel maakt een. Het visualiseren kan onder andere als brug
tussen gevoel en denken fungeren.
R. Arnheim, Visual Thinking 1969
9.  Het waamemen via 66n bepaalde denkvorm waarmee men zich identificeert,
levert een eenzijdige vertekening op van de werkelijkheid. Het instrumenteel
gebruiken van de denkvorm waarbij men zich meer ervan losmaakt, vermindert
deze vertekening.
Dit proefschrift
10. Het onderscheid in de moraal van goed en kwaad en in het denken van waar en
onwaar zijn belangrijke oorzaken voor een gespletenheid, die valt waar te
nemen in de Westerse cultuur.
11. Het spreekwoord „ledigheid is des duivels oorkussen" kan beschouwd worden
als een uitvinding van de duivel zelve.
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